
OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK ( 100 -26603-C40) (#12-10) DATE: 11/19/57

FROM '

: SA I I

SUBJECT: CP, USA DISTRICT NO. 2

BRONX COUNTY
IS-C

Identity of Source

Characterization

Date of Activity

Date Info. Received

Received by

Location of Info.

On 10/7/57 ? NY 2010 -S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that a "closed meeting"
was to be held on 10/15/57* on the second floor at 633
Allerton Avenue, Bronx, NY. The informant also advised that
WILLIAM WEINSTONE of the CP, USA Educational Department would
be the speaker and that his topic would be discussion of a
recent CP, USA National Committee meeting.
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NY 97-169 (DAILY WORKER)
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NY 100-26603-C40

On 10/24/57 * the informant furnished a two page
hand printed report dated 10/16/57 .» concerning the North
Bronx Section of the CP. A copy of this report follows
hereafter:

10/16/57 12:30 PM

On 10/15/57 the North Bronx Section of the
Communist Party held a meeting at the Allerton Community
Center 683 Allerton Avenue, Bronx, NYC at 8:30 PM.
About 45 persons attended this meeting. WILLIAM WEINSTONE
W, M, Age50, Hgt . 5 1 1 "

, Wgt . 1901bs, Eyes dark. Hair Gray
black, Comp, dark, iTves on l48th Street, (near Queens
Boulevard) Long Island, NYC, was main speaker on the rebuild-
ing of the old and new membership drive for the Communist
Party in the NYC area. Also to clear their minds of all the
rumors and misunderstandings of the past . This is being done
to try to get the former members back and also to bring in
new members. This is being done in a mass movement
through the NYC area . The Party has also taken up
the drive to save and raise $100,000 fund drive for
the Daily Worker newspaper.

Attending this meeting were
|~ ~|

I (Invited guest! I

Job

h7C

Praise was given to |

I for their splendid work in the canvassing for
the Elizabeth Gurley Flynn campaign for signatures,.

ELM
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DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROII:
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SUBJECT? COMMUNIST PARTY '-

ORGANIZATION^
INTERNAL SECURITY

UTMOST CARE MUST BE UTILIZED EN»<KEM i

THE' FOLLOWING INFORMATION, IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY"OF A .

HIGHLY PLACED INFORMA.M'Sg*^
“ '

'
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•

. CG <8?)i-S-* oil.

N

ovember ll}., 1957/ made available to be
SA I I twelve dictaphone memo b&lts describing hie
a meeting of the National Committee of the Communist Party - USA, b7D
held in New York City on November 9 and 10, 1957. The transcrip-
tion of these memo belts is being maintained in Chicago -.file
A/l3l|.-i|.6-lj.0l6o The information on the following pages is con-
tained in this transcriptions^^-

Bureau ( REGISTERED

)

Atlanta (100= )

AMi INFOHMATION CONTAINED wrirtct^
IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE

. SEKMN OTHERWISE, ^ --

(CP - USA, Organization) (REGISTERED)

2 - Baltimore (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100=1214.614.) (CP - USA, Organization)
(1 - 100- )( GEORGE MEYERS)

2 - Birmingham (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- ) (CP - USA, Organization)
(1 - 100- .) (HOSEA HUDSON)

2 = Boston (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-20779) (CP - USA, Organization)
(1 - 100=16160) (MICHAEL A 0 RUSSO)

Buffalo (100* ) (CP = USA, Organization) (REGISTERED)

See i through v pages for additional copies,
INDEXED,SEARCHED

|RIAMZED.^S^.niED

OV 25 1956
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Butte (REGISTERED) .

(1 - 100= )(CP - USA, Organization)
(1 - 100=5350) (JOHN HELLMAN)

Charlotte (100= (CP - USA, Organization) (REGISTERED)

Cleveland (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100=17257) (CP = USA, Organization)
(1 - 65=721) (ANTHONY KRGHMAREK)
(1 = 100=4212) (HYMAN LUMER)

Dallas (100= ( CP = USA
, Organi zat ion ) (REGISTERED

)

Denver (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100-1800HOP - USA. Orga
(1 = 100 =4211)1

t

Detroit (REGISTERED)
(1 ~ 100=2050) (CP = USA, Orga
(1 = 100=6075) (Cominfil = UAW
(1 = 100=84.82) (THOMAS DENNIS)
(1 = 100=945) (NAT GANLEY)
(1 = 100=13420) (CARL WINTER)
(1 = 100=13470) (HELEN WINTER)

sation)

Organization)
UAW)

El Paso (100=

Houston (100=

)(CP = USA, Organization) (REGISTERED)

)(CP = USA, Organization) (’REGISTERED)

Indianapolis (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100=11093) (CP - USA, Organization)
(1 = 100=9529) (EMANUEL BLUM)

Knoxville (100=

Little Rock (100=

;CP = USA, Organization) (REGISTERED)

) ( CP =
' USA , .

Organization) (REGISTERED)

Los Angeles (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100=26044 ) (CP = USA „ Ore
(1 = 100=525711
(1 = 100=4486) ^

(1 = 100=466 1

)

(BEN DOBBS)
(l = 100=23700)1
(l = 100= ) 1 PETTIS PERRY)

3. »
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1 - Miami (100- ) (CP - USA, Organization) (REGISTERED)

2 - Milwaukee (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-42-1

H

CP - USA. Organization)
(1 - 100-11125) V l

2 - Minneapolis (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-1878-PHCP - USA

, Organization)
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1 - Mobile (100- )(CP - USA, Organization) (REGISTERED) 'be

b7C

4 - Newark (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100—I4.28I1-) (CP - USA, Organization)
(1 - 100- )(CP - USA, Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100-297k ) T ~l

”, - (1 - 100- ) (PAT TOOHEY)
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New York copies (Continued)
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November llj., 1957

Time. Type and Site of Meetint

A meeting of the National Committee of the Communist
Party - USA was : held at Yugoslav Hall, i|.lst Street and 9th
Avenue j New York City, New York, on Saturday, November 9, 1957

,

and Sunday, November 10, 1957 o Sessions were held in what is
called the Main Hall, EARL DURHAM, via tape recorder, obtained
an official record, of the sessions. The tapes will be erased
after the contents have been transcribed by secretaries.’^^

Persons in Attendance /

The following members of the National Committee of the
Communist Party <=> USA were in attendance at the meetings

Members=At<=>Lare;e

GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY
BEN DAVIS, JR.
DAVE DAVIS
EUGENE DENNIS
EARL DURHAM \
FRED FXUE
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN (Saturday only)
JOHN GATES
DOROTHY HEALEY
JOHN HELLMAN '

JAMES JACKSON
'

CLAUDE T.TGTTTFOOT1

PETTIS PERRY
AL RICHMOND

JACK STAGHELv
SIDNEY STEIN - “

ROBERT THOMPSON (Sunday only)
DOXEY WILKERSON
CARL WINTER

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, who Is a member of the National Com-
mittee at°large, was not present due to Illness *ry

* VPtww—.

- 1 -



Other National Committee Members Present

MARTHA STORE
PAT TOOHEY

Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware

THOMAS NABRIEb ( Sunday only)

Michigan

RAT GAMLET
TOM DENNIS

Ohio

HT LUMER
ANTHONY KRGHMAREK

South

FOSEA HUDSON, who reportedly represented
Alabama at the July, 195>7,
National Committee meeting

A person possibly Identical with MART
KALB, who, at the July, 1957, National
Committee meeting, represented Virginia.
(Saturday only)

New England

MICHAEL RUSSO

Western Pennsylvania

STEVE NELSON

Maryland

GEORGE A. METERS



The following invitees, who are not members of the
National Committee of the Communist Party - TJSA, were presents

BILL ALBERTSON
HERBERT APTHEKER



I I

TED BASSETT ( Saturday only)
ALEXANDER BITTELMAN
AL BLT3MEERG

MORRIS CHILDS
BOB COE ( Sunday
GEORGE MORRIS
ARNOLD JOHNSON
JACK SHULMAN
MAT WETAS

(Sunday only)

bo
b7C

] OX
There were approximately six other invitees, who cannot

be further identified who attended the Saturday sessions©^?'

All reports delivered at the National Committee meeting
were based on printed outlines distributed to those in attendance
prior to the first National Committee session 0 The following

-

documents* those In/, point*", have been* via photostat copies*
made available to the Bureau and interested offices?

(1) ”Report on the South =<= JAMES JACKSON” © |

(2 )

(3)

(4 )

(5 )

was not agreed upon before the sessions commenced© On the con-
trary* the agenda was accepted only point by point as the session
progressed© The agenda* therefore* was changed a number of times

The group led by SID STEIN* FRED FINE and in alliance
with JOHN GATES* wanted the meeting to begin with a reading of

”Labor Policy Statement for 1958”,

. „ w =><=• 1957 •=>•= Plan of Action”
and accompanying ”Faet Sheet”©

”0n the Preparation of a Party Program”©

A document dated November 3» 1957 *
MTo The

National Administrative Committee* Dear Com-
rades”* and signed, ”Comradely yours * Mickie
Lima* Chairman of the Northern California

-#7
Unlike previous National Committee meetings© the agenda



the Northern California document,1 instead ©f as had been sug-
gested with JAMES JACKSON? s report on the South 0 It was agreed
that the reading of the Northern California document would be
postponed until 4-sOO P*M* on Saturday, November 9, 19^7^^

MORNING- SESSION OP NOVEMBER

Report of JAMES JACKSON on the South
\

The Saturday session of the National Committee meeting,,
chaired by DON WHEELDXN, began as JAMES JACKSON discussed his
report on the South,, JACKSON said that since the South now has
two“fifths as much industry as the rest of the United States,
its economy can no longer be considered as rural or agricultural.
Indicative of this, JACKSON stated that 36$ of the oil, coal and
chemical industries are now located in the Souths that 99% of
the tobacco Industry and 9$% of the synthetic industries are
now located in the South* JACKSON said that 88% of the textiles
are produced in the South

JACKSON further stated that the South occupies first
place in the production of atomic material $ that the South has
210 aircraft plants and over 200 electronic plants* In the
South* since 194-7 , the net gain of Industrial workers is up
by 27%p as against an increase of 2,8% for industrial workers
in the United States as a whole 0 An important fact,' according
to JACKSON, is that industrial plants have been built outside
of what -is called the Plantation Belto Most plants have, been
built in Louisiana and Texas* JACKSON stated that North Carolina
has an average hourly wage scale of $1*28, the nation0 S ' second
lowest, as opposed to an average wage scale in Michigan, a
Northern industrial state, of $2*22$.* JACKSON attributed the
low average wag© in .North Carolina to the fact that 26% of the •

population of North' Carolina is Negro* He said that the Negroes,
who compose 2$% of the South 0 s population, receive only $% of
the jobs in the South* JACKSON also said that the white worker
in the South is also exploited and shamed, even though given a
morsel of white superiority by his masters

*^5^

JACKSON continued t© point out changes in the South*
He cited the reduction in the number or share-croppers f the
introduction of new agricultural techniques, tractor labor
instead of hand or mule labor* The wage earner 0 s condition in
the South, according to JACKSON, is just as terrible as that of
the share-cropper*^
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JACKSON then discussed the integration struggle which,
he said, is continuing on all fronts — political, economic,
etc, JACKSON

-

termed the integration struggle a struggle for
equality® one in which the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, supported by civic and fraternal organ-
izations, with some aid from the AFL-CXO, is the leader 0 JACK-
SON stated theft; the South now has its own leadership! a leader-
ship directed by the Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING, which may
be\characterized as a Christian Negro united front to secure
the right. to vote 0 He said that the church is leading the
Negro liberation movement in the South! that the Negro pro-
letariat is playing an important role

JACKSON discussed the recent gubernatorial election
in Virginia, stating that a member of the BXRD machine was
elected on a platform of resistance to integration, JACKSON •

said that there should -be no illusions about the conduct of
the Republicans in Virginia, who also favor segregation,

: although they propose a token desegregation to avoid violation
of court orders. It should, according to JACKSON, be regarded
as significant that one-third of the voters chose the • Republi-.
can candidate! thus, choosing, in the words ©f JACKSON, the
lesser of two evils. He said that the Negroes in Virginia
gained, in that they succeeded in voting anti-segregationists
into county offices, although no Negroes as such were elected<M

JACKSON, in discussing the ©lections in Little Rock,
said that in the rqcent Little Rock City Council election, six
of the seven elected were from the Good Government Party and
that only one rabid segregationist managed to gain election, -

JACKSON said that in the Little Rock election, as Ih that,, in
Virginia, only $0% of the registered voters went to the polls,
JACKSON stated that in Little Rock the Negroes cast one -third
of the vote and voted almost unanimously for the Good Govern-
ment Party, The Good Government Party'1 s vote, according to
JACKSON, came mostly from the Negro areas and from silk stocking
wards in Little Rock, He said that labor was without political
leadership in the Little Rock elections and that the political
activity in the trade unions in Little Rock is very limited^^

JACKSON said that in the South there are five million
potential Negro voters, plus ten million disenfranchised white
voters who can be mobilized, H© then compared the horrible
conditions in the South — Mississippi in particular — with
the good conditions which exist in the National Republic of



*

Armenia in the Soviet Union* He t

the Republic of Armenia has been t

ism* JACKSON said that forty yea:
and the South, particularly Mis si;
ward and oppressed* Today, howev<
of Armenia are no longer oppress©

<

Mississippi or in Georgia* The p<

JACKSONj were once illiterate and
Georgia, according to JACKSON, no
Negro students In Mississippi * tj

e said that the improvement in
n accomplished through Social®
ears ago • the - Republic of Armenia
sissippi, were comparably back®
ever, the people of the Republic
sed as are the Negroes in
people in Armenia, according to
nd now have been educated* In
no medical school will enroll a
there is but one doctor for each

ra in seven is owned by a Negro*
table, that the Negro in the-
ornic and political Situation,
Socialism and Capitalism*
uld b© based on what Socialism
in Armenia, as opposed to what
ckwardness has caused the people
©groe'C'

15,900 people, and only on© farm in seven is owned by a Negro*
He said It is, therefore, inevitable, that the Negro in the-
South, seeing his backward economic and political Situation,
must make a comparison between Socialism and Capitalism*
JACKSON said the comparison should b© based on what Socialism
has accomplished in forty years in Armenia, as opposed to what
ninety years of Capitalistic backwardness has caused the people
in Mississippi, including the Negro*^'

JACKSON then discussed 'Communist Party membership In
the South* He said, that only li.0% of those who were members of
the Communist Party' in the South in 1951 are still in the Party*
According to JACKSON, 20$ of the 1951 Communist Party member® -

ship has moved from the South in terror* JACKSON stated that
police organisations succeeded in penetrating the Communist
Party in the South, citing police penetration In Tennessee as
an example* JACKSON said that the Communist Party has been
forced to disband in four States and that as a result only 10$ ‘

or less of the Communist Party membership in the South paid
dues up until recentXy*^^ s

At this point
Communist Party members
for 1951, 1951}-, 1956 an
Communist ..Party members

Texas

in his talk, JACKSON enumerated the
hip in the South, using membership figures
id 195? for comparative analysis* The
hip breakdown in the South is as follows

s

1951 - 132
i9$k ® i|5

Florida

1957 - 40

1951 - li}.l

1951}. - 71
1956 ® 48 \s/

1957 = 42 p.
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-w
Virginia o

o 1951 <=> k-5
195k. C3

3k-
1956 CD 25
1957 CD 20

North Carolina? 1951 CD 168
195k-
1956

CD 56
30

1957 CD 20

Georgia o
o 1951 CD 6

m,
CD

CD

2
2

1957 CD 2

Alabama 0
o 1951 CD 86

195k CD 59
1956 CD 15
1957 CD 20

Tennessee o
o 1951 CD 0

195k CD Ik
1956 CD 16
1957 « 10

Mississippi o
o 1951 CD 1

195k- CD 1
1956 CD 1
1957 CD 1

Arkansas o
o 1956 CD 5

1957 CD 5

South Carolina? 1956 CD 5
1957 CD 5

Louisiana o
o 195k- CD 57

1956 CD 28
1957 CD 10

JACKSON stated that there are about 25 Communist Party
members in the South 'who are in conservation or reserve status*
(This probably means uon i©e M or that these Party members do
not expose themselves 9 having only occasional contact with the
Communist Party*

8



JACKSON then said that the current Communist Party
membership in the South is approximately 210*^$C^

JACKSON said that the Southern Communist Party Regional
Committee is made up of local people , but is headed by a member-
of the National Committee 0 (JAMES JACKSON heads this committee,
which meets four times per yearg however, there is also a Resi-
dent Committee on Southern Affairs in New York City which meets
every two weeks*X^^

Regarding Communist Pa:

JACKSON said that the Communist
Regional Committee, , will have to
this membership with the Party *"*

membership in the South,
;y, through the Southern
sonnect a good portion of

JACKSON then put forth his thesis, which is substantially
as follows?

(1) That we re-affirm the need for the building
of the Party in the South*

(2) That we need a high quality limited mem-
bership in the South? people capable of influencing
mass organizations and mass movements*

(3) That we agree that not more than one-
third of the time of these Communist Party members
should be used for inner Party work* - That we
should adopt this rule so that the membership in
the South can utilize its time to mingle among
friends and thus raise the level of appreciation
of the Party among their friends* This means
carrying out propaganda and education*

(4) That,, the Southern Regional Committee of
the Communist Party be considered a point of con-
centration and that the Party work in this regard
be carried out in four (unspecified) Southern cities*
JACKSON said that this concentration would contrast
with the Communist Party work now being' done in
22 (unspecified) cities in the South*

(£>) That the Party establish a monthly
journal to deal with theory* ("Whether this should
be done openly or not, JACKSON did not state*)

V*-

(3



(6) That the Communist Party inspire young
people now living in the North to make their homes
in the Southo (This is an appeal for colonizers.
This problem has been discussed in the past, at
which time it was concluded that the Communist Party
wanted professionals, especially white professionals,
particularly doctors, social workers and school
teachers, to move to the South,

JACKSON then stated that there is a need for developing
a people® s program in the South, and he reminded those present
that in 195>2 the Party issued a program for the South which had
a terrific impact, especially on liberals, trade unionists and
others in the South, as well as a certain impact on Northern
liberals^

the South, as well as a certain impact on Northern

JACKSON concluded by pointing ©'

bring forth something like the Bolsheviks
election of 1912lSj^

Discussion of JAMES JACKSON® s \

it that the Party could
brought forth in the

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT 4,

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT made a motion that JACKSON® s report
be published, which was accepted, (Sections dealing with inner
organizational questions will be deleted when the report is
published and the report will be sent t© the ©pinion°makers of
the United States, )v

LIGHTFOOT said that the building of the Party in the
South is the number one task, that it concerns all Communist
Party Districts, and that funds for this purpose - will be needed.

Remarks of WILLIAM L„ PATTERSON
)S<

WILLIAM L, PATTERSON suggested that all Party eommis-
sions study JACKSON® s report and that concrete proposals be

.
made

as to what action can be taken to implement Communist Party work -

in the South, PATTERSON also suggested that .'the Negro- Commission,
which is distinct from the Southern Regional Committee, take up
JACKSON® s report

PATTERSON next posed the question. What should be the"
attitude of the Party toward the EISENHOWER Civil Rights Commission?
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PATTERSON said the Communist Party should attempt to bring to
this commission people who are leaders of mass organizations
who will state the grievances of the South, He emphasized that
the leadership and membership of trade unions and civic organs
izations must be influenced and that the role in this whole
movement should be one of clarifying the demands of mass organ-
izations o PATTERSON said that . reference must be made to the
fact that the Federal Government has - a big responsibility in
this matter 0 The Federal Government, according to PATTERSON,
should come forward and abolish some of the State legislation
which stands in the way of implementation of the Federal Con-
stitutiono PATTERSON said that fifteen States still have
backward legislation in this regard* He suggested that the
Communist Party spread the idea that the Department of Justice
should take the initiative regarding the abolition of backward
State leeislation

PATTERSON also suggested another proposal, which stated
that the conditions in the South and the denial of the right to
vote should be a basis for a petition to the United Nations
because the United States is, in the South, violating universal
human rights, especially those of the Negro 0 (This motion was
neither welcomed nor adopted* ' ‘

PATTERSON concluded with a suggestion that' a slogan,
which would inspire the South, such as ’"End Jim Crowism”, be
raised in the North* He said that the slogan should be con-
cretized, "End Jim Crowism in New York”, "End Jim Crowism in
Illinois", etCo'C' ,

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

DENNIS said that the work of the comrades in the South
is heroic, that they are hot mere spectators but are participat-
ing in mass movements* He said that the main task is to demo-
cratize the South and to compel the American Capitalist class
to carry through the bourgeoise democratic revolution, which
means elementary democracy in the South, DENNIS stated that
the broad, denominator for unity around the questions of the
South is, "Defense of Constitutional Liberties

In discussing the role of labor in the fight for. the-
franchise of the South, DENNIS called' for a coalition of labor,
Negro organizations and liberal forces in the South* He said
that the fight for integration must be carried out both in the
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North and in the South. All possible people * according to
DENNIS

* should be influenced to vote properly and the Negro
vote must be mobilized* fofi if this is not done* the Dixiecrats
will continue to strangle the South

DENNIS, said that the Democratic Party in Southern
California has adopted a resolution- which calls for the expul-
sion of the Dixiecrats from the Democratic Party,, He said that
this information should be popularized and that the idea should
be circulated that the Presidential Commission on Civil Rights,
recently established* should be forced* compelled or influenced
to supervise elections that take place in the South from now on.
This commission* according to DENNIS* should see that the 13th,
llj.th and 15th Amendments to the Constitution are guaranteed to
the Negro in the South

DENNIS also said that we must also fight so that
Federal funds will not be given to public school systems which
subvert the United States Constitution. If a school is closed
by a State* according to DENNIS* the Federal Government should
finance a new schoolj>£

Remarks of SID STEINj

SID STEIN said that the Communist Party can do some
things* but that the Party must be aware of both its strength
and Its limitations. STEIN mentioned that the Party can influence
the labor movement as to the relation of forces between the
employers and the working class by showing that labor victories
in the South Influence trade union achievements In the North*
STEIN then spoke favorably of "The Worker" Supplement on Little
Rock and called It a concrete expression of the Party In this
fight concerning the Southo^^-

STEIN emphasized that he is against those who want to
attack trade union leaders because these leaders are not doing
enough or are not sufficiently Involved in the struggle against
segregation. STEIN said that there are certain strains between
the Negro movement and the labor movement* and the Communists
must seek ways to bring about unity between these movements.
He said that trade union leaders should be encouraged to Influence
the Southern union membership to participate in the struggle
for desegregation in the South. STEIN said that the Communist
Party gives priority to the work in the South and Is giving
this work financial priority also. If necessary* according to



STEEN, a leading ©ommitte© will steely the budget and make a loan
in order to make money available to the Southern Regional Com®-
mittee of the Cosanunlst Party so that it ©an ©ontinue its work,
despite the serious financial difficulty which faees the rest
of the Party

STEIN then asked the National Committee to approve
the Southern solidarity stand so that the Party ©an make an-
effort to rale© $10,000* (This later was approved^ that Is,
the National Committee voted that they issue a solidarity stand
in 1957 and that It ask each Party member to give the equivalent
of one month® s duos for the Southern Solidarity Fundo IX

STEIN concluded by stating that the Party ought to
use some initiative In bringing together some white Southern
liberals, and he further said that the Party should bring
together Socialist®minde& people in the South <=><=• the kind of
people who will not join the Communists but will help In the
struggle for the franchise and for desegregation*^^

Remarks ©f JACK SEULMAN

JACK SBULMAN, Secretary and chauffeur to WILLIAM Z*
POSTER and a member ,of the Resident Southern Committee, asked
that the Distri©ts give more attention to the work in the South*
When SHUIMAN said that at the present time only New York ©on®
tributes to. work In the South, the California people attending
protested and said that California has been contributing to
Communist Party work in the South*^

Remarks of PEED PINE

FEED PINE said that he would speak on the Negro®labor
alliance * He said that the leadership of the labor movement is
still on the defensive concerning the South* At 'a recent meet®
ing of the AFL Agricultural Workers Union, a©©ording to PINE,
It was pointed out that ©n@®half million agri©ultural workers
in the South can be organised In five years* PINE said the
records of this union Indicate that the agri©ultural worker of
the South, ©hlefly Negro, gets only $2% of the wage of a white
worker. Concerning what labor ©an do to obtain the franchise
for the Negro voter in the South, PINE said that recently In
Chicago the United Packinghouse Workers -of America presented
Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING- with an $11,000 ©heck during a wage
conference at which KING spoke* PINE also said that KING, while



in Chicago,, addressed the United Auto Workers, which has recog-
nized the need to struggle in order to aid the Negro in pro-
curing the franchise in the South>£<;

Remarks of HY LUMERt
^^

HY LUMER said a few words regarding the economic basis
for the struggle in the South^^ :

Remarks of MILDRED MC ADORY

MILDRED MC ADORY talked about the need for pressure
from below so that the leaders In every movement can be influenced.
She pointed out that the leaders in the South who direct the .

’

Negro movement are 1 youthful people and that the Communists have
no young people who are playing a role c She said that we can
build the Communist Party in the South, since there are four,
hundred former members who are just waiting to be picked up, y*

Remarks of DOROTHY HEALEYjh^
DOROTHY HEALEY said that the situation in the South

and the struggles in the South have heightened the contradictions ,

within the Democratic Party and that this fight will be reflected
in the National Committee meeting of the Young Democrats which,
at the time of the National Committee meeting, was In progress
in Reno, Nevada^r

Remarks of HERBERT APTHEKER

HERBERT APTHEKER, who had been invited to 'the meeting
that he might participate In the discussion ,Li,stated th&t
the assault on racism in the South is meeting with success. He
said that the majority of the scientific and moral minds of the
United States condemn racism and are laboring for racism® s
defeat,"#

APTHEKER went on to say that a false Impression has
been built up about the special morality of the South, about the
bourbon gentlemen in the South, and about Southern gentility

,

APTHEKER said that this conception is false because in reality
the bourbons are the despoilers of the South, After stating
that the Negro has a powerful economic potential, APTHEKER went
on to talk about the power of the boycott and the power of the
votep$^



AP1HEKER then dismissed theelStments in the desegre®
gation question,, He cited the FAUBUS plan, which is the plan
of the White Citizens Council and one which is completely
opposed to desegregation,, Next he mentioned the plan of the
Little Rock School Boards calling it a delaying tactic =® that
is, token desegregation is permissible and ought to be tried

AP50HEKER then mentioned that the Negro people are
insisting that the law of the land be carried onto APTHEKER
said that the Left should agitate for enforcement of the law
of the land without ifs, ands or buts„ APTHEKER said that .the.
Party has been lax in working among whit© Northerners and that
more can b© done in this

‘

Remarks of BEN DAVISj W
BEN DAVIS said ftat the fight for desegregation has

effects of this crisis are.a
, _

favorable throughout the entire United States 0 Very soon,
according to DAVIS, there may b© also an economic crisis in
the United States „ DAVIS said that EISENHOWER had resolved
nothing in Little Rock and that IKE 8 a evasiveness and his
dealings with FAUBUS may have set off other resistance 0 Accord®
ing to DAVIS, JACKSON 8 s report ©n the South will help to develop
the struggle in the South to a higher stage^g

DAVTS went on to say that the Party, as an organizat-
ion, has not put its entire weight into this question,, He
said that this is a political question and also an organizational
question DAVIS said that if w® do not take organizational steps
to guarantee the carrying out of JIM JACKSON0 s suggestions, we
will be lost in r@utinism0 DAVIS proposed that an extraordinary
Party conference of cadres be called to mobilize all of the
Party to .more as a; natiomi force regarding the South „ (BEN DAVIS 8

suggestion or proposal was not adopted in the form in which he
made it^>§^

Remarks of GEORGE BLAKE CHARSET 1 ^
GEORUE BLAKE CHARNEY said that he endorses the national

mobilization and also that there is presently no separation
between the campaign to organize the unorganized in the South,
and other campaigns in progress there o'&L

y._v- ,

*- At .this point In the National* Committee me©11ng
.rtfierel ciwas an adjournment for lunch „ fhis adjournment' sort of concluded

® If? ®



the discussion on the JAMES JACKSON report 0 . The proposals, of
course, were endorsed later after all the proposals were brought
on the floor to be voted uponoX?

AFTERNOON SESSION OF NOVEMBER 9* 1957

The afternoon session of November 9, 1957/ ehairdd by
MARTHA STONE, 'began as FRED FINE opened the discussion regarding
Communist Party labor policy, which discussion was predicated
on the document entitled, ’’Labor Policy for 195$o^^<^

It was developed during* the labor discussion that on
the first Sunday of January, 1958, an Eastern Regional Con-
ference on Trade Union Work will be held near Flemlngton, New
Jersey* It was also learned that PAT TOOHEY will be active in
the development of the Eastern Regional Conference on Trade
Union Work, and that DAVE DAVIS will be responsible for its
conducing

It was also learned that on January 18, 1958, a Mid-
western Regional Conference on Trade Union Work, which will
be directed by SAM KUSHNER, has been scheduled for Chicago^''

Report of FRED RIME on Labor
Policy Statement for 1958

FRED FINE said, in discussing ’’Labor Policy Statement
for 1958”, that It is only a draft which assesses the main tact-
ical approaches to labor problems* FINE said that some fundamental
problems were left out of the document and even omitted from
the trade union resolution*vS'

FINE said that the document emphasizes the tactical
rather than the basic policy* He said that the document does
not deal with the status of the Communist Party in industry or
with the legality of Party members In trade unions* FINE men-
tioned that new problems, investigations and persecutions have
arisen for the Left, which makes it difficult for the Left to.
function* FINE cited Baltimore, New York and Buffalo as- examples*
FINE said that there are other problems ‘to be worked out, such
as determining the relation of the trade union movement to the
various political parties, particularly the Democratic Party*
FINE then explained that since the labor report was lengthy, he
was limiting his oral remarks*X



At this juncture , there was a debate as to whether
or not the discussion concerning JAMBS JACKSON® s report on the
South should be completed,. It was the consensus of opinion of
those on the National Committee that since some people who
wished to speak on the JACKSON report had not as yet done so,
time should be alloted that these people might speak „ It was
decided that following PINE® s talk, both the PINE and the JACKSON
reports would be discusseds^Pi

Remarks of PETTIS PERRYJ

sk uhe fPETTIS PERRY took^the floor and talked - about the semi«
colonial nature of the Negro people in the South, and also men-
that there is a natural liberation movement in the South, especially
if the Negroes unite with the Mexican minority, since both
minorities have common problems o He then went on to explain
that in Texas and in Florida there are other minorities —
Mexicans as well as West Indians, etc„ — and that when we dis-
cuss the Negro problem in the South, these facts should be
borne In mindJ5

Remarks of BURT NELSON

After a very short statement by MIOKIE LIMA, BURT
NELSON, In discussing JIM JACKSON® s report, said that It would
be helpful if the two Senators of Washington (MAGNUSON and '

JACKSON) could be pried loose from the DIxiecrats — that Is,
that the JAMES JACKSON report can be used as a weapon to influence
public opinion in order to separate the Senators from the State
of Washington and from alliances with Dixieerats„^

NELSON then discussed unemployment ’ in the States of
Washington and Oregon, and mentioned that the lumber industry
has been hit by an economic crisiso^^

After BURT NELSON® s speech, STEVE NELSON stated that
integration and equal citizenship are the issues in point, and
EARL DURHAM stated that he agreed with the major 1

-thesis of the
JACKSON report,'"^"

It is to be noted that during the afternoon session
of the November 9, 1957, National Committee meeting, only seven
minutes time was available to speakers, whereas ten minutes, had
been available to them at the morning session^
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Remarks of GEORGE MORRIS

,

GEORGE MORRIS, the Labor Editor of the ’’Daily Worker”,
who was invited to the meeting that he might participate in
the labor discussion, said that he had helped to draft the docu-
ment on labor policy for 19£8, but that since some people from
Chicago (FRED- PIKE and SAM KUSHNER) have gone over the document
and edited it, he, MORRIS, has some criticism of the document,,
MORRIS thinks the document should start off with a discussion
on the peace question and the need for peace plus the role or
lack of role of the labor movement In the whole peace question's.

%
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Remarks of JOE FIGTJERBDQ j

JOE was worried when MARTHA STONE introduced him
by his full name. He requested that his name be expunged
from the record, which request was carried out by EARL DURHAM,
When JOE did start to talk, he was somewhat ruffled due ,to
the nature of his introduction and, accordingly, said nothing
of consequence^^

Remarks of CHARLES LOMAN

LOMAN said that as far as he can 'see , there is no
difference between labor and the government „ Labor leaders,
according to LOMAN, when in convention, always endorse the
colonial policy. Labor leaders, according to LOMAN, go the
government one better and propose worse policies than those
proposed by the government, LOMAN termed union bureaucracy
worse than an unorganized working class, LOMAN thinks that
EISENHOWER sent troops to Li'ttle Rock because international
pressures became so great that EISENHOWER was influenced by
them,^|<^

Remarks of CARL WINTER

WINTER said that he disagrees with ALEXANDER BITTELMAN
in that he, WINTER, will not C idolize the trade unions.
WINTER sai'd he refuses to give the trade union movement a role
which it does not have, WINTER Said that we cannot build the
Party as a class party or show the working class the necessity
for the Party' because if the trade unions are leaders of the work-
ing classes, • then why do they need a £arty. WINTER suggested
that the Party explain to the working classes the causes of
exploitation and of profits made by the big monopolies and
trusts. WINTER suggested that from a class point of view
we explain to the working class the full meaning of automa-
tion and the effects it will have upon the working class.
WINTER said that FRED FINE® s document makes the trade unions
appear a great deal better than they really are. WINTER
mentioned that there are some differentiations in the trade
union movement but that such differentiations are not defined
in FINE® s document. According to WINTER, h.e%* as a Communist,
should not debase the Party purpose in the trade union field
because the Party has a big job ahead in transforming trade
unions to class unions

19



On the question of the Negro-labor alliance, WINTER
said that this relationship should not be idealized,, WINTER
stated that there is a bad relationship between unions and
the Negro movement. WINTER concluded by terming PINE 8 s docu-
ment inadequate and mentioned that the document needs to be
improved^g'

Remarks of MARTHA. STONE

STONE said that in the main she is in agreement
with the document presented by FRED PINE, but she thinks that
the economic situation needs strengthening. She cited exam-
ples of widespread unemployment in the State of New Jersey,
which is causing discontentment. If, according to STONE, we
are able to analyze the economic situation better, we may
give leadership to this discontentment^^

Remarks of CARL ROSS

ROSS stated that the Party needs to address itself
to the farmer-labor alliance, as well as to the Negro-labor
alliance. ROSS thinks that this farmer-labor alliance is.

coming into being in many parts of the country, and he cited
examples as to how. In some states, this alliance is operat-
ing. ROSS then discussed a recent conference of the American
Federation of Labor Educational Committee. Discussion was
held during this conference concerning the labor-farmer alli-
ance, and it was pointed out that election victories in Oregon
and Iowa and in other states were based on this alliance,

Remarks of SAM KUSHNER

KUSHNER said that since he participated in the edit-
ing of the labor document, he did not feel he had too much
to say about it. He was, however, somewhat critical of the
document, to a point where he was interrupted by FRED FINE,
who told him that he should have expressed his thoughts while
he was editing the document

Remarks of AL RICHMOND

RICHMOND
on the role of the

said that he
trade unions

takes issue with CARL WINTER
in the United States. RICHMOND



said that the trad© unions are filling a political vacuum
because there is' no mass labor political party in this coun-
try,, RICHMOND said that to a degree the> Communists are
deprived of rights in ‘trade Miois's :

r
i and that this is why

racketeers flourish,, According to RICHMOND, the Party ought
to use this line of argument in trade unions when it* the
Party, is being deprived of its rights,. Where democracy
flourishes , according to RICHMOND, racketeering cannot flourish,.
He said that the Party must convince the rank and file trade
unionist to fight for the democratic rights of the Communists
so that they , the rank and file unionists , will have the
democratic right to be able to get rid of racketeers

Remarks of TOMMY DENNIS IV'

TOMMY DENNIS mentioned low wages which are paid in
some parts of the United States „ He suggested that something
be done to spotlight the low wages paid in American owned
plants in foreign countries „ He said that such an action
would weaken American capitalismV^^

Remarks of DAVE DAVIS

j

DAVE DAVIS, in discussing the racketeers in trade
unions, said that the government Is using the racketeer prob-
lem to weaken the trad© unions , According to DAVIS , the
government is not interested in ridding the labor movement
of racketeers but is interested in smashing the trade union
movement and is using the racketeer problem as an Instrument „

DAVIS said that though he favors a much sliwfer labor docu-
mentp he agrees with the essence of the labor document before
the National Committee

Remarks of PREP FINE

After HY LUMER made a very short statement ,
FRED

FINE said that though he had not Intended speaking agaih, he
wished to Inform the National Committee that the Labor Com-
mission 9 which meets regularly, had composed a labor document
and FINE also stated that the document is not a one man deal
but a collective effort, FINE said that some people, such as
CARL WINTER and HY LUMER , are trying to slash the document
to pieces, FINE said that he agrees that the document could



be strengthened^ particularly in its consideration of the
Negro-labor alliance * the question of full employment with-
out a huge armament industry* and concerning the labor-farmer
alliance. PINE also said that the document might more fully
have treated the labor merger which took place a few years
ago and perhaps should have had a section dealing with the
up coming conspiracy trials based on the Taft-Hartley Act.
PINE also said that the document could stand some strengthen-
ing as it regards economic problems. He said that if he
interprets CHARLIE LOMAN® s remarks correctly* then the labor
document would not be considered a Party document. PINE said
that he disagrees with those who say that this document is
an expression of tailism* or lagging behind. PINE stated
that if we all take the viewpoint of these people* we will
be farther isolated and will revert to the sectarianism which
we are trying to eliminate. PINE said that the more isolated
we are* the more we seem to strain for a vanguard role. PINE
said that if we keep on prattling about the vanguard role*
we will be further isolated unless we have a basis for it.
Then PINE suggested that he and SAM KHSHNER edit the labor
document and have it completed in two weeks time. He further
suggested that conferences be called in various states and
that if people do have amendments to the labor document* they
should make them available* and if they have objections* they
should have substitute resolutions ready for the next National
Committee meeting in February* 195>8NC'

Remarks of ANTHONY KRCHMAREK

KRCHMAREK put emphasis on the economic situation
in Ohio and talked about the gradual decline in the steel
industry. He said that since this situation is particularly
bad in the Youngstown and Warren area that there is a need
that the Party develop an economic program that will rally
the workers to resist the shutdown of plants. A rally of
this kind* an effort to improve the economic situation* would,
according to KRCHMAREK* increase the influence of the Party.^0

Remarks of ALAN SHAW h^C

SHAW discussed political action and the role of the
labor movement. He said that those who have illusions that
the workers are leaving the Democratic Party had better get



rid of these illusions * SHAW said^TEpT he feels the labor
document oversimplifies a question of independent political
action,, SHAW then cited the experience in Wisconsin of the
manner in which the Democrats won over the Republicans and
how the CIO, followed reluctantly by the APL unions, which
held back for a while, played an important role^^

Remarks of GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEYU.
CHARNEY criticized CARL WINTER for questioning the

labor document and asked why WINTER, who represents an impor-
tant district like Michigan, did not make recommendations as
to how the Party can strenghthen Itself in Michigan* CHARNEY
also criticized HY LOMER for falling to do anything more than
criticize the document* CHARNEY attacked CHARLES LOMAN for
his sectarianism* CHARNEY 0 s talk was a complaint against
the negativism of some comrades who are perpetually criticizing^^'’

^ CHARNEY, in discussing the South, said ths^t there
are ‘ Hil*ferentiations in the - South* Ha. said there are even
differentiations among political leaders* He mentioned that
Governor CLEMENT of Tennessee, MC KELDIN of Maryland, and
COLLINS of Florida, for example, are moderates* CHARNEY said
that there is an economic basis for a difference between f
Bourbons and Dixicrats' on one hand and Moderates on the other*
The southward expansion of industry, according to CHARNEY,
is being impeded by racism* This is the reason, said CHARNEY,
that some Southern governors wish to eliminate discrimination,
which hampers the economic growth of their states

Remarks of ’NAT GANLEY

NAT GANLEY stated that he, too, disagrees with CARL
WINTER* He said that the Party has to learn how to take advan-
tage pf the contradictions among the trade union leaders*
GANLEY said that even within the trade union movement there
are contradictions = even contradictions within one union*

.

for example, the TJAW* GANLEY said that even REUTHER is contra-
dictory—that one day he is for something and the next day
?he is against it* GANLEY said that if the whole picture is
properly analyzed, the Party will find that it has something .

in common with some trade union leaders, including WALTER 'REUTHER*
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At this point, there were motions regarding the
reports o JAMES JACKSON” s report on the South was, after a
motion, passed and accepted . A solidarity stand for work
in the South in the amount of one month” s dues for each Party
member was approved c There was agreement that JACKSON* s
report should be published in pamphlet form c It was suggested
that the various State Committees meet and a.ccept or reject
JACKSON” s report on the South, It was also suggested that
a National Conference @nT; Negro Work should be called soma time
prior to the National Committee meeting of February, 195>8«
This National Conference on Negro Work is distinct from
whatever conferences will be held regarding work in the South

Next, there were motions on the labor report. The
7*

report, as edited by FRED FINE and SAM KUSHNER, was approved
but will not be considered the final statement on labor policy.
It will be a draft for Party discussion and;'there 'JMil be some

'

editing based on FRED FINE”s summary of the document” s content

At this point the November’*9,
National Committee ended^-

1957, sessions of the

MORNING SESSION OF SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1097 (

The Chairman for all of Sunday, November 10, 19j?7j
was EARL DURHAM, The first point on the agenda was the report
on the Amnesty Campaign for GIL GREEN and HENRY WINSTON,
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN had been scheduled to speak but since
she was ill and unable,to appear, WILLIAM PATTERSON discussed
the Amnesty Campaign,"^

Remarks of WILLIAM PATTERSON

PATTERSON said that he was going to be brief because
there are documents before those attending the meeting, and
there was agreement that his report was only an informal report ,

rather than an important subject for discussion, PATTERSON
said that the approach to amnesty should be both legal and
humanitarian and that the Party should always keep pointing
to the fact that many cases have been dismissed because of
Supreme- Court ruling. He said, however, that not all courts
are following the Supreme Court | for example, in Indiana,



MAMIE BLUM is being brought to trail or a date has been set
for a trial o PATTERSON cited the trial which will take place
in Cleveland on the section of the Taft-Hartley Law which
charges conspiracy,, PATTERSON said that the Party should
rea&tddy the decision of the courts in connection with the
California and Connecticut cases . PATTERSON said that it is
now possible to distinguish between advocacy and overt "actaVVS/f

In PATTERSON 0 s opinion, the Executive Departments'
of government are usurping certain powers not granted to them
In the Constitution,, The courts , according to PATTERSQN,
point out that the Party is a legal party, and he further
said that the Department of Justice continues to challenge
this assertion despite the ruling of the courtsp^

PATTERSON then discussed amnesty committees that
have been established in some districts and pointed out that
all districts should set up amnesty committees . Indicating
what an amnesty committee can accomplish, PATTERSON mentioned
an example of a delegation visiting the Baptist Ministerial
Alliance in Washington, which alliance, as a result of the
delegation® s visit, agreed to send a group of people to the
White House to talk In behalf of HENRY -WINSTON . PATTERSON
said that it is possible that other organizations and churches,
etc., may be prevailed upon to act in the amnesty campaign" .

if these groups are presented the problem on a legal basis.

^

Remarks 'of ARNOLD JOHNSON jsjk— — —
“/Vhs

JOHNSON was invited to participate in this meeting
because of the type of matter being discussed, and he commenced
by “stating that he has not spoken before a meeting of the
National Committee in quite a few years. He said he was one
of the last people released and his conditional release was
up recently so he could noir publically participate. JOHNSON
said that he had been so occupied with the electionc campaign
of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN that he had little time to 'be con-
cerned with other problems. JOHNSON said, however, that he
does not see the need for sharp ^alignments: in the Party.
JOHNSON said that CP leaders shout too much at one another.
A leadership should be formed, according to JOHNSON, where
we are all considered comrades and colleagues,. JOHNSON
mentioned that there is need to examine .the election campaign
of ELIZABETH GURLET FLYNN self-orHsIcally>Cc

<=



JOHNSON then began a discussion of the amnesty cam-
paign, describing possibilities of winning broad support for
the campaign, JOHNSON mentioned that he is a .personal friend
of the theologian R« NIEBUHR and that he, JOHNSON, has been
in touch with NIEBUHR and has advised NIEBUHR that EDNA WINSTON
would like to see him, JOHNSON said that he had suggested
to -NIEBUHR that he, NIEBUHR, 'at least talk to EDNA WINSTON.
According to JOHNSON, when EDNA WINSTON talked to NIEBUHR,
she presented him with documents on the recent court decisions
and rulings. NIEBUHR suggested, according to ^JOHNSON,' that
a lawyer be called in to go over the documents after which
he, NIEBUHR, would sign a petition for amnesty. The lawyer,
according to JOHNSON, drew up some kind of a document, which
NIEBUHR supposedly read, after which he, NIEBUHR, signed a
petition for amnesty. JOHNSON said that he mentioned the
NIEBUHR situation to demonstrate that approaches are possible
in all parts of the country. People, according to JOHNSON,
will support an amnesty campaign if they are approached with
patience and given all the facts in the case^^

A motion was made to receive the report of PATTERSON,
which was done^v

It is noted that the letter from the Northern
California District Committee, which was supposed to be taken
up on Saturday, November 9, 1957» was, at this point in the
proceedings, read from the floor, GENE DENNIS had proposed
that this discussion be postponed until the -next meeting of
the National Committee and that thb next National Executive
Committee meeting in December discuss all the questions involved
and bring an estimate of the situation to the National Committee
that the work of the Party since the 16th National Convention
might be examined, A discussion on this motion of GENE DENNIS

,

was postponed or delayed. There was a parlimentary motion
Introduced to delay this. After the letter was read, a motion
was made that MICKIE LIMA be allowed to explain to the mem- •

bership of the National Committee the reasons why this letter
had been read,>^

Remarks of MICKIE LIMA

MICKIE LIMA took the floor and explained that the
dissipation of the enthusiasm which was expressed at the
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16th National Convention 10 months ago has caused our people
to become disillusioned. LIMA said that there is a group in
the leadership of the National Office which wants to avoid
these differences; thpy want to put emphasis on what we call
mass work. According' to LIMA, the failure to discuss differ-
ences lowers the morale of the Party and demonstrates the
inability of the Party to tackle problems in a united fashion.
LIMA said that the membership in California, at least that
in Northern California, with the support of most of the
Southern California membership, is convinced that differences
cannot be avoidecL<^

LIMA went on to point out that the California Party
is working probably as well as any other section of the Party;
that it raised $80,000 for the “Peoples World,” $75,000 of
which was raised in California, the remainder having been
raised in Washington and Oregon. LIMA said that the California
District has distributed 38,000 copies of the pamphlet regard-
ing the stopping of the H-bomb tests and that the California
Party is now in the process of preparing an election program.
LIMA disagrees with those who wish to delay discussion on
the Northern California letter. He said that this letter
is not splitting the Party, dynamiting it or exploding the
unity of the National. Committee, as some people have said.
He said that everybody knows problems exist, and LIMA stated
that. In his opinion, a discussion would legitimatize these
problems, bring them into the open, bring them before the
Party for solution, rather than hiding them and: ’turning them
into a sort of bootleg discussion

When LIMA finished, there was a motion to defer the
discussion on the California letter until Ip: 00 p.m. on
Sunday, November 10, 1957
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Introductory Report of
Outline for a Party
HYMN LTJMER

Draft
P

HT LTJMER said that the next National Executive Com-
mittee meeting should, while in session, discuss the draft more

He proposed that the Program Committee he composed
of the National Administrative Committee, plus ALEXANDER
BITTELMN, JACK STACHEL, MAX WEISS and HERB APTHEKERo This
Program Committee, according to LTJMER,, would launch the work
for the final draft of Party program

Remarks of CARL ROSSy
^^

CARL ROSS said that he was dissatisfied with the
delay in the formation of a Party program,, He said that the
program, as it stands, is too little =>= too- late „ ROSS thinks
that the approach to the problem is routine and that the
decision to allow hut on© hour discussion on the outline for
a Party program is terrible 0 Ha said that the trouble with
this National Committee is that it is inhibited =><=> that the
non-Communists all over the country are discussing all kinds
of new problems but that this National Committee is not„ ROSS
said that there is no freedom of discussion here (in the
National Committee „) ROSS said that he did not think that JEM
JACKSON8 s report on the South gave a real explanation of the
South, particularly

. Southern attitudes regarding Socialism or
Sputnik, etc* ROSS 'said that he i's sick and, tired of'being
labelled a revisionist simply because he raises some problems
and disagrees

Remarks of ALEXANDER BITTELMAN ] 'g/

,
ALEXANDER .BITTELMAN said that he came to the meeting

In the hope that there would be a real discussion of Party pro-
gram, but that he now feels, since the discussion regarding

‘

Party program is to be limited to five minutes per person, he
might just as well not have shown up„ BITTELMAN said that If
he did not say a few words, it might be construed as an insult
to the National Committee, so BITTELMAN said that nine months
have gone by and little has been accomplished regarding the
draft for a Party program,. He believes that the key problem
is that of economics o BITTELMAN said that Party .program should
answer the question. What kind of Capitalism do we have in the
United States? Is it free of the laws that govern Capitalism



in the rest of the world as formulated by EARL MARX? BITTELMAH
said that such questions as. What is the American road to
Socialism, since the American road to Socialism is based upon
an economic program, should be posed. BITTELMAH developed this
point in the few minutes he had at his disposal JC*

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT j
>

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT said that care should be taken in
order that the errors of the pre-convention discussion might
not be repeated. LIGHTFOOT suggested that a free discussion
be held and also that compromises within the limits of principle
be started. He is afraid that the rift is too great now for
compromise, but he said that he would like to make at least
some suggestions^^

In the place of an omnibus resolution, LIGHTFOOT said
he would like to suggest that a few of the key questions be
isolated from the mass of topics and that these questions be
given concentrated consideration. LIGHTFOOT said that he agrees
with ALEXANDER BITTELMA.1T in that we should dig into the economic
elements and thus determine what is the road to Socialism.
LIGHTFOOT said that emphasis should be placed on the character
of American Capitalism. LIGHTFOOT said that if we are going -

to begin discussions by pinning labels on one another, that he.
LIGHTFOOT, does not choose to participate in such discussions.

Remarks of STEVE MELSOH

labels, andSTEVE EELSOH said that he does not like
that he does not like the label "revisionist". He said that
WILLIAM Z. FOSTER is great for pinning labels on people. HELSQH
then posed the problem. What is revisionism?^.',and proceeded to
give his explanation of the meaning of the term "revisionism".

HELSOH said that he had read WILLIAM Z„ FOSTER on
DJILAS 5 book, "The Hew Class". HELSOH said that FOSTER did
not review DJILAS® book but launched Into an attack on American
revisionism. HELSOH said that he would like to ask FOSTER
what happened to some of FOSTER® s personal friends In the
Soviet Union such as LOZOVSKI, RUDZATAKA , and others who were
executed. HELSOH asked,vWhy doesn®t FOSTER QI&cussotMhgs of this
kind? He also asked. Why does FOSTER insist that we keep quiet
and blindly accept the directions of POHOMAREFF? HELSOH said
that he is getting sick and tired of labels and charges of
revisionism.}^
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Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

EUGENE DENNIS said that we need an atmosphere for
discussion but that we can only proceed on the basis of scien-
tific principles — the principles of Marxism-Leninism®^^

DENNIS at this point laid down the new line, the line
which was contained in the PONOMAREFF article and which was
.contained in the thesis of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union on the ij.Oth anniversary of the Soviet revolution® DENNIS
said that it is not possible to proceed in any other way, that
these universally valid truths, such as the class struggle, the
working class as the motivating force of history, and the ques-
tion of exploitation by the Capitalist class of the working
class, are universal® DENNIS said that we should not forget
that even within the area of peaceful co-existence, when it
comes about, there will still be a struggle's.^

DENNIS said that It .is necessary to define the prin-
cipal role ©f the working class as the main class, the Indis-
pensable need of a Marxist-Leninist vanguard Party® DENNIS
said that translated into simple language that the principal
role of the dictatorship of the working class means the workers
as .the rulers

DEMIS said that the Party program should also answer
the question. How can Socialism be achieved?, as well as answer-
ing questions relative to the valid principles which are unl-

Remarks of JAMES JACKSON

JAMES JACKSON said that the Party program- will not be
produced from libraries or through flights of fancy, but by the
concrete application of scientific rules® JACKSON thus obviously
was establishing a connection between theory and practice ®

Remarks of AL RICHMOND

AL RICHMOND said that he thinks the labor program
draft which has been handed to the National Committee is of
the mincing quality and full of timidity, because the people
who composed It are afraid to plunge into the problem and to
discuss and to explore® RICHMOND said that the’ present atmos-
phere in the Party stiffles inquiry® He said that he was ’'<•*



disturbed by the remarks made a short time ago by EUGENE DENNIS*

'

RICHMOND said that if we only need to restate the class struggle,
let us use the Communist manifesto which was written more than
one hundred years ago 0 RICHMOND said that the manifesto speaks
eloquently and loudly, but that he thinks that more than the
Communist manifesto is needed* He thinks that there is a need
for a modern, up=>to=>date program, a program which will be very
specific relative to the problems which are faced in the United
States^

SID STEIN, FRED FINE, CARL ROSS, ALEXANDER BITTELMAN
and others utilized this situation to attack those persons, such
as EUGENE DENNIS, who create a bad atmosphere and stiffle dis
eussion

Remarks of SID STEIN

STEIN said that no one has the right to say that our
differences are irreconcilable* STEIN said that science and
inquiry will resolve all of the questions before the Party and
that the road to Socialism cannot be found outside the Communist
Party* STEIN did say that the road might more easily be found
with the help ©f others who may be at the present moment outside
the Party* STEIN said that it is necessary to stick with this
task, the task of locating the proper road to Socialism, until
it has been accomplished* He said that there is no easy way
and that, therefore, it Is a delusion on the part of some people
to leave the Party because sharp differences among Party people
have arisen* STEIN said that this problem must be resolved by
the present National Committee

STEIN commented that the committee which was supposed
to work on Party program did not function, although the entire
National Executive Committee was supposed to work on the Party
program* At the last minute, according to STEIN, he, JAMES
JACKSON, HERBERT APTHEKER, HYMAN LUMER, and a couple of other
fellows hastily produced the program document* STEIN said that
this fact will explain the reason for a letter such as that
which was sent by the District Committee of Northern CalifomIa>

STEIN went on to say that sine© the 16th -National
Convention, three program documents have been produced^ one by
DENNIS, which was outlined at a National Executive Committee
meeting a few months agog one by BITTELMAN, which was never
published, and one recently hastily drafted* STEIN said that



the program outline which was presented to the National Committee
was produced as a first draft and that this approach is- respon-
sible for its failure. STEIN said that if we outline questions
as does EUGENE DENNIS, if we say that some things are immutable
and that others are not, we will be hampered in finding answer

STEIN said that those who oppose the discussion of
the California letter fear that problems, made reference to in
that letter, if laid out openly before us, will result in more
questions^^

STEIN commented that DENNIS claims that the dictator-
ship of the proletariat is universal, STEIN said that he
would like to discuss this, because perhaps he may agree in
part but not agree that such is a universal condition, STEIN
said that there are more universal problems than the dictatorship
of the proletariat^^

Remarks of BEN DA.VIS IV
BEN DAVIS said that he hopes that we will have a

,

program which will be representative of the points of view of
many comrades. He attacked STEVE NELSON, whose speech he termed
to be in

;
bad taste and a personal attack on WILLIAM Z. POSTER,

who is ill, DAVIS said that he feels NELSON would like to work
out a program aimed at WILLIAM Z, POSTER. DAVIS said that
although he personally has had some disagreements with POSTER,
he will oppose the aiming of a program against POSTER, just as
he would oppose an anti“GATES program. DAVIS recommended that
ho one mention NELSON® s attack to WILLIAM Z. POSTER, chiding
all present to remember that POSTER contributed something to
the formulation of a Party program quite a few years ago by
his talk of a peaceful road to Socialism. DAVIS said that per-
haps POSTER did not draw full conclusions — that is, he might
not have specifically pointed out the American road to Socialism,
but the fapt must be faced that POSTER initially posed the
question^

DAVIS said that he hates to see people playing down
the positive activity that the Party Is conducting right now.
He said that some people are even playing down the beginnings
of the program in order to minimize the role of the Party.
Although not as vigorously, DAVTS was following the lead of
EUGENE DENNIS and was directing arguments against the opposi-
tion group for whieli SID STEIN had been the spokesman.^r

OD



MORRIS GATHER said that th© national Committee has
avoided the California letter by political chicanery „ GAIHER
said that the pot has boiled over? and since the pot has boiled
over. Instead of lifting the lid and examining the contents,
the national Committee has held tight to the lid>£^

GAIHER said that the unity manifested by the national
Committee is a false unity <=><=» that this false unity has occurred
because we avoided reality by waiting for someone to tell us
what to

GAIHER;, In referring to the POHOMAREPP article and- to
other mandates from^abroad, said that If we wait long enough,
a depression will develop in the United States and that even a
weak. Party such as the one we have now might make some gains"
if the economic situation in the United States worsens, GAIHER
said that even if this developed, we would still not have told
the American people why they have a need for Social!smT^

GAIHER posed questions concerning labor movements in
the United States and abroad. He stated that In foreign
countries. Communists play key roles in trade unions but that
in the United States such a condition does not exist, GAIHER
said that the push-button approach In labor unions used In the
early 19lj.0«s is n© longer applicable, GAIHER said that the
working class insists, upon real answers — let 5 s give them
these answers oNg^

Remarks of JACK STACHELHEL V
ju a / jl.JACK STACHEL stated 'that merely carrying on mass work

by itself without a clarification of program is not the answer,
STACHEL said that the compartment form of work must be avoided «

that is, mass work in one compartment, policy In another com-
partment, theory in another compartment. According* to ’ STACHEL,
all things are interconnected In 'Marxism, Practical questions
as well as basic program should be discussed, according to
STACHEL„p§:

STACHEL said that slogans pro and eon regarding the
16th national Convention of the Communist Party - USA accomplished
nothing, are dangerous, and STACHEL continued that he 'wanted to
disassociate himself on the floor from STEVE HELS03P s remarks



concerning WILLIAM Z, POSTER. STACHEL said that POSTER, while
he may have some wrong ideas, has made some contributions to
the American Communist movement

STACHEL went on to say that some people are leaving
the movement, some people have ^remained in the movement, and
some people are developing a tendency which would undermine the
fundamentals of the movement. STACHEL said that he would fight
those who are undermining the fundamentals of the movement
and that some people still can be convinced regarding the merits
of the movement. STACHEL was talking, of course, about funda-
mental disputes. He had' JOBHIIY ."GATES 'in mind and those close
to JOHNNY GATES'^

STACHEL, after discussing Sputnik, stated that there
is a thing called Right sectarianism also. He said that people
are afraid of issues, that the whole world has been talking
about Sputnik, but even Sputnik was criticized by some people.
STACHEL was referring to GATES and some article GATES had written
in the "Daily Worker"

At this point, STACHEL went on to discuss articles
by ALEXANDER BITTELMAN, which had appeared in the "Daily Worker".
He termed BITTELMAN* s articles a major contribution to Communist
theory and practice. He said that some people make a lot of
noise when they equate sectarianism with militancy. STACHEL
said that as far as he is concerned, he thinks that Party people
should give themselves a lot of time before they split the
Party. STACHEL said that perhaps time will minimize this splits

STACHEL did not say significantly that a split will
not occur. Instead, he used the phrase "will minimize" In dis-
cussing splits^C^ «

STACHEL said that a one-sided approach to any problem
is bad. He said that the Right danger has increased and that
in the opinion of some people the Party is going backward.
STACHEL said that in his opinion both views are eorrect^sj^

At this stage, DOROTHY HEALEY got up and wanted to
make a motion which would read that the political atmosphere of
the Party Is causing delay in formulating the program. A lot
of pressure was put on HEALEY, who withdrew her recommdhdation

T

JACK STACHEL made another motion, recommending thal
a subcommittee, consisting of SI GERSON, JIM JACKSON and DOROTHY



HEALEY, be set up to bring in a motion regarding further work
on the Party program,, This subcommittee was elected and it
came in later with some proposals*^

The point was now reached in the meeting where the
California letter was supposed to be taken up, but instead the
Appeals Committee asked that its report be heard, since the
report would be brief ’ if the Appeals Committee® s report
was not heard, it probably would have been lost in the shuffle

At this point there was an adjournment for lunel^f
Report of the Appeals Committee,

,

by PAT .TOOHEY

As the afternoon session began, PAT TOOHEY, in behalf
of the Appeals Committee, gave a report, in which he stated that
the Appeals Committee recommended that ABRAHAM UNGER, who was
expelled from the Communist Party six and one-half years ago,
be reinstated;?^"

After TOOHEY® s report was made, there was some dis-
cussion, after which JOHN GATES took the floor and said that he
did not agree with the recommendation of the Appeals Committee
regarding WGERs4/

MORRIS CHILDS then 'took the floor in support of the
proposal of the Appeals Committee regarding UNGER and cited
sections of the Constitution to demonstrate that the only ques-
tion involved here was the incorrect expulsion of a person,
not his political views*

Then the motion of the Appeals Committee was put to a
vote* Everybody vo^ed to accept the report except JOHNNY GATES,
who jumped up and said that he is voting wn©w and that since
the Appeals Committee is ignorant, he thinks that the action
taken by the National Committee is ill-advised^^

Remarks of JOHN GATES

the California District® a resolution having been pushed aside
by DENNIS* GATES said that there should be no delay in -dis-
cussing so important an issue* He said that he thinks that the
Appeals Committee , when it decided to reinstate UNGER, did not
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base its judgement on all of the facts* GATES said that despite
this, the National Committee has voted for this report of the
Appeals Committee

GATES said that the Communist Party is disappearing,
that DEMIS is giving leadership to the Party by political
trickery* According to GATES, this National Committee is no
credit to the Communist Party and that, therefore, as far as
he is concerned, he does not want to be a part of such a
National Committee

At this /'juncture, GATES grabbed his overcoat and
started to walk out* He was caught by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and
remained in the back of the hall while the debate continued^g^

A lot of people participated in the debate* It was
hard to keep up with it* PAT TOOHEY spoke, NAT GANLEY spoke
and suggested reconsideration of the report of the Appeals Com-
mittee, which suggestion was turned do^na*^^

GEORGE BLAKE CEARNEY said thp.t he would like to change
his vote and abstain on this issue* EUGENE DENNIS then termed
GATES* action political blackmail* BEN DAVIS spoke and said'
that there is going to be no retreat* JAMES JACKSON made a
fiery speech, telling JOHNNY GATES to go — and good riddance

DOROTHY HEALEY suggested that the California letter
be discussed, that this might answer some of our problems*
FRED FINE arose and said that he could not justify JOHNNY GATES*
actions^^

SID STEIN at this point took the floor and said that
In view of the demonstration of JOHNNY GATES, since STEIN
believes that the Communist Party must be built, he wants to
withdraw his previous tumed-in resignation from the National
Executive Committee and from the post of Organizational Secre-
tary. STEIN* s resignation had not been accepted up to this
point

BURT NELSON, rdf Washington, spoke and said that JOHNNY
GATES ought to go and GATES cannot blackmail the National Com-
mittee* MA.RTHA* STONE said a few words, but she did not agree
with JOHN GATESJ*^

There were various proposals, motions and preliminary
maneuvers, but finally the recommendation of the Appeals Committee
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was adopted practically unanimously, The only person voting
against it, at least casting a recorded vote against it, was
JOHNNY GATES 6 Afterwards, GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY and JOSH GATES
changed .their votes ©n this matter to abstention, and STEVE
NELSON changed his vote to nno^£

Finally, the discussion regarding the report of the
Appeals Committee ceased and a motion was made that the Cal-
ifornia letter be discussedo The discussion regarding the
California letter was telescoped into the discussion of the
Appeals Committee, although the Appeals Committee report had
already been adopted., In the meantime, JOHNNY GATES was sitting
in the rear of the hall with his status undecided.. The question
was bandied back and forth as to whether or not GATES was a
member of the National Committee or not,' If GATES- had left
the hall, his resignation would have been accepted, but since
he stayed in the hall, his status was

Discussion of the Letter of the
Northern California District
Committee

Remarks of SIMON W, GERSON
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GERSON then quoted from editorials written by the
Party as to how the Communist Party was isolated. GERSON men-
tioned that non-Party journals demonstrated how the Communist
Party had isolated itself* GERSON reminded those present of
the position taken on the Trotskyites during the war, when the
Trotskyites were attacked by the Party, instead of defended,
when the Smith Act was directed toward the Trotskyites. GERSON
said that if we do not find our ideological source for sectar-
ianism, then the amnesty drive," too, will fail and we will
persist in our sectarianism^^

GERSON mentioned that the "Daily Worker" had- written
an leditoriaT.on DJILAS, who was four thousand miles away, and
that this editorial had asked what was to be done about GIL
GREEN and HEHRY WINSTON. GERSON said.'that when this editorial
appeared in the "Daily Worker", a lot of comrades wrote letters
attacking the editorial as counter-revolutionary. GERSON said,
however,, that later the "New, York Post" wrote a similar article
called, "Skeleton In Our Closet", which took the same point of
view^^

Remarks of DOROTHY HEALEY

After MILDRED MC ADORY had made an agitational,
hysterical speech of some sort from the viewpoint of the Left,
DOROTHY HEALEY said that the minutes of the National Executive
Committee meeting, as well as the minutes of the National Com-
mittee meeting, do not give a full picture of the operative
bodies, such as the National Administrative Committee and the
National Executive Committee. She said that she used to think
that the Left was represented by WILLIAM Z. POSTER and EEN
DAVIS but at the National Executive Committee meetings which
she attends, she sees that others are responsible for a condi-
tion which is leading the Communist Party to the Left and iso-
lation.^

HEALEY referred to EUGENE DENNIS and termed him an
evasive person, one who is always making motions to refer, to
postpone, to delay, etc. She went on to say that she thinks -

that HY LUMER is involved in this maneuver,with' EUGENE DENNIS, for
though;eversediinceconomicp-, ;he-, LUMER:, seldom raises any questions.
HEALEY said that one would think that a person first in
economics such as LUMER would raise problems concerning economy
and the Party program, but LUMER does not. He only ccrlti'cTzeavv
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HEALEY said that GAEL WINTER is always watching the
Right and asked WINTER why he doean 8 1 watch the Left. HEALEY
said that she believes that the National Administrative Com®
mittee and the National Executive Committee of the Commraiist
Party are following the old methods of work and that she Is
convinced that a war of attrition is' in progress.

HEALEY said that some people satisfy themselves by
repeating the old slogan that history is on our side and,
therefore , we should be glad that some people leave us because
they will distract us from the main line of March » HEALEY
believes that the attack on the various people who have expressed
certain points of view is a reversal of the line of the 16th
National Convention, which permitted In its resolutions dis®
cusslon and dissent.

Remarks of PETTIS PERIST

PETTIS PERRY said that there is a definite need for
clarity but that he.,personally cannot go along with 'the Northern
California document. He said that he is, however, of the opinion
that there is a need for majority rule in the National Executive
Committee and that the membership Is getting sick and tired of
the bickering. PERRY said that It is his opinion that the one®
sided approach has caused the trouble. Because we do not fight
on two fronts, according to PERRY, w© get into Left sectarian®
ism 0 , PERRY said that he thinks an atmosphere better than one .

of name®ealling must be created. PERRY said that while he
disagrees with ALEXANDER BITTELMAN, he will not call him a
cover for the Right.

Remarks of PAT TOOHEY

After HERS WHEELDIN emphasized the Northern California
letter, PAT TOOHEY took the floor and said that there was an
air of unreality in yesterday® s (Saturday's) discussion. TOOHEY
said that the National Office Is paralyzing the Communist Party,
that the Party is off the track, and that such conduct has
caused the resignation of many Party members and ©ne®half dozen
County Organizers in New Jersey are about to resign.: TOOHEY
said that in his ©pinion the Convention line is not being
carried out and that in the ranks there is a total disrespect
for the leadership.
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Remarks of MIKE RUSSOJ&
MIKE RUSSO said that the life of the Party is ebbing

away and that there Is a group inside the leadership which is
blocking the carrying out of the decisions of the 16th National
Convention — a group led by EUGENE DENNIS

Remarks of DAVE DAVIS

i

DAVE DAVIS took the floor and said that a split in
the Party had been avoided at the 16th National Convention but
that the leadership has apparently forgotten this* He then
asked the question* Is there a leadership?* and answered It by
saying that perhaps there Is but there is certainly no respect
for DAVIS said that the atmosphere Is bad and that
atmosphere is important^^

CHARLENE MITCHELL mentioned that she disagrees with
the Northern California letter because it does not mention the
Right danger at allU^

At this point * FRED PINE got up and said that he had
a motion to make 0 PINE moved that the National Committee decline
the resignation of JOHN GATES and that the National Committee
recommend that JOHNTfT GATES withdraw his resignation and par-
ticipate in carrying out the line of the 16th National Conven-

At this point, EUGENE DENNIS Jumped up and insisted
that JOHNNY

-

GATES make a statement as to why he had resigned^^^

SI GERSON said that he was for PINE^s motion* and
CHARLIE LOMAN said that he was against it. There was then a
proposal to table PRED FINE^s motion* which is sort of a nega-
tive vote c A vote was finally taken — 29 people voted against
tabling the motion* which meant they voted :for\ PINE*s motions
three voted against* and four abstained,,

At this point* DOROTHY
-

HEALEY
-

made a report for the
sub-committee which had been created regarding Party program.
The sub-committee recommended as follows!

(1) That the National Committee Is critical
of the delay on the Party program.

—
)
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(2) That whatever the reasons were for delay-
ing, the National Committee insists on a qualitative
change, as well as the expediting of the program.

(3) That there is a sneed for free atmosphere
during program discussion

The motion of the sub-committee on program was passed
and it was the suggestion of the National Committee that a 'sub-
committee of four, (-among them -STACHEL, ’WEISS and'. APTHEKER-) ,o)aId
/the National Administrative ^Committee; 'dm the iformationr :©f the
.document on Party program*£^

It was decided to refer the communication from the
Northern California District to the December National Executive
Committee meeting, with the added suggestion that the National
Executive Committee prepare a comprehensive report which- will
be submitted to the National Committee in February, 195>8, rela-
tive to the functioning of the National Committee, the National
Executive Committee, and the National Administrative Committee,

Then it was voted that the next issue of "Party
Affairs" should publish the Northern California District
letter, as well as some excerpts from the discussion at this
meeting of the National Committee

Remarks of TOMMT DENNIS

TOMMT DENNIS suggested that the Party review the inter-
national situation and bring in a comprehensive international
review for the next meeting of the National Committee. There
was a bit of a hassle on this matter and no one seemed to know
what to do about it, although in the confusion the motion was -

possibly passed. It will probably be revised or expanded because
this was for the next meeting of the National Committee, which
is three months away.^

• Remarks of MARTHA STONE

MARTHA STONE got up and proposed that the Party issue
an appeal asking all ex=Party to join the Party and participate
in the formulation of the Party program. There was a big debate
on this. STONE was charged with wanting to bring in .people who
are outside the Communist Party to influence the Party program.
A motion was made to refer this matter to the National’ Executive
Committee and the motion passed. jtsmnoirm
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Remarks of MILDRED MC ADORYj^
MILDRED MO ADORY, after asking for a point of personal

privilege , took the floor and gave a report on CLAUDIA JOKES,
who now resides in London, She said that JOKES is not well,
that she is all alone and recommended that JOKES be sent a
gift and greetings. This motion was passed without discussion^^

Proposed Move to Chicago of the
|

Headquarters of the Communist Yls
Party - USA from Kew York City-—

CARL WINTER was supposed to make a report for the
sub-committee which had recently met in Chicago to discuss the
feasibility of moving the National Office of the Communist
Party - USA from Kew York City t© Chicago,’ Since

,

WINTER and'
others Insisted that they had trains, planes, etc*, to catch,
and since it was getting, late in the evening, the matter of the
move to Chicago was deferred until the December, 195>7, National
Executive Committee meeting,^<

Remarks of JOHN GATES Concerning
[

his Resignation from the National \ sg/'

Committee ~~

yoS

JOHNNY GATES got up and said that he wished to with-
draw his proposal regarding his resignation from the National
Committee, GATES said that he wanted to resign because he felt
that the line of the 16th National Convention was not being
carried out. He went on to say that he meant no disrespect for
the National Committee when he voted against the report of the
Appeals Committee,/ rlWhert herreMgndd, He said he was merely
expressing the courage of his convictions,^^

GATES said that he is sorry if some members considered
his action to be political blackmail. He said that he threatened
no one, that he thinks he is doing what is best for the cause
of Socialism, and that he does not want to be compared with
CHARLIE LOMAN, who is defying decisions of the National Com-
mittee and the New York District Committe e , which’;' haveoordered
LOMAN to release some funds in order that the "Daily Worker"
might be saved^>

GATES said that he regrets that his attitude was deter-
mined arrogant by some members of the National Committee, GATES

— If.2 —
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said that he has the habit of presenting things passionately
and loudly and this does not necessarily mean that he is arro~-
gant, He said that if he conveyed the impression of arrogance,
he wants to correct ito^

GATES said that this was an important National Com-
mittee meeting because it caused some things to be placed on
the table, things ‘into which the next National Executive Com-
mittee meeting can ^ direct-inquiry^., «. GATES said that h£ hopes
that the discussion of today will help the Party to carry out
the decisions of the 16th National Convention from now on,
GATES said that he does not think it is possible to save the
Communist Party if something is hot done to carry through the
mandate of the 16th National Convention, 'O'

Discussion Concerning JOHN GATES® (

Speech Regarding his Resignation T-sfl/

from the National Committee I

Remarks of BEN DAVIsJ^.
BEN DAVIS heatedly said that he cannot consider JOHN

GATES® words as a summary and took exception to the fact that
GATES had been given the floor to make some remarks, DAVIS
pointed out that the finances of Brooklyn, f.'* being rjeviewed by
the National Committee and the New York District Committee, are
being analysed by a special sub-committee. This sub-committee
is made up of' MAX WEISS, WILLIAM L, PATTERSON, ROBERT THOMPSON,
KELL LAWRENCE, and one other person from Brooklynp^

Remarks of SID STEIN

SID STEIN took the floor and said that all suggested
subjects will not, because of the lack of time, be discussed,
STEIN said that those present had received a report on a new
dues schedule. He proposed that the new schedule of dues be
voted upon. The National Committee unanimously accepted STEIN®

s

proposal regarding the new dues schedule

STEIN then proposed that the Party organize a Christ-
mas fund for the Party — that Is, presents for the. Party, It
was explained by STEIN that a quota system would be set up for
the various Districts and that thus the Communist Party would
derive considerable revenue during December, 1957 « At this point,
the meeting of the National Committee of the Communist Party - TTSA
concluded^

- 1|3 -
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The informant stated that in addition to MARY KALB,

'

whom he, after viewing a photograph, placed at the November 9,
1957 9 National Committee session, he also was introduced to
another MARY, whom he cannot further identify. He said MARY
(LNC) is acquainted with MARY KALB and that MARY (LNC) attended
both the November 9 and 10, 1957? sessions of the National
Committee^

Both MARYs are about the same age, height and weight,
but MARY (LNC), though apparently white, has Negroid facial
characteristics*^

The informant has no information concerning the Com-
munist Party’ area which MARY (LNC) might represent nor does he
know whether or not she has National Committee status or was
an invitee. He feels she is a more important person than MARY
KALB, in view of her attendance on both days. The informant
is insistent that both . MARY KALB and MARY (LNC) were present
at this meeting.^

Since the geographical area MARY (LNC) might represent
is currently unknown, a copy of this memorandum captioned, "MARY
(LNC) , in Attendance at National Committee, CP-USA, 11/9-10/57”,
is being directed to New York

Should photographs of those who attended the National
Committee meeting be available, such should be forwarded to
Chicago so that an effort may be made to identify MARY (LNC)
while the informant® s recollection of this meeting is fresh^^

The informant could not furnish a complete list of
National Committee members, nor could he furnish identification
regarding those who might have attended representing the
Industrial Division of the New York State Communist Party.
He could not furnish information supplemental to that he has
furnished in the past regarding the District breakdown of the
Communist Party » TJSAJ^'

Additional Information Furnished l

by the Informant _ )rQ>

PHIL BART works in the ”0rg. set-up” of the New York
State Communist Party. LEON WOFSY is at least temporarily out
of the Communist Party. ISADORE WOFSY stated that he feels that
the Communist Party is in dire straits, but that the "Daily

- kk- -



Worker" will continue, JOHN GATES* outburst was in a large
part attributable to the fact that ABE TJNGER* s wife is the
leader of the "Left" in the New York Communist Party, IRVING
POTASH will have a relatively minor role, if any, in the
amnesty campaign.^
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BU 100-15583

_
of the many

drops from t.he

-

.0Onmuhi.st ‘Fa^tyv- particularly in King's
CoUhty.y |_

I'ofat'o'rl frV'io 4- c.b.bri'ioob' 4-Vi^ciia t.tTaA aav](s,tate:d that iseVS&a^ldf those who 'dom-
prised 'ths 3'ehsohhm*st' Section "had- ’left the Party and
would have little): lor nbthihg: -to 'do -with) the present

•[ toid >of the' f'ihahcial'l gpjtJj. made by
some of the hast and present leaders of the Party* He
stated that 1 I the ~ -nresbnt Kings County

0'^Sv;b 6

’b 7 C

organiser-, had" v3iS^ 000 ‘ wilder his‘v control and had refused
to turn it overi/td,’ -the "Daily Wbrkbr — ;'after -having; been
requested- to . do so bv the National Committee:; CP, USA. :

•

He said that I I is- FOSTER * S right-hand man,
and would** do anything *E0ST«EH' Wntecl 'him to 'do".

i .
related- that POS'lBRl^'wahts the "Daily

Worker." = to roid s
o

' that)’. 'those' who -arb'.’-In.
1

'disagreement'-
with hlfii will 'he out of> jobs, /and thdtv^0&3?ER would then
be able- to, Start a new.:- paper 'usihg^hiW^ own policies and
the ^l25,’O60';tifider his itcpritfol*, ;

i
:

“ 1 ‘ ' "

-[
lSald' ! 'that.: the :'CP',' had various financial

interests', such ’as;."l2thr"and - 16 th;.Street) Building,
Camp* "

- tTnityi Prompt Press and other establisments
held in individual names* I l also said that a
number, of indiyidhais-'whp: had. established-'' businesses
with ; Party, 'mbhey ifor^'-the* behefit'^pf the\ P&ftyv. had sold’-:

these business-es 'ahdyp'0Gket.ed'3the?behef'i%S- for - their’ v • ‘

own use.'*'
'

.
v r

•" '• ' SV .t'-'"

:

At aP:ofoximatelv ;3 iOO^.m*[
1 stopped at the I I residence to seef P

City, They :told
]
whom they had no t seen since he left -New York

[

that they too, were out of
the- Party . and mentioned'-that only a few are left . They
said that! I the former

] had -rethrhed.' -to • Buffalo from Troy , N,Y.

,

where they had. been CP colonizers^ and that they too
ha-ve dropped out of th& ; Party;;

’ y '
^ -

be
b 7 C



BU 100-3-5583

ns 'A ‘"Sit

if the

They said that many friends of I

had been asking about them, and were wondering
~| intflen$e<l returning to Brooklyn to live*

Upon their departure .1 I sug-
ges ted that the next time the

| |
were in Hew

York they should let her know, and she would throw a
party for the I l and some of their friends*

IN THE EVENT THE ABOVE INFORI'A TION IS DISSEM-

INATED, THE IDENTITY OF* THE- IUFCRIIANT SHOULD- BE- CAREFULLY
concealed;

" !

b6
b7C
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•I »
Office Memorandum • united states government

SAC, New York (IOO-SO63S)

from!/: Director, FBI (100-3-4)

date: November 29, 1957

subject: COMMUNIST PARTI, USA
MEMBERSHIP
DISTRICT #2
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

PERSONAL ATTENTION

Reurlet 11-6-57 concerning status of Communist
Party (CP) membership identification and your letter of rf

8-9-57 in which you brought to the attention of the Bureau /)&
a change in the reporting of statistics in order to more A. (j:

accurately show the New York Office* s monthly progress taking J

into consideration gains on the Security Index (SI) by transfers
of SI subjects in from other offices and losses by transfers
out of the New York Office.

The Bureau has no objection to your submitting
this data as a matter of information; however, as you are
aware there is no connection between the SI program and the
Membership Identification Program (MIP) except that any

j

establishment of CP membership on an individual under the
j

MIP would bring that person within the criteria for inclusion
|

on the SI. The MIP is concerned with only two categories —
|

those individuals who can be identified as CP members and
|

those who for lack of sufficient proof can be only tentatively
|

identified as members. In some cases membership is public
j

knowledge; however, in the majority of cases establishment of
$

membership will be accomplished through live informants or
extensive investigation.
dJ

Your next progress letter would ordinarily cover
the period from 11-1-57 to 1-1-5$* However, in place of this
letter it is requested that you extend the period to 2-1-5$ and
include in that letter the complete organizational structure of
the CP in your territory as known to you at this time. Under
each county identify by name, where known, the section and
club. Under these breakdowns identify by name, as far as
possible, the persons comprising each group and the offices that
they hold if other than just a member thereof. A separate list
by counties or sections, if possible, should include all those
individuals without a:kEown club assignment. ^ ~ ft



Letter to SAC, New York
Re: COMMUNIST PARTI, USA
100-3-4

Any individual who registered as a CP member in
1955 or has bee,n identified as active in a CP club at the
time of or since the last registration should be included as
an active member unless, or course, he is known to have
defected from the Party in 'the meantime. Other logical reasons
warranting identity of an individual as a Party member, will

1 be left to your judgment. However, where the individual can
. 'be only tentatively identified as a CP member, indicate this

;

fact by the word “tentative” or some appropriate symbol after
his name. Each bimonthly progress letter thereafter should
jshow additions and/or deletions of individuals from the pertinent
counties, sections or clubs, together with over-all statistics
as follows:

(1) Estimated number of CP members

(2) Number of members identified since last
progress letter

(3) Number of members identified to date

(4) Number tentatively identified as CP members
since last progress report

(5) Number tentatively identified as CP members :

to date

.

If you feel there are any pertinent observations
which would restrict or prohibit the submission of the above-
requested data, they should be brought to the attention of
the Bureau promptly.

-2 -



SAC, BUTTS ; 12/S/5T

SAC , NEW (1.00-80638) (1.0)

USA MEMBERSHIP;
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" , -On *11/20/57', ;m 2002-S*, who is in' 'a, position . .
.
;

*

•io 'ini*nis|i. yeiiahle.-information 'Concerning activities, at, ,

CP Headquarters; ;fvcnitihea .photographs of documents then-
.

•*•.

m possession ofr:•QF-^^cifionn^i0s•
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at' *ck '• ”,

;West 26tn St,>. •l^O^^iregati'Vie^ these" photographs .&$£& .:
v

being maintained in {Nf file i00-80o4l*riB378 .
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-

in Party, occupation^ and. Subscribers to -‘The

and ‘faily Worker.."-' These CP' registration-forms, if complete

.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states gover^m^

’Vf 3
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1
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TO DATE:

December 2? 1957[AC, Hew York

FROM k:

MpDirector, FBI (100-3-68)

SUBJECT:

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
MEMBERSHIP
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Circumstances require that the Communist
Party, USA, (CPUSA) membership figures for the quarterly
period ending December 31? 1957? ordinarily due at the
Bureau no later than January 20, 1958? be tabulated
and furnished to reach the Bureau as soon after
December 31? 1957? as possible and at least no later
than January 7, 1958. This data should be sent
by airtel under caption of this letter.

The airtel should contain the data usually
incorporated under the membership caption in the
quarterly report as well as explanations for any
significant fluctuation in membership where pertinent.

Albany
Albuquerque
Anchorage
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Butte
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas _

Denver „

Detroit
El. Paso . .

•

Honolulu
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Knoxville
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Memphis

i
2 - Miami
2 - Milwaukee
2 - Minneapolis
2 - Mobile
2 - Newark
2 - New Haven
2 - New Orleans
2 - Norfolk
2 — Oklahoma City
2 - Omaha
2 - Philadelphia
2 - Phoenix
2 - Pittsburgh
2 - Portland
2 - Richmond
2 - Saint Louis
2 - Salt Lake City
2 - San Antonio

1 - San FraleiscofOoS&t
2 - San Juan jfTTT”"

‘ ”* a

2 - Springfield
2 ~ Washington



Letter to New York
BEs COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
100-3-68

Auxiliary offices must furnish to the offices of
origin the membership data as expeditiously as
possible in order that the Bureau deadline of
January 7? 1958, can be met.

This does not alter in any way the membership
data to be contained in the quarterly CPUSA reports
for the period ending December 31? 1957* 2he
airtel should be. a more succinct duplication of the
membership data that tsrill be incorporated in the
quarterly reports. It is extremely important that
the figures contained in the airtels agree completely
with those in the quarterly reports.

This additional requirment is for this
quarterly period only and will not be required for
subsequent periods unless advised by the Bureau.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM^** UNTIED STAGES GOVERNMENT

TO § SAC 9 NEW YORK (100=

FROM ? SAC, CHICAGO

SUBJECT? COMMUNIST PARTY = USA
MEMBERSHIP
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

*a//o/sf

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING TEGS ,

FOLLOWING INFORMATION IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE
INFORMANT,- ; I

3

CG 5824=S* r November 15, 1957? made available to
J for* photostating, th® following items?

(1) A letter addressed to, 5?Natl©nal Committee,- Corn-
munist Party, U®S 0'A®, Attention? Eugen® Dennis”, and signed,
’’Fraternally, Bobby” ® The letter, a copy of which was directed
to ”Distriet Committee, Communist Party of Western Peymavlvania

,

Attention? Steve Nelson”, sets forth the request qf |

I I for a hearing regarding his Communist Party
status® One photostat copy of thlf document, which Is being
retained in Chicago file xod=33740°lA6, Is being enclosed here-
with to the New York and Pittsburgh Offices®

12)- New York (Ends® 4) ('REGISTERED)^ (1 - 100=17923) (JOHN GATES). (#19-1)
(1 = 100=73561) (ABRAHAM UNGER)
'(1 = 100=8057) (EUGENE DENNISM#19~l)
(1 = 100=15946) (JAMES TORMEY)
(1 = 100=1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN)
(1 = 100=23825) (BENJAMIN f.'BAVTS, JR0 )(#19=1)
(1 = 100=23774) (JOHN WILLIAMSON)'
(1 = 100=269) (HENRY WINSTON) (#7-1 )

(1 = 100=27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON^
(1 = 100=16021) (ARNOLD JOHNSON)

1 = Newark (100= ) (PAT TQOHEY) (REGISTERED)
1 = Philadelphia (65°l-687) (TOM .NABRIED) (REGISTERED)
3 ® Pittsburgh (Encl^® 2) (REGISTERED)

(1 = 100= ) (CP '° USA, Membership 1 /
(1 = 100= )l 1 /&& ~ if&
(1 = 100=1763) (STEVE NELSON) js^r ...

2 = Chicago StRI.-.u 2>;0 /^MY
a - A/nk-w fs-A-mnro-i

HT ^
y DiiXED

RLdD„-



CG 100-337*1.0

(2) A letter dated October 29, 1957, addressed,
I L and signed, ”Fraternally, Eugene Dennis” 0 The
letter, which has a ”P 0 S 0 ” stating that TOM NABRIED, of Phila-
delphia , is Chairman of the Appeals Committee , acknowledges
the receipt of

\
letter (item #1) and states that

| be
letter has been referred to the National Appeals Committee 0 hie
One photostat copy of this letter is enclosed herewith to the
New York and Pittsburgh Offices,, The Chicago copy is being
retained in Chicago file 100-3 3?l|.0-lA7oi

$3

(3) A letter dated
Pat”, and signed, wSincerel-y„
this letter contains^

Jcase, One photostat copy of this
herewith to the New York Office 0 The ~
retained in Chicago file 100-337*J.0°XA£ o

this letter was addressed to PAT TOOBEY,

_ toJ3G_^2h-S*,
on the I

~~1

is enclosed’
copy is being •

to CG £82l4-S^

(*}.) A sheet of paper with handwritten comments on
both sides* This paper, according to CG 5>82I{.-S'§s-, contains.

N GATES 5 handwriting, GATES® views regarding the [
CARL WINTER is familiar

]wag dismissed
case * The handwriting states

with the 19*J-8 phase of the
| |

as an attorney at the first smith
follow the policy of the National
is familiar with the 19*1.8-1951 phase
that in 1951, on the complaint of ELIZABETH GORLEY FLYNN and

]

trial when he refused to
JIM TOHMEY
]ease.I and

wasother defendants in the ' second Smith
suspended for refusing to carry out the line the National
Committee wanted to pursue in the eage 0 Tba_h&ndwriting tri fle

.

“BEN® (DAVIS'}

cates that present at the' mee
were ’’GENE” (DENNIS) , ’’myself
’’JOHN Wo” (JOHN WILLIAMSON), ”HENHT W*” (HENRY WINSTQN) , ’’BOB
T* (ROBERT THOMPSON) 0 One photostat copy of this document is
enclosed herewith to the New York Office 0 The Chicago copy is
being retained in Chicago file 100«

*

Jo 6

’b7C
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 12/11/57TO

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, BALTIMORE

SA ROBERT C. NORTON

INFORMATION FURNISHED
BY SECURITY INFORMANT

The documentation for this information is as follows:

Identity Date of' Activity
of And/or Description Date
Source of Information . Furn. Agent

-b7D

Location

(who has
furnished
reliable
information
in the past)

11/15/57
TUC meeting

11/18/57 ROBERT C.
NORTON
(Written)

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY
OF THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED

The text of the informant f s statement is as follows

:

:

r3V New York (REGISTERED MAIL,/^ ALEXA.NDER..BITfELMAN
,f,^^ElffiERSHIR^^

> usa
\

3 - Washington Field (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 4
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS COMMITTEE
FUNDS

1 - Philadelphia (REGISTERED MAIL)
STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY

19- Baltimore
SEE PAGE 1-A

RCN:sm (/ /
(
26

)
jr

BALTIMORE, MD. i

1
de4 11/ 1957 1

>

/
/
\ d'



> <

19- Baltimore
100-12076
100-10584
100-160
100-9665
100-10013
100-20496
100-12125
100-12948
100-11640
100-13098
100-12485
100-12464
100-12458
100-12244
100-12510
100-12170
100-4090
100-14569

GEORGE MEYERS

PAMERLETS & PUBLICATIONS
DAILY WORKER
FUNDS
OP LINE'
NEGRO QUESTION
ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 4
FACTIONALISM-
EDUCATION
STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY
MEMBERSHIP
BALTIMORE* DISTRICT 4
DEFECTED CP MEMBERS

-1A-



"Baltimore, Maryland
November 18, 1957

The following concerns a meeting of the Trade Union
Commission for the CP District which includes Maryland
and Washington, D. C. The meeting took place at
GEORGE MEYERS* home on November 153 19573 with

I I GEORGE
MEYERS present*

The group met together about ’9:15 PM, and after
several minutes social conversation, GEORGE MEYERS
set out the agenda for the meeting as follows:

1) A report by I IOn articles 1, 2,*

3 and 4 of the series of articles prepared
, by ALEXANDER BITTELMAN for the Daily Worker,
which articles are entitled, "I Take a Fresh
Look."' The first article, which was intro-
ductory, appeared in the Daily Worker of
October 1, 1957. The second article, which
appeared in the Daily Worker of October 2,

1957> had a sub-heading, "The party crisis."
The' third article, which appeared in the
Daily Worker for October 3, 1957, had a sub-
heading, "party Crisis — Subjective Factors."
The fourth article, which appeared in the Daily
Worker for October 4, 1957, had a sub-heading
"Nature of the party* s Dogmatism.

"

2) Report by GEORGE MEYERS on the District Board.

3) Report by those present on mass work and the
distribution of Sunday Workers.

4) Literature and dues.

5) Next meeting*

I laave his report on the above mentioned
ALEXANDER BITTELMAN articles, stating that he thought
that the National convention Procedures and the report
of SID STEIN, together with the ALEXANDER BITTELMAN
articles, outlined the course for the rebuilding of
the CP and also contains the possibilities for arresting
the further decline Of the membership*

|
sdid

that the above mentioned pieces of literature also offer

-2-
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the means of "bringing back" into "ouf1 midst those who
had left the Party.

I
went oh to say that those things just stated

above are the vital objectives to be obtained by
the CP at present and should bring a halt to the
Party crisis,

I
stated that if the CP Were to look carefully

at the nature of the Party crisis, it might prove
very helpful for the launching and successful develop-
ment of the campaign for rebuilding the Party.

I I went on t6 say that it has been evident for
many years that the Party has been heading for a
crisis, but what was not too evident was the nature
of the crisis.

|
continued by saying that now that nwe" are

in the midst of the crisis, it is apparent that
the crisis is deep and may last for a considerable
time. In overcoming this crisis, it is necessary
not only to find the correct Marxist-Leninist answers
to the new problems, but also necessary to implement
these answers by successful practical work which would
not prove to be an easy matter.

I lthen said that statements had been made that
Communism in America is a failure.

| |
emphasized

that in actuality. Communism in America is not a
failure.

|
pointed Out that in the past certain

Party policies and attitudes may have proven to be
wrong or ineffective, but the Party has played an
honorable and effective part in the advancement of
the American working class. I I said also that the
Party has made significant contributions in the
crucial field for the struggle for Negro rights.

I I emphasized that none could successfully deny
the positive role the Party has played in the fight
against imperialism, war and Fascism or on behalf
of the fight for peace and democracy;

I I stated that the present strength arid influence

-3-



of 'the progressive movement of the American people
was due to the CP.

I I then pointed out because of objective and
subjective factors, the party has entered a deep
crisis in its relationship with the democratic and
labor movement in general in this country and this has
resulted in the hastening decline of Party Influence
in those fields and loss of membership and a severe
isolation from the progressive movement in general.

stopped at this $oint.

] looked at f
were finished. [

&nd asked if he
replied that he was finished

for the moment and thought that after discussion
some more points could be brought out.

I Isaid that He was disappointed that I I

didn s t go more deeply into discussion, and particularly
with regard to the question of dogmatism.

MEYERS signalled to not to say anything further.

I I then said that he had heard some of
the things that I lhad said and had to admit
that he did not understand too much of what had
been brought out. I

I
said that in the first

place, he has not been receiving the Daily Workers
and hasn’t had a chance to read the articles.

|

said that since he was a member of the District
Committee, he felt that he should now read more than
he had ever read before and be able to participate
in discussions. I

~1 admitted that it was
embarrassing to him, but he had to state that he
was not too well able to participate in discussions
such as these just given. He felt that it was too
much above his knowledge.

I I appeared verv much upset by l

~1

statement.

MEYERS then said to| that when I

had proposed the ALEXANDER BlTfELMAN articles for

b7D
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discussion, he, MEYERS, hadn’t said very much since
he had not read the articles very carefully at that
time. MEYERS pointed out that there were some good
things in the articles, but in the main he could
not agree with the material in the articles and
that included the four articles that

|
had

reported on that evening.

MEYERS stated further about eight or nine people
he knew had read the articles and did not think
too much of them.

MEYERS commented that the articles pointed out the
present and past crises in the organization and went
into detail in telling of the dogmatic bureaucratic
methods of the Party. MEYERS rioted, however, that
in the outlining of the articles, he could see no
mention of how crises in the organization could be
stopped. MEYERS commented that lip service serves
a good purpose at times, but he believed that ALEIXANDER

BITTELMA.N should have included a mass activity
program in his articles. -- .» >v v.

' ' *',*"<,*
t

* * 4 W

I IftakAd wtrvers if he were finished, and when~lasked MEYERS if he were finished, and when
MEYERS indicated that he had had has say,

|

made the statement that the articles were very
important.

|

1
stated that he felt that ALEXANDER BITTELMAN

had done an excellent job in pointing out the present
Party crisis and indicated that as he read the
articles, the crisis in the Party at present had
been brought on by the leaders and the activity
of the members.

| | said that during the Second World War
period the CP had achieved many gains such as
establishing contact with the masses and by doing
this, the Party was able to contribute a good deal
in the struggle of organizing the Congress of
Industrial Organizations (CIO). I

|
also

pointed out that the Party had played a great role
in the "New Deal" under ROOSEVELT.

I loointed out that the crisis actually
started when the Party leaders began thinking in



b7D

terms of long range programs which they had begun
mapping out for future work.

| \
emphasized

by doing this, they bypassed the everyday struggle.

|said that after the Party got itself
established in the masses and had the confidence
of the masses, then the party leaders began setting
up bureaucratic' iftethods of work.-

l tfafen said as ALEXANDER BMftELMAN
1

pointed
out in his second article, ,fNOw that we are in the
midst of it, it is painfully clear that the crisis
is deep and severe. It may last for a considerable
time. For the task of overcoming the crisis is not
only to find correct Marxist-Leninist answers to the
new big problems but also to implement these answers
by successful practical work. And that will not be
easy."

After reading the above- commented that in
order to get a clear understanding of the crisis
presently within the Party, we have to face the facts
as they exist today.

I I said if the crisis had not come about in
quite this way and the leaders had made some effort
to correct some Of their past mistakes, he felt the
Party would have been in a better position to apply
Marxist-Leninist theory among the masses of workers.

be
b7C

| |
stated that he felt the only way the Party

could break out of the crisis (he stopped at that point).
| continued by saying, "But the Party leaders

wouictn 1 1 go for it in the last ten years, 11

(| |

stopped again) . He then continued by saying, "I'm
greatly interested in seeing Marxist-Leninist theory
taught in the Party."

said that he felt if the masses of workers
would nave a general understanding of Marxist-Leninist
theory, they would be in a better position to under-
stand the vanguard role the Party is struggling to
play.

then read from ALEXANDER BITTELMAN* s second

-6-
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article as follows:

"Thus far we have de3.lt with crisis factors of
an objective nature. They are: The popular
impression that Communism in America is a failure;
the opinion that the Communist £arty is no longer
needed because the trade unions anti other people * S

movements have risen t.o great influence and effective
progressive leadership J the ’cold war? charge that
Communists cannot be loyal to their own country;
the forced withdrawal of the Party from the open
political arena and life in a political vacuum;
economic conditions maintaining a favorable
environment for these crisis-making factors. 1

After finishing the above,
|

then read from
article #3 of ALEXANDER BITTKIimh &S 'follows:

"Interestingly, the estimates of economic
^

conditions
and perspectives since 19^5 produced no fixed ’right 1

and ‘left’ differences. There were under-estimators
and over-estimators in both currents. This suggests
that economic estimates had little to do with
essential political differences. The reason for
this is that economic developments played only a
very indirect part in. the emergence of the Party
crisis

,

w

"That the Party’s policies here did not always
succeed in becoming fully effective among the masses
of the people, explains much of the Party’s isolation
and crisis. But it detracts not a whit from the
correctness of the Party’s principled positions
on all these issues — positions in the best
interests of the American people . .

After reading the above sections from the third
article . 1 Icommented on them, emphasizing
the factors of factionalism and the overestimation
of war ahd Fascist danger,
the need for unity.

also stressed

| then read from article #4 of ALEXANDER
BITTEIMAN as follows:

b7D

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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''Similarly', with our fight against Browderism
in the forties 9 There too we went overboard in
the fight against. American exceptionalism --

and with less excuse than in the fight against
Lovestoneism because on the basis of the earlier
experience we should have* learned not to wage
such a fight or any ideological and political
struggle in a dogmatic manner * And the mistakes
in this instance have been more costly,

"It is important to understand the reasons for this.

The fight against Browderism came at the end of a
significant period in the life of the American people.
This was the period of the New Deal and of the great
democratic and anti-Fascist efforts of the American
people in World War II.- Those were epic years. Our
Party was" beginning to find the peculiar and specific
approaches to; the masses of American labor and its
allies and. to' become part of their great progressive
movements — an important and valuable part.

"Browderism was an attempt to generalize the party’s
experiences of that period and to draw certain
theoretical and political conclusions j but the product
turned out to- be basically revisionist. It seriously
departed from the international principles of the
advance to Socialism and virtually abandoned the very
concept of the vanguard role of a Marxist-Leninis

t

Party. This we opposed and successfully defeated.
But this is not the whole story.

"Where we failed was that- We' made' no consistent
efforts of our own to generalize in a Marxist-
Leninist way the tremendous experiences and lessons
of those epic years. We definitely failed to press
forward in the continuous exploration of the peculiar
American ways and approaches to building the Marxist-
Leninist party. We completely threw overboard the
experiences and successes' gained in the New Deal
and World War II periods Instead of utilizing,
modifying and adjusting them to the period of the
’cold war* Which soon began. While correctly
condemning Browderism for discarding the key
Marxist-Leninist concept of the vanguard role of

-8-



the Party, we did little or nothing to concretize
that concept to the period and situations prevailing
after the end of the war.

D

"Our dogmatic failures in the fight against Browderisra,
shared by Right, Left and Center, played a major role
in hastening the present Party crisis.

"The foregoing leads to the. conclusion that our Party
is passing through an ideological,, political and
organizational crisis of great depth and severity."

After reading the above section from article #4,
I commented that the Party never discusses

the dogmatism which exists within the organization and
there is a failure in the attempt to generalize Marxism
and Leninism.

then stated that he had summed up the
ALEXANDER BITTELMAN articles as well as he could and
felt disappointed in the discussion. I Isaid
that he thought these articles might open the eyes
of those leaving the OP and those criticizing the
leadership.

I I said he thought these articles
should have aroused the interest of CP members in
attempting to pull out of the crisis and in attempting
to rebuild.

During the entire course Of the meeting, MEYERS*
children ran in and out of the room where the
meeting was held and frequently caused disturbances
so that it was difficult to follow the discussion.
MEYERS*

| |
who sat in the adjoining

room, kept; turning tne television so loud that
it was difficult to concentrate and ignored MEYERS*
continued request to turn the television speaker down.

GEORGE MEYERS then gave a report on the District Board.

MEYERS said that he had attended the National Committee
meeting which had been held in New York on the 9th and
10th of November. MEYERS said that JAMES JACKSON
had spoken on labor policies on the 9th, and that no

b7C
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Mil agreement had been reached on labor policy.
MEYERS said that this question was sent out for
discussion to the various areas where the CP hoped
to make contact with the masses of people.-

MEYERS then commented that this labor policy would
again be discussed by the Regional Directors of
Labor from the* five areas when they meet on
January 4, in Philadelphia.

MEYERS said with regard to this January 4th meeting,
there would be $dople from the West Coast, Middle
West, New York", areas along the East Coast and
from the South.

MEYERS wanted the Trade Union Commission to discuss
the labor policy program as he would like to have
a report from this area to give at the next National
Committee meeting. MEYERS pointed out that he should
give such a report since there were several large
trade unions in this area.

MEYERS said that he was going to propose at the next
National Committee meeting that five people from this
area attend the January 4th meeting of the Regional
Directors of Labor. MEYERS said that there was no
need to elect these individuals at the present time
since there would be at least one more Trade Union
Commission meeting before this conference.

MEYERS then stated that the National Committee at
the recent meeting had voted that all districts
should begin the registration of members, the time
of registration being between October 15* ' 1957*
and December 15, 1957. MEYERS urged all present
to do as much as possible so that as many people
as possible could be registered. MEYERS indicated
that this would make a good impression at the next
National Executive Committee meeting, which would be
held in December.

MEYERS said it is just as well to make the situation
clear, and he intended to notify the CP clubs in this
area that things were not running too smoothly
in New York. MEYERS said, however, that the same

10-
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thing is happening all over the country and Party
leaders are pretty well divided on all questions.

I Iasked MEYERS whether he intended to
register past members who had been in the organization
and left or have these individuals go through a.

Screening Committee.

MEYERS said, "Eell, no," and indicated if these
individuals could be convinced to Com© back and
register that would be all right.

I was obviously' not pleased with, this answer
but said nothing

.

MEYERS said that due to the fact that the ELIZABETH
GURLEY FLYNN meeting of November 8th could not be
held in Washington, D. C., as' planned,. the Washington,
D. C«, CP members decided to hold an affair to raise
money and that this affair had been held and raised
$300 . 00 .

There then began a discussion on mass work and
distribution of Sunday Workers. No one had a
report to give except I I who indicated

t— 1. _ 1 * r I—

^

that he had contacted^ Jon November 3rd
and had given him both Sunday and Daily Workers
as well as other CP literature.

|
^reported

that
|

|had agreed to meeu with|
|
about

every unre© weeks

.

_
said that he had talked to. some of the men

at the plant but was not able to get them to move.

Literature and dues were next brought up on the
agenda

.

|

distributed October, 1957, Political
arrairs ana October, 1957 ^ Masses and Mainstream.

| took single copies
or eacn or t>ne magazines and paid seventy cents
apiece to I I

paid to
| |

his November CP dues

b6
i>7C
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in the amount of one dollar' and paid one dollar
to the CP sustaining fund.

asked labout his dues,

| |
replied that he had no money at that time 'and

would pay later.

Isaid to
|

|if he,|
|
wanted to borrow

money to pay his CP dues and sustaining fund money,
he, I | oould loan I jthe money.

MEYERS signalled to[

I I declined

I

|

not to accept the loan.

I Offer.

I I then announced that when he paid
I I the money he had collected from those
present for CP dues and sustaining fund, he would
pay her his, [ I

November CP dues and the
amount intended for the sustaining fund.

b (

It was then decided to hold the next meeting nf. the b'

_Trade Union Commission on December 3rd at|
I Ihouse

.

As the group was breaking up, MEYERS gave I

a copy of the Labor Policy Statement mentioned above
and also a copy of a pamphlet on proposed Party
program. MEYERS instructed to loan|

|

his, I I copies of the last mentioned publications.

The meeting was then adjourned. 11

_

This memo has been compared with the informant’s original
statement and it is accurate.

It should be noted in connection with the statement in above
written report that the Washington, D. C., members had held
an affair and raised $300.00 after the failure of the ELIZABETH
GURLEY FLYNN open fdrum of 11/8/5? that the Daily Worker of
11/21/57 on the top of the first page refers to having received
$300,00 "from our friends in D.C." The specific article In
the Daily Worker which refers to this is headed "No Hall
For Free Press."

-12-



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - United States Government

To s Director, FBI (100-3-69) Date: 12/13/57

^OM s SAC, Pittsburgh (IOO-8973)

RE : CP-USA-
DISTRICT 5> PITTSBURGH DIVISION
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

?fr^T
§™LD BE EXERCI3FjD IN THE UTILIZATION OF THE FOLLOW**

1^ DtoORBlATIOiN IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE
SOURCE

!2^
1?2"S

*
, .?

hoAs furnished reliable information in the past
Whose identity should be concealed, on 11/30/57, advised

I that a meeting was hold on -hha-h ria^o of f-hCresidence of
|

Strgst «

—

Pitts burgh h - Pa., v’./.ch was attended hv I

1—— J bfitjaicl: careathersVT I

- Bureau (RM)
- Boston (100-20779) 'CP-USA ORGANIZATION (RM)- Chicago (100-33741) 'CP-TJSA ORGANIZATION; (RM)1 - 61-867 CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT KJ
1 - 100-18001 FRED FINE
- Cleveland (rm) -

} “ CP“USA ORGflNTTV.flniTOyr
1 - 100-16795 I I

1 - 100-4212 HY LUMER
- Los Angeles (rm)
1 - 100-26044 CP-USA ORGANIZATION
}

** CP-USA MEMBERSHIP
* " 100“ AL LANNQN
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 -f 100-448

6

f Newark (RM)
1 r- 100-4284
1 - 100-

(copies continued)
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16 - New York (rm)
1 - 100-80641 CP-USA ORGANIZATION (#19)&)- 100-80638
1 - 100-87211
1 - IOO-81675
1 - IOO-74560
1 - 100-89590
1 - 100-86624
1 - 100-9365
1 - 100-8057
1 - IOO-16785 w
1 - 100-9493 AI
1 - 100-23825 BE
1 - 100-80532 FE
1 - 100-50090 S‘J

1 - 100-50806 GE
1 - 100- HC

2 - Philadelphia (rm)
1 - 100-31723 CP
1 - 100-2427 DA

2 - San Francisgo (R
1 - 100-27749 CP
1 - 100- (F

24 - Pittsburgh
1 - 100-577 CP
1 - 100-8654 CP
1 - 100-8664 CP
1 - 100-9077 CP
1 - 100-9223 CP
1 - 100-9749 CP
1 - 100-662 SW'
1 - 100-1576 n"
1 - 100-9582
1 - 100-269 T®
1 - 100-2390 r*-
1 - IOO-1763

1ST]
1 - 100-10428 jo*
1 - 100-10180
1 - IOO-3661
1 - 100-8621
1 - 100-4003
1 - 100-11041
1 - 100-3443
1 - 100-2443
1 - 100-7763
1 - 100-8959
1 - 100-294

CP-USA MEMBERSHIP (#19)
CP-USA FACTIONALISM (#19)
CP-USA PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS (#19)
CP-USA FUNDS (#19)
CP-USA STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY (#19)
CP-USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
WILLIAM Z e FOSTER (#19)
EUGENE DENNIS (#19)
JAMES JACKSON
ALEXANDER BITTLEMAN
BENJAMIN DAVIS* O'r. (#19 )

HERBERT APTHEKER
SID STEIN (#19)
GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY (#12-16 )
HOWARD FAST

CP-USA ORGANIZATION
DAVID DAVIS
(RM)
CP-USA ORGANIZATION
(FNU)

| |

CP-USA DISTRICT 5
CP-USA PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS
CP-USA MEMBERSHIP
CP-USA FACTIONALISM
CP-USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
CP LINE
SWP

BENJAMIN CAR!

STEVE NELSON
JOHN RAGAN
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STEVE NELSON stated that the purpose of this meeting was
to get together 10 or 12 people to talk to them since he
could not sit down and talk to each individual.
NELSON stated that they should elect a Chairman; that he
wanted to raise the point about the "Daily Worker" locally;
that if any one desired he could report on a local problem;
and that he would report on the party situation.

NELSON stated that concerning the "Daily (Worker)" nationally
the picture is very rough; that they were not certain that
they would even have the paper last week but that they were
enabled to carry on by money which had been tied up in
various ways. He stated that they will carry on until
12/20/57 at which time the national committee meets and then
it will be up to them to decide what to do with the paper.
He related that they are operating on borrowed money or
whatever money they can get their hands on. He stated that
he has been traveling in various small- districts; that some
money came through but not enough to make great changes;
that they still need about $200 to make the quota at
Pittsburgh; and that they will have to see what they can do
about this

.

NELSON continued by stating that the national deficit- of
the paper was $250., 000 and that a budget had been made to
enable the papers ("Daily Worker" and "The Worker") to
exist on $160,, 000. He commented that they have no money
to buy a new press; but that they needed to buy a flatbed
press whereby they would be able to lay off five men at
$125 per week salaries who are needed to operate the rotary
press. To install a flatbed press would get rid of at
least 10 to 12 guys . He stated that they could not get the
papers printed outside; that they will have to use the old
presses and all the men; that they needed $22,000 to buy a
new press which is needed in any event. NELSON remarked
that the "Ereiheit" had printed on this press but had to go
in that they found an outside printer. NELSON stated that
everything he had learned regarding the papers had been
through conversations.* He stated that the "Daily (Worker)"
brings in $70,000 while "The Worker" brings in about
$35 3 000 ; that the committees are working on all these problems
that the paper had been cut down; that the crew had been cut
to the bone; that if a real effort was made they could save
it but New York would have to take the major part of the
responsibility.
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I then commented that he would check on
getting contributions and report back In two weeks.

NELSON stated that It was good fdrl
responsibility since he already hac
for the paper (at Pittsburgh).

to accept that
le major responsibility

NELSON stated that he called I \ at Cleveland.
1
i/30/?7). andl (stated that he woAid be atPittsburgh on 12/11/57 for a "Preiheit" meeting,

mpS??0.

t
!?|

n
+.P

oce
f

<

?
ed to tel1 those present about the last

o
S*>°f the natl

?
nal committee. He stated that he met

from
committee composed of 14 comrades - several

one f?om RnJnlf
1
' a

W° fr
2
m Californ ia ^ one from Pennsylvania,

Sa? ! t
a
?d °2e from chlcago. He stated that this

thlt it we? Lnf
S1

??
nt oomm

J
t
i
ee

- (New York). NELSON related
generally agreed that after the conventionthere was a general let down in the Party; that there wa=*

Yo?k°Citv
me

ne
e
J?ef

P
A JS*?

thS bigsest loss being in New
iwk- that tn

J

ed *5at so
l"
e felt that tney should dlsouss

V™ ^ tba
E

t ssi down to work other problems would be

down
e
in°?he

W
Pfl

1 ® °the
lZ

thought they should put the letdown in the Par cy on the agenda for the meeting He stated

aSfbe?t^?
thS thfi “OTentlon ^"gs “rttSS?

>

tha agenda for fche national committee

our^people?
vl W°rK in the South and

( 2 ) labor Policy of

sent°in
P
«°S^n?

d^y sta n̂g that the California districtsent m a resolution wisn regard to their lack cf

the
S
partv

H
no?

d
>?

ed that this is the largest district in

had lost
y
(members)?

aUSe “ had Sained but beoause New York

relate <3 that JIM JACKSON made a report on the South

hS
8 atru

?
sle f0p Nesro rishte, etc.; tea!

5 ), ore to I

PWt Were “^riot (District

Itat^lhat t?
at he Wanted tha oo^adS Mai* ge

gf
a1^

stated that there was some controversy about what they are
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doing to build an organization in the South, a question
which was not fully answered; and there was controversy
as to who would 'do this work in the South . He added

PeoPle come face to face with the situation
and the work cannot be done unless there is an organization.

NELSON stated that the second point was the labor policy
statemenu; that he had two copies of resolutions whichwould be circulated among those present. He indicated that
this concerned the Party position regarding the trade unionmovement. NELSON added-, however, concerning the labor
question that he had missed this session due to attendance
ilon

ma
?T
s m

f
e
J
in8 organized by an old carpenter friend of

next'i^Sp
S
n?

t
fh PpP. it wm probably be published in thenext issue of the Party bulletin,

NELSON stated that the third point wds -the inter-party
wa

?
opened the reading of a letterfrom the Caa.ixornia District by comrade f of San

rceKfter of the National Board and committee.

not satiqf^nJ--,
elaborated on- this point but could

r'eh,H?i
1
f
f*Cu2" 1*y

. 1

e,,'"plain to his comrades why they should

?he ^?ioSi
Stren

f^ 6ri p1
?

Party or why they should letthe national committee take those steps.

NELSON related that DOROTHY HEALEY from California spoke
thaPnP

11® .^his situation at the center and also stated

monLfSn
S
'P

e
o
Wa
^-P

lrS
?

Put 0n the nati°nal committee sixonths ago tney did noc want to accept her because of ^heexpense of the trip from California but that they were
to accept. She stated that the troubles

i® sues and personalities
, She stated that thevexamine many theoretical purposes and that they

w???
1
?

Prepare a 20 year program for the Party so that thev
She

ar® and what they are doing.
'

7

not belSf they
-

have..;

to -tSfk^ fu"
'uJ peopie

• -3re afraid
‘L

the . 'fssu.es. NELSON added that she and
Mia ^

enumerated that; there were differences which preventedthem from facing up to the issues.
prevented

- 4 -
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NELSON then. stated that people have criticized (EUGENE)
DENNIS who w=s supposed to have drafted an outline for
the program, H© added that BITTLEMAN was asked after he
came out of prison to write one for discussion and thathis (BITTLEMAN : s

) points were questioned by FOSTER DAVTS“g® and others whereby they accused him of retlslonlsm.
NELSON stated that it was his opinion that he (BITTLEMAN)
raised too many points which included, among others, the
labor movement in the United States, including 5 ts
peculiarities. United States history, and a section whichhe rei erred m as the Welfare State in the United States.

NELSON stated that all these things were revealed at the
national, committee meeting; that a vote was taken on theoutline whl
that a very
committee

m^oe^ meeting; that a vote was taken on the
n resulted in a nine to nine tie. He stated
limited program v :.s presented to the national

tnat a committee was drawn up by HY LUMERHijRB nPi-niNtiR and SID STEIN and that they did not think
*

the program went far enough. He stated the facts, as he

belan ^5-1“ h£s
i

opinion, are that a number of comradesegan to P-<=Sfc> mat me reason there was no discussion of
Mm0

P
f°

Sra!1! Was
,

be
?
au

^
s people feared attack - a point whichcame xrom a segment of the committee such as CLAUDE LIGHTWOOT

.1 I PPEP SINE, SID STEIN
, GEORGE CEARNEY, I f

CriT* 00T J

He nddPd lvUNy. Jersey
* ?

AVID DAVIS Philadelphia, etc.

a^d that +h%r ^n
i
nnf

r
J
Up demai

?
ded that theY give new answerswhey 00 not try to give the ones that had been

such things
that they should examine

in ^ oioratorship of the proletariat” which,
Qoes not apply in the United States, He

sh^p of^nv u?n-|
C
S
nn0t tSl

-
1 people that the3

r have a dictator--p o any .\.inu oecause me masses have very deep illusionsabout democracy. He added that a division took rface around
retained?

6 waiCh F0STj!!R * DEMj-s and DAVIS fought to have

f°7
tinued by stating that it was his opinion that

"placed on -K
1
? v? u

he
-
u
V
it'

8(3 States and that it was
J* l£?

d on L'b
j

ijaule ’cnst they did not have a program becauseof this question. He related that they should noi
S
?a'lk Itoul

~ 5 -
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work when there is basic disagreement and it was agreed
that this question would be discussed at the next meeting
of the national- committee. NELSON stated that POSTER
had written articles blasting BITTLEMAN's views on the
Welfare State and that there "were differences. He stated
that BITTLEMAN believes that there will be a big struggle
in this country for the expansion of democratic aims such
as unemployment insurance,, social welfare, pensions, etc.
NELSON related that those present should read his article
and that he would not go further into that topic.

NELSON stated that concerning the question of peaceful
transition to socialism there were very few voices advocating
??
y?A^rLd;Lf

£
erent now * He stated that several, including

AL LANNON, who is not a member of the national committee,
say " we are all revisionists because we believe
S0C1

f'i
1
f
m

J.

can gotten by democratic means. Another pointwas that they do not take orders from other Communist
Parties but are part of the world communist movement.
It was further noted that they should develop their own
program and theory.

NELSON commented that recently a Russian comrade wrote anarticle wherein he criticized our Party and that there are
- 0ur

?
opies this around the District. He stated

fJ
oposal wa

f
mada that they answer this article; thatBXaTLEMAN was commissioned to do this; that his answer wasread and again there was dissension. He stated that POSTERpraised the Russian article wherein he said that if anything

it; cp.-- not go far enough against revisionism. DENNIS

Sw!!/™Ta
0f saying nothing. A vote was taken regardingworking out an answer to chis and the result was a nine

to nine tie, NELSON added that he was sorry to have to tell

committee
Sen ^ -*-s condition of the national

NELSON then stated that he would just. cite a few points
and let those present ask questions. He added that four orlive major questions were posed about which questions havearisen and that he has no idea how they will be resolved.

- 6 -
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NELSON stated that he raised, sharp questions to the way
POSTER handled those who disagreed with him. He added
that he had read Gellas (phonetic) in "political Affairs"
the night before so he brought up the point that POSTER
was not talking of Gellas but was attacking the American
CP. He stated that POSTER is using his theoretical
argument against the movement and that going back to the
bourgeois democracy is plain foolishness. He commented
that if you have someone standing over you with a whip
and uttering cliches you are not going to solve anything.
He

^
S
^
ate<3 WOun(3 ' up the meeting of the committee

a
£? k •

ur^ed the comrades to read the "Bulletin"
1 continue the pros and cons regarding the problems.NELSON' staged that the next meeting of the national

committee would be December 20.

__ .stated that they should have a
cnange in the top leadership if they cannot agree; that„1S

^i
S Party and that he wants his voice in the Party.He added that he wanted to see some changes; that he doesnot see any prospect of change- in the leadership and thatthe leaders have only contempt for the rank and file

.

.stated that he is tired of waiting 'for
somex;ning to crystallize and- asked how long they will haveto wait. He added that he hasn't seen any time yet when

. J
hat "we are stewing in our own juice"and thaii he is sick of it. He stated that they have raised

and " he d
?
es not tj - :-nk it is going to be solved;thau he does not want to be in any factional fights; that^hey are at this meeting to say what they think and that

£v!f
y
D
ar

J
s?ins to come up with something. He stated that

members)
d°eS n0t mean a thins without them (rank and file

] remarked that the Party must again becomethe vanguard and that he would like a request be made tothe national committee that representatives of each faction -

sid'
,riShtj oenzer and left be sent in to present their

b6
b7C
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stated that he came into the Party in
time there were two organized factions.

He added that it was not until 1930 before it became
united and it was only resolved then because of two main
fact'ors - the depression and a common ground. He remarked
that they could not afford the luxury of fighting each one.
He stated that for a period the Party prospered but here
it is in a struggle again. He added that it is impossible
to throw in the sponge and they should help the Party
leadership resolve it .

I I stated that he resented the fact that a
small group has said what the Party is to be and then calls
all others revisionists.

I I commented that the fact that they got
^ogethersucha group on short notice was a good sign. She
stated that she feels the members are not getting all the
i acts; that the main thing that is missing is a program
or action; and that abstract talk should never take
precedence over action. She stated also that she thinks

?uardian and Socialist Workers Party papers are
fighting for socialism better than the "Daily Worker."

STEVE NELSON interrupted
! l and stated that

the convention never came to the presentation of a programdue to disagreements.

I. 1 1
took the floor and asked "How can a situation

3e~wneyethe whole world is changing but us? Are we soinflexible that we cannot change?" He stated that had he
h2°w!Ti

U
S
er\W

u
re to

.5
s so many Pe°Ple present at this meetingne would not have attended. He recommended that they divide

IS-
1?™ f

r
2,
ups

J
and resolve in writing, at least the main

P
2
1
2
t
!v

0f t
5
e dlscussl°n. He stated that regardless ofwhat the national committee decides they (rank and file)are the ones who are going to have to make it work and that

^ reso lve to have groups that meet regularly. Headded that concerning the phrase "dictatorship of* the

it
does not care if he ever h8ars it: again. Hetha

?
tkere are 'differences here, in the national

impelled oSt
EUrOPS and Ghlna ' and that he would like t0 see

b6
b7C
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1
then stated that the question "How is the American

working class going to get into power?" is misused and
2*®“„erpreted, malnly by their enemies. He stated that
POSTER had written many books; that he does not know what
has happened but that they are not being used for basic
s tudy, He indicated, however, that he questioned FOSTER-'s w
capabilities, because of his age. £

male stated that he is not convinced that
rj®, I

ai
i
y Worker is a good paper nor that it must be savedjust to have a paper.

nm ui « 1
commented that he wondered why the nationalcommittee allows a faction to conduct such a struggle

that it drives the membership out,

BENJAMXN CAREATHERS stated that he is not sure that they are
ij? „ °? t° criticize or that they have enough knowledgeo see this m the right light. He stated that the meeting
of December 20 is a* good thing.

,,
———J stated that they have to be realistic andlace the situation and that it will be the responsibility

of everyone in your group" to get together to discuss things.

—
t,

I commented that he is more confused than everaj.ter all the conflicting opinions.

L' i
I stated that there is not a person present atthis meeting who has not worked his head off - but where

s bated that if they are honest about it they will
fhsf 55?

to something the national committee left out -

->

bheir^ mistakes were left sectarianism. FOSTER savslook °ub
f
or risht revisionism but that he I

2

aid not thmk FOSTER had the right to speak oul for thenational committee.- He asked what are we doing about group
”®®J

or discussions and then added that ib
S
is the littlepractical questions like these that have to be answered.

?SE
h
NE

^S°N *5®? stated that if those present got the impression
°ver action ?hey eitSer misseTtoepomp or he dia not get it across. He stated that (1

1

thev Ji iV
that they have favorable conditions yety in a crisis . He asiced what have we to do now.

- 9 _
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what does the movement look like now; and do they have to
be in imported clothes of the Revolution of 1848?”

NELSON continued that he is coming to some pretty sharp
conclusions as is the entire committee. He stated thatthey snould look at the Italian party where there is nomention of the dictatorship of the proletariat" and it is
2*® °nly one JJat ha® n<?t lost ground. He said that just a
•f-hr+-^^

S a®° Socialist Party of Italy came out and saidwere in °°aiAtion with the Italian CP. He statedthat this was the democratic way; that we (American CP) advocate
** dam0£jai2O r0ad - to socialism of which he (NELSON)

I He
f
tated that they should not get

;

have to refo™ the party to

NELSON stated that he was not going to answer anv Questions

Welfare Itato
0"™?1^ resardin2 SITTLEMAN's statement on theWelfare State and recommended t?,at those present read it

“d SS ft°e^ie gSo^
80™ted that HOMRD FAST

is paralyzed.
l°ommen ^ed that the organization in Pittsburgh

Another individual (believed to be 1

that he did not believe things could be talked out.
| stated

b6
’b7C
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM *• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, BALTIMORE

PROM : SA ROBERT C. NORTON

SUBJECT: INFORMATION FURNISHED
BY SECURITY INFORMANT

DATE: 12/10/57

'b7D

The documentation for this information is as follows:

Identity Date of Activity
of And/or Description Date
Source of Information Furn. Agent Location

District Board - 11/14/57 ROBERT C.
(who has District Committee NORTON
furnished meeting, 11/13/57 (Written)
reliable
information
in the past)

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY
OF THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED

The text of the informant * s statement is as follows

:

New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
JAMES JACKSON
PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS
ORGANIZATION, CP, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY
DEFECTED CP MEMBERS

..^TtEMBERSHlSJS?

EUGENE DENNIS
JOHN GATES
FUNDS

1 - Cleveland (REGISTERED MAIL)
HYMAN LUMER

; fvSEE PAGE 1-A FOR ADDITIONAL COPIES
RCN : sm-j /

(41)^f!
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Washington Field (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 4

Philadelphia (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 3
LABOR POLICY

Baltimore
100-10584
100-12412
100-12076
100-9665
100-10995
100-10975
100-764
100-11800
100-12464
100-4090
100-12485
100-12510
100-12125
100-17339
100-14569
100-13098
100-20496
100-12170
100-4076
100-12458
100-17819
100-13964
100-11640
100-12244

GEORGE MEYERS

BRIEF FILE
ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 4
BALTO., DISTRICT 4
NEGRO QUESTION
STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY
PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS
COMINFIL NAACP
DEFECTED CP MEMBERS
CP LINE
TUC
MEMBERSHIP
ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 3
FACTIONALISM
NORTHWEST, DISTRICT 4
DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS
FUNDS
EDUCATION



"Baltimore, Maryland
November 14, 1957

The following concerns a combined District Board -

District Committee meeting for the CP District which
includes Maryland and Washington, D. C . , which
took place at the home of on November 13*
1957..

I l and GEORGE MEYERS, District Board members,
the latter being Acting Chairman for the CP District,
arrived at home at about 8:40 PM.

MEYERS asked I lif he could use the dining room
table to distribute CP literature which he had
brought with him. I I agreed.

At about 9:00 PM. I I

Commission member of the CP and District Committee
member, arrived.

At about 9:15 PM. I I CP member and head
of the Freedom of the Press Committee for the
Maryland area of the CP, arrived, together with

I

~| Qf the CP
for the District and a District Board member, and

I 1 District Committee member.

The meeting started by GEORGE MEYERS asking for
the election of a Chairman.

I I nominated
| |

MEYERS nominated
| [

nominated

declined.

I I was declared Chairman by acclamation.

MEYERS then read out the agenda, which was based
on written material brought by him as a result of
his visit to the National Committee meeting of the



CP which had been held in New York on November 9-10,
1957.

The first point on the agenda was a report made by
JAMES JACKSON at the National Committee meeting of
November 9th and 10th, the written form of which
was headed, "Discussion Bulletin on Little Hock
and the Negro People* s Struggle for Freedom. 11 This
pamphlet, consisting of four pages, was issued by
the Educational Department, Communist Party, New York
State, October 20, 1957.

The second point on the agenda was the Labor Policy
Statement for 1958, an eight page pamphlet.

The third point on the agenda was the Preparation
of the Party Program, a five page pamphlet.

The fourth and last point on the agenda concerned
the amnesty for HENRY WINSTON and GILBERT GREEN.

MEYERS made an announcement to the group that he
had attended the National Committee meeting in New
York on the 9th and 10th of November.

MEYERS then stated at the above National Committee
meeting JAMES JACKSON had given his report in person
on the Little Rock situation, and in giving his
report, had not only discussed Little Rock but the
whole question as to what was taking place in the
South insofar as the Negro people’s struggle for
peace and freedom.

MEYERS said in his report JACKSON stressed that the
CP should begin striving to build some kind of a
co-relationship with the Negro people in the
South. JACKSON said by doing this, he, JACKSON,
felt that the party would have to think in terms
of generating some type of mass struggle, centering
around the economic demands of the Negro people.

MEYERS said that JACKSON, in speaking on this
subject, also stated that the CP should generate
some type of activity around the question of the



masses of unorganized workers who move from one
area to another in the South. MEYERS said that
JACKSON mentioned that numerous industries had
moved to the South in order to get cheaper labor,
and that the labor being hired at these newly-

formed plants were unorganized.

MEYERS said that JACKSON pointed out the importance
of the CP being aware of the attack on the Negro
people such as was taking place in Little Rock,
Arkansas. MEYERS said that JACKSON felt that the
CP should speak out openly in defense of the Negro
people.

MEYERS stated that he could not give all of the
report that JACKSON had given at the National
Committee meeting, but pointed out that he had
JACKSON* s written report here and pointed to the
pamphlet mentioned before entitled, "Discussion
Bulletin on Little Rock and the Negro People’s
Struggle for Freedom."

MEYERS said further that JACKSON’S report would come
out in the next issue of the CP publication Party
Affairs so that all CB clubs and sections would have
JACKSON’S report available to them.

MEYERS stressed that JACKSON’S report was one of
the most important reports given at the recent
National Committee meeting in New York City. MEYERS
said that all of the National CP leaders present
at the meeting strongly urged the various CP Districts
to begin some sort of broad activity around some of
the issues that JACKSON had reported.

MEYERS said it was pretty well emphasized by all of
the National Committee members present at the recent
meeting in New York of the important ties that the
CP had with the Negro people, and that these National
Committee leaders felt that this was an important
issue on the rebuilding of the CP. MEYERS said
that all representatives at the National Committee
meeting were instructed to go back to their respective
areas and do whatever achievement possible, such
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as contacting the NAACP, the Urban League, or any
other Negro organization functioning in their
respective areas.

MEYERS went on to say that at the National Committee
meeting it was strongly urged that every comrade
in the CP who had any contact with the Negro people
do all possible to bring them back into the
organization.

MEYERS stated that it was pointed out by various
individuals at the National Committee that the main
problem facing the Negro people around which the CP
might generate some activity is the economic
situation of the Negro people. MEYERS said that
points to be emphasized were the facts that the
Negroes were the last to be hired and the first to
be fired, and that their wages are generally below
the wages of white workers.

MEYERS also said that civil rights is a point that
the Party could raise in regard to helping the Negro
people.

MEYERS concluded by saying that after the JAMES
JACKSON report comes out in Party Affairs and is
distributed to clubs and sections, the clubs and
sections in this area can start to do something on
this particular problem.

MEYERS then asked for discussion on JACKSON’S report.

I I said that since this was an extremely
long report and covered so much area, that is the
whole South, she felt that each district should begin
trying to work on points raised by JACKSON which might
be applicable to their particular area.

I I said that in different areas different types
of activity by the CP could be undertaken. She cited
as an example the struggle for civil rights, a fight
by the Negroes themselves, and possible participation
in some areas by white comrades in the Party who could

~5~
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openly help the Negroes.

|
said that as far as wages were concerned, she

reTc that this was a Trade Union Commission problem,
but thought there would be no harm in raising the
question in the various CP sections and clubs in
this area so that discussions could be undertaken,
interest aroused, and the Negroes thereby helped.

|
continued by saying that with the masses of

Negroes in the trade union movement in this area,
she felt that one of the urgent requirements for
the Party in this particular district would be to
recontact Negro comrades who had left the CP and
who might bring to their particular unions ideas
and programs that would raise their wages and give
them seniority rights, things that have been
neglected by unions in this area.

| |
said if all sections and clubs would discuss

this one item and try to bring Negroes back into the
CP, "wd* could enter into discussions with them and tell
the Negroes how to raise questions at union meetings
which would benefit them but would not identify them
as being connected with any sort of left wing
activity.

I Ifully agreed with| (suggestions
and pointed out that at the last; comoined District
Board - District Committee meeting he had stressed
proposals similar to the ones made by I I

particularly in regard to having the various CP clubs
and sections in this area contacting Negroes.

MEYERS then raised the next point on the agenda,
which was the report on the Labor Policy Statement
for 1958.

MEYERS said that the National Committee discussed
the Trade Union Policy Statement, which he indicated
had been given at the National Committee meeting by
FRED FINE* MEYERS said that discussions went
back and forth with regard to this particular

6



statement, but the National Committee never got
around to actually endorsing the statement, and
here MEYERS referred to the eight page statement
which was entitled, "Labor Policy Statement for
1958 ."

MEYERS continued by saying that quite a number of
people who came from various CP Districts like
himself did not have time to read the statement
carefully since they did not receive it until they
were in New York City. MEYERS said that he had
received the Policy Statement before he got to
New York, but he had loaned it to

|
^.nd did

not receive it back from I ~lmtil h<5 W&s on the
point of leaving for New York City, and, therefore,
did not have time to study it carefully before the
discussion took place.

|
asked MEYERS how many copies the

CP had in this District.

MEYERS said one copy.

|
then asked how "we" could act without enough

copies.

MEYERS replied that from policies made in New York,
it was decided that this particular report would
come out in a special supplement which would be
distributed to each separate district for further
distribution to CP sections and clubs.

1 then asked as to what was thrashed out with
regard to this particular statement and whether any
answers came out of the discussion concerning this
Labor Policy Statement.

MEYERS then said that a lot of corrections were made
in the original statement and the supplement which
would be issued would be different from the copy
here, pointing to the Labor Policy Statement for
1958 which he had in front of him. MEYERS emphasized,
however, that these corrections would only be minor.

MEYERS went on to say what the National Committee
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wanted done was to have this Labor Policy Statement
discussed by all the clubs and sections,, and the

results of the discussions sent back to the National
Committee so that the National Executiye Committee
meeting, which would be held sometime in December,
could make some decisions.

,

|fchen asked when the National Executive
Comntittee meeting would be held.

MEYERS replied that he did not know the exact date
but it would be in December.

, stated that he recalled that MEYERS had made
an earlier report on another date to the effect
that there would be a CP Regional Directors of IfrbQ.r

meeting held in December or January, and he,
,

thought this Labor Policy Statement should be discussed
by this group rather than by the National Executive
Committee

.
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MEYERS replied that there would be a meeting of the
Regional Directors of Labor and that people would be
there from the Par West, Middle West, Eastern areas, and the

and he was sure that the Labor Policy Statement
would be thrashed out at that meeting as well as
the National Executive Committee meeting.

|then asked when the Regional Directors of
Labor would meet,

MEYERS replied that that particular meeting would
be held in Philadelphia on January 4th, and stated
that at the recent National' Committee meeting
it was proposed that someone from the area that
MEYERS represented should attend the Labor Regional
Directors meeting.

I then asked MEYERS how someone from this district
could attend and whether the District Board would
take the responsibility of appointing someone to
attend.

MEYERS, after a momenta silence, replied that the

SOUtl:
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ibility. Perhaps ^
lwas able to make

MEYERS then stated that the third point on the
agenda would be next and indicated it would be the
Preparation of the Party Program. MEYERS then handed
out copies of the five page pamphlet entitled, "On
the Preparation of the Party Program," as follows:

1 to
1 to
1 to
1 to
1 to

MEYERS said that when he went to Mew York for the
recent National Committee meeting, he felt that the
National leaders in New York had already drawn up
some type of program which could be given to the
CP members on the return of the National Committee
members to their respective districts.

MEYERS said the only thing that was presented
at the National Committee meeting was the pamphlet
which he had handed out. MEYERS said that this
pamphlet was the subject of a thorough discussion
at the National Committee meeting, and copies had
been given to the District representatives so that
further discussion could be had from within the
various CP Districts.

District Board should take rc

he and l Icould attend if
the meeting.

MEYERS said after discussion had taken place on
this subject by the various CP Districts, it was
felt by the National Committee that they should then
try to carry on some type of activity throughout
the CP to rebuild the Party.

MEYERS then asked whether the group wanted to discuss
this subject at this particular meeting.

asked MEYERS what he meant.

MEYERS replied that he could not give much of a report

-9-
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on this particular subject since the discussion in

New York, although thorough, had not been resolved.

All persons present then sat and read the pamphlet
in silence for about 15 minutes.

After reading the pamphlet. I i
commented that

she felt that it was a damn shame that nine months
after the National Convention the National Committee
had not as yet drawn up a minimum program for the
members. I

Isaid the National leaders are
saying in effect that '’we” must find new ways and
methods to work and must abandon the old methods
but still the National leaders themselves had not
as yet found the way to present new methods of
working for the CP members.

[continued by saying that she thought it
was disgusting because she herself had come to this
particular meeting with the thought that a report
would be given by MEYERS on some type of program
and policy which would be already drawn up by the

National leaders.

I I went on to say that since nine months had
passed since the National Convention and since nothing

had been done to present a program by the National
leaders that, instead of waiting on the leaders
any longer the District in this area should start
mapping out a program which would meet with the

needs of the people in this particular area.

I 1 said when the CP leaders talk of the
perspectives of the Party, they themselves at
least should come to some sort of terms and should
try to generate some new wavs of working with the
masses of people. I I said this is one ^ of the
reasons why the Party has been so greatly divided.

| Isaid what the National leaders never do

is make some sort of specific proposals in regard
to the type of activity that should be undertaken
insofar as mass work is concerned, but whenever
the District tries to carry on some kind of
activity on their own, the National leaders criticize

-10-



the' District activity if it does not meet with the

thinking of the National leaders.

|
proposed that this program (speaking of the

pamphlet) should be studied by the people present
at this particular meeting and some sort of con-
clusion arrived at as regards to a minimum program.

'said that a decision by the National leaders
snouia not be waited for before action was begun
by the District.

| said as he saw the situation, the
pamphlet was merely a guide for the District and
the CP members to go by, and he felt that the
failure of the National leaders in not being able
to present a program to the organization shows
clearly that the National leaders must be disorganized

| said he felt that if the CP leaders in this
area are really concerned about rebuilding the CP,

they should go about their own ways and they
themselves should set up their own methods with
regards to rebuilding the Party.

stated that she herself is greatly disturbed
because she knows when she goes back to make a report

to her club that they would be looking for something
concrete with regard to a CP program.

| said that she felt that even what she had
in her hand (the pamphlet mentioned above) was not
good enough to take back and report to the people
of her section.

b7D
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| said that while the agenda does not say
anything about policies made by the District Board
and I I she was looking for such a be
report from the Ideal leaders since they had accepted b?c

the responsibility of drawing up a minimum program
at the last District Board - District Committee
meeting in order to get the CP in this area in
motion.

|
then asked whether such a report would be

given.

MEYERS said that when
|

~| got through, he would

-11-
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advise her on this matter.

said that she felt that before she could
go back to her section and clubs, there would
have to be something concrete even if it con-
cerned only one particular point.

|
said

that if "we" can do that, it can be uaken to
the membership so that they could vote the
matter "up or down." I I said by doing this
it would be possible to get the general thinking
as regards what the CP membership actually wants
done.

I I then stated that she was in charge of her
section in Northwest Baltimore during the time
the CP was asking all of its membership to send
telegrams to President EISENHOWER, on the Little
Rock, Arkansas, situation. I I said she took
the assignment and visited a number of people
and found that the people were more concerned
about the CP program and policies of the CP.~~

~|said that the people were concerned as to
what was being done to correct past errors and
mistakes on the part of the CP. I I said
there was very little she could give these people
in the way of information and could give no
report on what the CP was trying to do . insofar
as setting up a program.

I I said that most of the people contacted with
regard to telegrams to EISENHOWER pointed out
that they did not need the CP to tell them to
send telegrams since they had been upset by the
situation in Little Rock and had already sent
telegrams and letters on their own.

|

said that these people emphasized that they did
not mean any harm by telling her this, but felt
there was a number of things changing in favor
of the Party and the CP leaders should come
forward with some kind of a program and approach
to meet the masses of people.

stated that since everyone agrees on a
minimum program, "we", after this meeting, should

b6
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call an emergency meeting of the District Board -

District Committee and have everyone come forward
with ideas for a program and actually set up such
a program.

All present agreed and set up the date for such a
meeting for November 21, 1957* at l I

house

.

MEYERS then said it was time for him to give the
highlights of -what was actually going on in New
York* but first he desired to report that at the
National Committee meeting a committee had been
set up to take up the question of registration of
members. MEYERS said the reason for that is that
the CP wants to get a clear picture of the total
membership. MEYERS emphasized that this would have
to be done immediately since he has to make a report
at the next National Executive Committee meeting.

asked MEYERS what he meant by registration.

MEYERS said the CP wants to know the total membership
and the strength so they could determine the total
loss.

|
said that this had been done once before

when comrade LUMER was in town.

MEYERS replied that it would have to be done
,
all

over again.

asked MEYERS why the word registration was
used, and suggested that some other category be
employed.

suggested that perhaps the words "checking on
present total membership "could be used.

MEYERS said that at this time he could not see any
other interpretations for the word registration, and
pointed out that it had always been that way in the
past. MEYERS said each year registration had taken
place. MEYERS said that even though this is not the



first of the year and is something new in that regard,
it still has to he done. MEYERS then pointed out
that registration had been taking place in various
parts of the country since October 15th past and
would run through December 15th, 1957

•

MEYERS said he did not know for sure when the
National Executive Committee meeting would be held
and all "we" could do would be to take registration
in this District before the National Executive
Committee meeting.

MEYERS pointed out that he would have to give the
report

.

| asked if there would be registration
again on the first of the year.

MEYERS replied that it would be important to have
registration on the first of the year so that the
CP could Judge where it was going in 1958 and what
it would have to do to bring people back into the
CP.

I stated that it was a good idea to take
registration on the first of the year.

| stated that since we are talking about
registration, does this mean "we" will only register
the present members that we have or does this mean
that we should try to register as many people as
possible.

asked MEYERS, "What about this?"

MEYERS said, "What the hell. Registration is
registration. If we talk about rebuilding the
Party, we'll try to register as many people as
possible."

MEYERS then stated he had a few comments to make,
and pointed out that a group of comrades out in
California had drawn up a letter criticizing the
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so-called two groups operating within the CP,
which they believed is actually splitting the CP
right down the line, METERS said he did not have
the letter here, but it states that there are some
people in the CP who are on the extreme left and
some on the extreme right and with this type of
situation in the Party, the Party is being split
right down the middle,

METERS went on to say that he could not give the
full context of the letter, but does know the letter
would be discussed at the next National Executive
Committee meeting and that one of the leading comrades
from California would be at the meeting to discuss
the letter.

METERS said he did not know what good the letter
would be insofar as its relationship to the CP is
concerned, and did believe that from what he
understands it would really cause a "chasm" in the
Party. METERS said as he saw the situation, on the
one hand he could see EUGENE DENNIS. METERS commented
from his past experience with DENNIS, when such
issues as the letter from California came up,
DENNIS always acted as the peace maker by trying to
take such material and put it somewhere in the corner
where it could not bring any sort of a clash.
METERS said on the other hand there is JOHN GATES,
who feels that such things should be brought out
into the open and fought right down the line.

METERS then said he would make no more comments on
the California letter, and indicated it was going
to be printed in the coming issue of Party Affairs.

METERS said one of the real reasons the party is
not making any headway at the present time is because
there are so many ideological ideas centering about
how the Party should go about its work.

METERS said that some people feel the only way the
Party can be a success is to change its name and
form. METERS said others feel as though the struggle
should be maintained to preserve the present name

-15-
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and form of the organization.

MEYERS pointed out with this type of activity going
on amongst the leaders and within the Party, the minds
of the present members of the CP are distracted and
confused.

MEYERS stated he felt that if every CP member and
leader of the CP would take heed to the decision
of the Convention insofar as preserving the present
name and form of the organization, something could
be done, but pointed out that some people just
before the National Convention and just after the
Convention made no effort to try to build a working
class party. MEYERS said as he could see the
situation, the type of activity carried on by those
people last mentioned both locally and nationally
is more of a disruptive role than anything else
he could think of.

MEYERS said that here in Maryland we have had several
strikes, and he felt sure that these people went
on strike because of economic demands. MEYERS
pointed out that up to this date the CP has had
no information on these strikes and has not even
made an effort to participate in any of these strikes.

MEYERS said that if the CP were active and alert,
he felt that even though "we" might not be able to
do anything big- if we were close to the masses of
people, there would, of course, be a possibility
of getting "our" ideas across to them.

MEYERS said that he felt in the near future the CP
itself should begin speaking in terms of elections.
MEYERS said as he saw it, from the proposals made
by candidates running for office in this area are
such that they must be defeated. MEYERS said if
these individuals are not defeated, the CP in this
area would really have to be prepared for the attack.

MEYERS said he could go on for another hour but
talking did not amount to much. MEYERS pointed out
that every gain ever made by the CP for the working

-16-
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class movement had come about -by a struggle. MEYERS
apologized for not being able to have a report to
give out on a minimum program,- that is the one
that the District Board plus f lhad been
appointed to prepare. MEYERS pointed out that sickness
had prevented attendance on the part of some members
of the District Board, and that

| |had not
attended any of the meetings set up.

|

asked MEYERS if MEYERS had called him
^

MEYERS askedl lif he didn't remember being
called, and

|
[replying that he was going to

attend.

I I replied that MEYERS must have misunderstood
him.

be
b7C

MEYERS said there was no use to discuss it any
further since the proposal given earlier in the
evening had pretty well answered the question with
regard to a minimum program.

if he were going to attend the
November 21st meeting.

replied that he thought he could attend.

said that if one or two people were
missing, ITT should not stop the program from being
prepared. | I said that those interested would
attend and get a program started, and that once
started, the membership would have a program to
vote upon.

All then agreed to have the next regular District
Board - District Committee meeting held on
January 15 , 195*8, at the home of

|

MEYERS then stated that with regard to the
situation in New York, he could only describe
it as "pretty rough." MEYERS said that there was
a big disagreement among the National leaders
centering around the hardships some of the National

be
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leaders are having. MEYERS said for the information
of those present, there are only five full timers
on the CP payroll in New York, and he, MEYERS, did
not know exactly whether that was one of the reasons
which was causing trouble in New York, but he did
know that the CP does not have the money at this
time to support any more than those five.

MEYERS pointed out that a letter had been sent down
by the National Committee of the CP to the CP District
asking the District to send or bring $75.00 to the
National Committee meeting of November 9th and 10th.
MEYERS said that this money had been requested for
the purpose of allowing the National Headquarters
of the CP to pay the expenses of all CP delegates
who had attended the National Convention earlier
in the year.

MEYERS said that he had a couple of communications
with him and asked | 1 to read one which
pertained to GILBERT GREEN and HENRY WINSTON.

|then read a two page sheet which concerned
a request for amnesty for GREEN and WINSTON.

MEYERS then stated that the National CP had sent
the District about 200 post cards which were
addressed to President EISENHOWER requesting that
GIL GREEN be granted his freedom. MEYERS said
that he did not know whether people would want to
send these cards in an open form and asked for
suggestions from those present.

I I said that she had a person in her club who
is familiar with the handling of this type of
mail, and that she would talk to him about it and
get his suggestions and thought perhaps a letter
which could be sealed could enclose the post card.

All agreed with suggestion and asked her
to see the individual and make a report.

MEYERS then showed the group a small book which
was entitled, "The Truth About Hungary — An
Eye Witness."

be
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asked MEYERS who had put out the
book:.

MEYERS said as far as he knew it came from the
Soviet Union.

|

I then asked if she could read the book, and
MEYERS agreed.

MEYERS then passed around copies of a leaflet
entitled, "A New Threat to Civil Liberties —
The Taft-Hartley ‘Conspiracy 1 Indictments," and
also passed around a small pamphlet concerning the

~lwho had been put in prison down South
because of their Communist beliefs.

MEYERS said with regard to these last two pieces
of literature, he intended to send them to lawyers
who had represented clients at the HCUA hearings
held in May, 1957* in Baltimore.

MEYERS then asked all those present to take some
of the last mentioned two pieces of literature
and mail them out. No one, however, took any of
the copies.

The meeting was then adjourned. "

This memo has been compared with the informant 1 s original
statement and it is accurate.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT

SAC, BALTIMORE

SA ROBERT C. NORTON

INFORMATION FURNISHED
BY SECURITY INFORMANT

DATE: 12/16/57

The documentation for this information is as follows

:

Identity Date of Activity
of And/or Description Date
Source of Information Furn. Agent Location

11/17/57 11/21/57 ROBERT C.
iwn#_nas Discussion by past NORTON
furnished and present District (Written)
reliable Board members re
information differences between
in the past) them

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY
OF THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED

The text of the informant’s statement is as follows:

*Note: For assistance in the review of following report, a
number in parentheses ( ) following a title or name
set forth below indicates there is a reference to
that title or name on the page of report indicated
by the number. Where no number follows a title or
name, it indicates the entire report should
reviewed for complete information on sub j

°/

New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
BEN DAVIS (3* 16, 17*18,19, 37)
ORGANIZATION, CP, USA^(5)
FACTIONALISM (5, 11, 12) (

P SERIAL!;

9--nq‘

ft FML

tTT MEMBERSHIP^) L/
100-857B6^B®&&^iSA«;^ (14,15)

PRAYER PILGRIMAGE 5/17/57 (14)
NEGRO QUESTION (17)
PHIL FRANKFELD (28)
SECURITY MEASURES (40,4l)
WATERFRONT, CP, USA (44)

SEE PAGE 1-A FOR ADDITIONAL COPIES
RCN : sm -

(62 )

DEC>^6, 1957
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cc’s:

9 - Washington Field (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION. DISTRICT 4

100-2686
| I

PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS (2,3)
SECURITY MEASURES
FACTIONALISM
PRAYER PILGRIMAGE 5/17/57 (14)
MEMBERSHIP (22,39)
FUNDS (44

1

)

1 - San Francisco (REGISTERED MAIL)
100-26076 ALBERT LANNON (44)

1 - Philadelphia (REGISTERED MAIL)
LABOR REGIONAL CONFERENCE 1/4/58 (44)

40- Baltimore
100-10584
100-12076
100-12412
100-18823
100-11983
100-8342
100-764
100-10975
100-13300
100-12471

IOO-9665
100-13279
100-11953
100-7761
100-11127
100-12425
100-8619
100-2842
100-12537
100-8488
100-13235
100-12464
100-4090
100-12125
100-12070
100-12456
100-12458

BILL JOHNSON
ABE KOTETiOHUCK

rORGANIZATION, DISTRICT M

BALTIMORE, DISTRICT 4
PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS (2,3)
SECURITY MEASURES
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (4,27,28)
FACTIONALISM

-1A-
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cc’s:
40- Baltimore (cont’d)

100-13098 CP LINE (5,7*11)
100-11640 FUNDS (6*22*25,44)
100-14569 DEFECTED CP MEMBERS (13)
100-20378 PRAYER PILGRIMAGE 5/17/57 (l4)
100-17339 COMINFIL NAACP (14)
100-12485 NEGRO QUESTION (17,23)
100-12170 MEMBERSHIP (22*23)
100-4267 COMINFIL USA-CIO (20,21,22)
100-11950 STEEL* DISTRICT 4 (20,21*22,24*25,26*27,29)
100-20308 PROFESSIONAL SECTION (22)
100-15744 SMITH ACT VICTIMS COMMITTEE (42)
100-16752 WATERFRONT, DISTRICT 4 (43)

1
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"Baltimore, Maryland
November 21, 1957

The following is an account of a CP meeting which
took place on November 17, 1957, for the purpose
of bringing together members of the present District
Board and the past District Board for the CP District
which includes Maryland and Washington, D. C. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the differences
between the past and present District Board members
and attempt a settlement of their grievances. This
group had met earlier on October 27, 1957, in
Washington, D. C., and since at that time there
had not been sufficient opportunity for all parties
to discuss their particular grievances, it had been
decided to hold a second meeting on November 17th.

I District Board member, arrived at
GEORGE MEYERS* home at about 8:00 PM on the evening
of November 17, 1957. Upon arrival, MEYERS commented
to I I that he did not know whether it would be
anv use to go to the meeting which was to be held
at | Ihome because no one from Washington,
D. C., had as yet arrived.

[suggested that he and MEYERS wait a little
longer

.

Shortly after 8:20 PM, just as MEYERS and I

were driving away from MEYERS* home, a late model
cream colored Dodge, bearing Washington, D. C.,
plates pulled up in front of MEYERS* home, and

|
got out of the car and joined MEYERS

ana I I

] MEYERS and
| |

drove to
in MEYERS' automobile, arriving at[

‘about 8:40 PM.

|
home

I home at

After arrival at home, MEYERS took out of a
brown envelope which he was carrying, four or five
leaflets bearing on the Taft-Hartlev Act, about ten
leaflets concerning the who had been imprisoned
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b6
in the south for Communist Party activities, ten b?c
post cards addressed to President EISENHOWER b7D

requesting the release of |
l and one copy

of the National Committee of the CP Proposal on
• Pnr»tv nnUmr MEIERS gave all this literature to

While sitting in LEE's home waiting for other
persons to arrive, LEE commented that he had sent
his wife away for the evening and that there was
no one else in the house.

While waiting for the arrival of the others, MEYERS
took two letters from his coat pocket and gave them
to I I From the conversation between
MEYERS and I I it was apparent that one of the
letters had been from BENJAMIN DAVIS, CP national
official.

After \_

letters

them to

|
had read the above-mentioned two

[asked him for a look at the letters
hesitated for a moment, and then gave

| who read them and returned them to

be
b7C *

At about 8:45 PM, ABE KOTELCHUCK and
| |

CP members and members of the District Boara which
had been in existence before the election of the
present District Board, arrived.

MEYERS told the group that I I former
District Organizer, had refused to attend the
meeting.

attend
] agreed that

[
had refused to

The group then waited until about 9:25 PM, at which
time MEYERS stated he thought it was no use to wait
any longer since it did not look as if

|

Secretary-Treasurer of the District, or | |

I past District Board member, would come.

then opened the meeting, indicating that

bo
b7C
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he was going to act as Chairman. \ in his
opening remarks, stated that at the last meeting
which took place on October 27, 1957, in Washington,
D. C.,* the last person that had spoken was "this
person right here," and pointed to ABRAHAM KOTELCHUCK

.

I I said. "We* 11 call him X." I 1 then
pointed at GEORGE MEYERS and said, "Y." I I

then went on to say "Y" wanted to answer "X," but
due to the late hour, "Y" did not have an opportunity
to answer "X."

| 1continued by saying that in this further
discussion of. matters that were not fully brought
out in the October 27th meeting, wej_shmiid_ go as
we did before — in a rotary way.

| |
then

pointed to I land said. "You * 11 be
I I pointed to I land said.
"You

[

t 11 be I I finally pointed to|
|

I land said, "You * 11 be
|
then indicated

that he would be "Z."

| |
then asked the group if that would be

satisfactory with them. All agreed.

For the purposes of this particular report, the
individual's name will be used rather than their
alphabetical designation, it being kept in mind
that at this meeting, except where specifically
noted, the use of the alphabetical symbols was
kept throughout the meeting.

GEORGE MEYERS commenced the meeting by saying
that what was happening here was happening within
all areas in the united States. MEYERS said that
not only in the United States are such disagreements
taking place but also in the Soviet Union, Hungary,
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Poland. MEYERS
noted, however, in these other countries named
the Communist ' Party was more able to settle
disagreements than "we are here in the United
States."'

MEYERS said he wanted to point out these dis-
agreements in the united States as being not .
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only local but also national.

MEYERS went on to say that he had attended the
National Committee meeting of the CP which had
been held in New York City on November 9th and
10th, 1957, and the evidence surrounding questions
of party policies including labor policies indicates
that the National Committee is divided into three
sections, the first deep to the left, second deep
to the right, and third section which is a middle
of the road group. MEYERS said that the third
section seems to be trying to bring the other two
sides together and close the wide open gap which
keeps the national leadership divided and not able
to bring the Party out of its crisis or even able
to take definite steps on a positive program for the
Party 1 s future.

MEYERS said that some of the CP members throughout
the United States are taking the position that some
of the National Committee members are taking
revisionist positions. Other members accuse other
groups in the National Committee of being left
sectarian.

MEYERS ' said as he saw the situation on the national
level, each one of these groups is trying to seek
power and all are stumbling over each other to see
who would be able to get to the final goal first,
that is full control of the Party.

MEYERS continued by saying that no matter which
won out, right, left or center, from his past
experience to be successful in its goal of carrying
on Party activities, the Party must be able to carry
on a struggle.

MEYERS commented that it is evident that with mass
unemployment beginning to rise, if their Party is
to play a vanguard role, a struggle must be waged
to guarantee the workers some type of security
against a depression.

.MEYERS said another thing that makes him realize

-5-
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why there is a struggle amongst the national
leaders in New York is the fact that the national
leadership payroll in the past has been larger *

than it is today. MEYERS said that at present
as he could picture the payroll situation., there
were Only 9 full time functionaries in New York
and this makes it quite a problem for the National
Committee members not on the Party payroll who
have the double problem of trying to carry on
Party activities and also look for work in the
New York area.

MEYERS commented that some of the National Committee
members not on the payroll don 1 t seem to understand
that the Party is not only in a membership but aa.so a
financial crisis.

MEYERS said the National Committeemen from various
areas should take under consideration that the
Party at this time is not able to have full time
functionaries all over the country as they had in
the past. MEYERS said that he felt that until

^

such time as some of our national leaders realize
the situation in which the Party is and go about
their duty as in the past to rebuild the Party and
bring it out of isolation, he felt the paid Party
functionaries as such would decrease more and more.

MEYERS indicated that if nwe n were to maintain a
vanguard Party, each of the Party leaders would
have to agree to help rebuild the Party on a
voluntary basis. MEYERS did not know how well
it would work out, but he felt that that was the
situation on a national scale.

MEYERS then said in coming back to the October 27th
meeting of this group where reports were given by
members of the past District Board, he felt that he
could agree with some of the criticism made by those
persons but not all of the criticism.

MEYERS then said after the National Convention
of the CP had taken place and a Committee At
Large appointed in this District, at that time

-6-
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he accepted a position on the Committee At Large,
and after accepting the nomination for that position,
realized he would most likely he the person to he
nominated as Chairman of that group. MEYERS said
he was in some douht at that time whether to
accept the Chairman* s position as he knew from
past experience he would not he able to carry out
the type of policy and 'program which had been
carried out hy the former District Board. MEYERS
said that he had political as well as personal
differences with the majority of persons on the
past District Board. MEYERS indicated that the
type of organization that he was fighting to
maintain, that is a vanguard organization to
fight for the economic demands of the working
class, had partly been destroyed hy the work
of some of the members on the past District Board.

MEYERS said, however, he felt at that time and
now that he owed the Party a responsibility and
since it was his opinion that the Party could
overcome whatever errors and mistakes had been
made in the past, he felt that it was his duty
to accept whatever responsibility that was put
upon him by the members of the Party in this
area, and so he accepted the position on the
Committee At Large.

MEYERS went on to say between the time of the election
of members for the Committee At Large in this District
and the time of election of the Party leaders in this
area, he, on numerous occasions with I

~1 had
held discussions with| frnd had pointed
out to

|
leven though differences had existed

between them in the past, they should all try to
mend these differences and again give leadership
to the Party in this area.

It should be pointed out that in the above
discussion when MEYERS spoke of

| |
he used

the alphabetical designation given
| |

at the
beginning of the meeting, but when speaking of

called him by name. This practice was
continued by MEYERS and the other speakers during
the entire meeting, that is when they were referring

’b6
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to persons present, they used the alphabetical
designation and when they were speaking of
persons not present at the meeting, they used
the person's name.

MEYERS continued by saying that even though he
has had differences with

\ I
he held

nothing against him and wanted him to accept a
leadership role in this area. MEYERS said at
one time

|
lagreed to accept leadership on

the District Board and at another time they met
with

| | and he,| | refused to accept
leadership on the District; Board but indicated
he would accept a responsible position on the
District Committee.

MEYERS said that insofar as ABE KOTELCHUCK was
concerned, he has heard from a number of people
in the city that KOTELCHUCK said that he had been
pushed out of the Party. MEYERS indicated that
this was not true and as far as he could recall,
he only knew of one meeting of the State
Convention which took place in the early part
of 1957 that KOTELCHUCK attended.

MEYERS pointed out that in advance of the State
Convention, all members from the outgoing District
Board were notified of the State Convention
meetings and due to the fact that these persons
were still the leaders of the Party, MEYERS felt
it was their responsibility to be at all meetings
of the State Convention. MEYERS said that KOTELCHUCK
did not show any kind of interest insofar as seeing
that some type of report was given to the State
Convention from the District leaders. MEYERS
pointed out at that time, of course, KOTELCHUCK
was a District Board member.

MEYERS said that just before the Committee At
Large was elected, all members of the outgoing
District Board were asked by him, MEYERS, to
attend the meetings which were coming up as
plans were being made to have an election of a
Committee At Large. MEYERS said that he asked

bo
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these individuals to accept nominations to the
Committee At Large,

MEYERS stated that to the best of his recollection,
there were only twelve (12) people that attended the
meeting where the Committee At Large was elected,

MEYERS said that I I accepted nomination
for a position on the Committee At Large but was
defeated, 1 who was present at
the meeting, would not accept a nomination to the
Committee At Large, MEYERS said that

| |

accepted, | 1 accepted, he, GEORGE
MEYERS, accepted, and these three with other
people were elected to the Committee At Large.

MEYERS pointed out that the Committee At Large
acted as an interim group in control of the Party
in this District from the time of the election of
that body to the period when the present District
Board was elected.

MEYERS said that the present District Board members
who were a part of the Committee At Large at the
time it was in existence tried every means they
knew to get the Party back on a course which would
re-establish itself with a number of people- who
had left the organization for one reason or another.
MEYERS said that visits were made to all of the
outgoing District Board members other than those
who had been elected to the Committee At Large,
MEYERS said that he,

|

were the individuals wno maae conuaccs wiun vne
past District Board members who had not been
elected to the Committee At Large and asked their
cooperation with the Committee At Large, who
were then acting as the Party leaders.

MEYERS stated that at the time the above-mentioned
contacts were made, no definite answer was received
from the past District Board members contacted as
to whether they would or would not accept the
responsibility of helping to guide the Committee
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At Large and help to correct the past errors and
mistakes made in this area.

MEYERS said that after the Committee At Large
had begun to near the end of its period of power
and was getting ready to have an election for
the District Board in this area* he andl 1

made it their business to contact I

and KOTELCHUCK and inform them that; me meeting
which was to elect the District Board members was
to take place on June 20, 1957* and asked them
to attend.

MEYERS said that in the meantime, it was also
asked by those who had visited, that is members of
the past District Board, if these past District
Board members would accent leadership in the Party
once again.

I
and KOTELCHUCK,

according to MEYERS, said that they would attend
the meeting where the election of the District
Board would take place.

MEYERS felt after such assurance from the past
District Board members, the people contacted would
accept leadership in the District, but he, MEYERS,
noted that when the time came for the election of
the District leaders, of the three contacted only
two attended the meeting, that is

I
and

_ |
MEYERS noted that both of these

individuals were nominated for positions on the
District Board, and at one point did annpn -

h

but_ later declined. MEYERS said that
|

would not accept the nomination.

MEYERS stated at this particular meeting where
the election of the District Board members took
place he was not positive who made the motion
but after

j I MEYERS and
I

|had accepted une nomination, a motion was
made asking

\ I to reconsider and accept the
nomination to the District Board. MEYERS said
that

| |
did accept.

At this point Indicated that he was the

-10-
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person who had made the motion that| |be

nominated for the District Board at that above-
mentioned meeting.

MEYERS continued by saying that about a week after
the election of the District Board members, he
learned that| |had again declined to work
with the persons wno had been elected to the
District Board.

MEYERS said that he has given the above facts
because he wanted to show that he had done all
that he could insofar as desiring the past District
Board leaders to again accept leadership in this
District. MEYERS commented that he felt that
though the Party has had its ups and downs, all.

persons should be able to look forward once again
to rebuilding the CP.

MEYERS once again stated that the same situation
exists nationally so far as differences are concerned
as exists here in this District between the present
District Board members and the past District Board
members.

MEYERS said that he has had political differences
with the past members of the District Board but
didn’t believe these differences to be so great
that it would cause past District Board members
to not accept leadership again alongside of him.

MEYERS pointed out that the political differences
that existed centered mainly around the.way "we"

should work in carrying out Party policies. MEYERS
said that he has said in the past, states now
and will state in the future that his. total
interest lies in building a mass working class
party. MEYERS said that it was his belief today
and was his belief when he first joined the. party
that the only way the workers could win their
economic demands from the capitalistic system •

that exists in our country would be through a
mass struggle.

MEYERS stated that no matter how the Party leaders

be
b7C
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might try to interpret Marxist-Leninist theory
on the struggle, they will not convince the masses
of people that their economic demands will be
won peacefully. MEYERS said that every worker
who is in a trade union movement or not in a
trade union movement whoever won better wages
and better conditions bettered himself by a
struggle

.

MEYERS stated that the past history of the CP
in the struggle for better working conditions,
higher wages, civil rights for the Negro people
and the rights for the masses came true because
of Party education and because of the struggle that
was put up by the Party, which struggle was
accomplished on a Marxist-Leninist basis.

MEYERS commented that up to this time he could
not see any interpretation of Marxist-Leninist
theory by the past District Board which included
a struggle on the part of the CP.

MEYERS said as far as he could see on a national
scale those who have held leadership in the Party
for the past ten years have not given correct
leadership based upon Marxist-Leninist theory as
he understands it.

MEYERS said because he was a part of this leadership
for the past 10 years, he must also accept some of
the criticism of the work which was done during
that period, but he is not willing to accept the
statement that he has done nothing for the labor
movement. MEYERS said also that he is not going
to be accused of not being willing to do something
for the labor movement.

MEYERS stated that this is where most of "my
differences" exist so far as the past District
Board is concerned.

MEYERS stated that another difference that he had
with the past District Board was the fact that when
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he came out of Jail, he was told by the District
Board members at that time not to contact certain
people about whom he asked. MEYERS said the
District Board members at that time told MEYERS
that these certain individuals had left the CP
for one reason or another, and that some people
whom MEYERS had great respect for up until the time
he went to jail and had been in the Party at the
time he went to jail were suspected of being
informers for the government.

MEYERS said that when he asked questions about
the suspected people at that time, he never did
get a full picture as to why they were suspected.
MEYERS said since he had great respect for some
of these persons and had no clarification as to
why they were suspected, he took it upon himself
to contact these people and talk with them.

MEYERS said in talking with these individuals who
were suspected some told him that they had left
the Party because of what was happening in the
Soviet Union, others said they had left the Party
because of what was happening in countries which
were allied to the Soviet Union. Others said
that they had left the Party because when they
asked questions of the local leaders, they could
not agree with the opinion of the local leaders.
MEYERS said that some of these people the District
Board suspected felt that the reason why they
felt they were suspected was because they looked
at things differently from the then local leaders.

MEYERS said in regards to a particular ease
that has been hanging fire since his return from
prison, he commented he did not have too much
information on the case and named the individual
as|

|

MEYERS continued by saying that
fhaa visited his, MEYERS’, home on numerous

occasions and had been demanding a hearing. MEYERS
said he told ROY GREEN at the time that he would
take it up with CP leaders. MEYERS pointed out

-13-
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at the time first started demanding a
hearing, the new District Board had not been
elected. MEYERS said he did not give I I

any assurance at first that his case would he
taken up and just indicated to

j
that he would

take the matter up with the then CP leaders.

MEYERS went on to say that a national member of
the CP came from New York,

| |
and

| sole purpose in coming to Baltimore was
•go -cry to mobilize as many Negro people as possible
to attend the Prayer Pilgrimage which was to be
held in Washington, D. C., in the Spring of 1957.

MEYERS said while
| | was making a survey

he stopped at the local office of the NAACP
and found

| 1working at that office trying
to mobilize forces for the Prayer Pilgrimage.
MEYERS said that

|

~
explained his case

to
| I and [ |

agreed to sit down with
| |

and listen to what he had to say.
In the meantime

| |
was also working

in the community -crying zo get as many Negroes
as possible to attend the Prayer Pilgrimage.
MEYERS said that

office. 1

and
|

MEYERS said ths
since
in the past,TZ
meeting.

shou.

Imet at
|outlined to

said at the NAACP
jieet with

|

|

home on May 20, 19f
lit at that time
~1 had been friends
[d sit in on the

MEYERS went on to say that he also felt that since
he, MEYERS, had been a leader in this area and
knew I I he should himself sit in on this
particular meeting.

MEYERS said the meeting for| ' |was held
and it so happened that they were delayed
because

| jwas about one and one-half
hours late in arriving, MEYERS said that as a
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result of
|

p.ate arrival, he had to leave
early and did not actually sit in on the meeting,
MEYERS said, however, that the meeting did take
place and a report of the meeting was given to
him by both

jiven to

MEYERS continued by saying that before very long
news had been spread out in the city that GEORGE
MEYERS had given authority for

I I

to meet with

MEYERS said that this gossip x-ras spread to the
point where people were saying that he, MEYERS,
was giving information to a government informer
on the activity of the whole Party. MEYERS
said that he resented this because first he had
no part in setting up the meeting and reminded
those present that

\

accidentally and the meeting actually was
instituted because

|

in the past and because or the fact that
| |

at one time had been a victim of what he, MEYERS;
termed white chauvinism.

MEYERS said that for this reason
willing to lend an ear to

I

had been

MEYERS said he has received information from members
of the CP recently that some of the past District
Board members had been trying to get the present
District Board removed from office. MEYERS said
these people who gave him the information said
that the past District Board members could give
no reason for removal of the present District Board
other than the present District Board was incompetent,

MEYERS indicated that he did not want to take up
too much more time but did want to emphasize all
of the facts in his possession so the situation
could be thoroughly understood. MEYERS said that
the members of the past District Board are going
around stating that MEYERS is exposing the Party
membership to an FBI informer, that is | |
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MEYERS commented, that so fay as the meeting for
I I which was held at I I house

I
knew all of these people in the past as

CP members and if he actually were a government
informer as some people seem to think, he, MEYERS,
is sure that the FBI already has the names of the
persons who met with

| |

house on May 20th. MEYERS indicated that the only
new information!

Icould give the FBI was
that he,

| |
was trying to fight his way

hack into sne party.

MEYERS said that he was positive if I I

were an informer, he could not give any information
as to whether or not he,

| |
would he

accepted hack into the CF^

MEYERS commented that he saw no reason why all
the fuss had been generated around one visit

made to comrades he had met with in
•one past . MEYERS said that he finally wanted' to'--

say that ! Icame to his. MEYERS *
. home, and

told him, MEYERS, that he, I I was going to
take a trip to New York to see BEN DAVIS . MEYERS
said after visiting New York,

| Icame again
to him, MEYERS, and told MEYERS of the visit and
informed MEYERS that BEN DAVIS said he would visit
Baltimore at a later date.

MEYERS said on one occasion at New York while he,
MEYERS, was attending a National Committee meeting,
he had an opportunity to talk to BEN DAVIS and
asked him aboutl I MEYERS said DAVIS
stated that ! I had~~paid a visit to DAVIS.
According to MEYERS, DAVIS further told MEYERS
that he, DAWS, had told l I that it was
best for| |to go hack into his area and' bring
his case before Party leaders. MEYERS said that
DAVIS had assured him, MEYERS . that he . DAVIS,
had not committed himself to

MEYERS said that after he had talked with BEN
DAVIS and found BEN DAVIS was supposed to come' to*
Baltimore, he told DAVIS that the present District
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Board had been discussing the question of a
Negro national representative coming to this
area and assisting in the clearing up of some
of the issues that had been surrounding the
Negro members insofar as their Party membership
was concerned.

MEYERS said that after BEN DAVIS had told him,
MEYERS, that he, DAVIS, would make the trip to
Baltimore, he, MEYERS, took the question up with
the District Board and it was thoroughly discussed
and agreed upon that when DAVIS came to Baltimore
that his movements around Baltimore would be
handled by a member of the District Board and
not by

|

MEYERS said the reason for that was the District
Board did not want BEN DAVIS to come into this
area and be escorted around bv l I

MEYERS indicated that he had acquainted BEN
DAVIS with the District Board’s decision and
BEN DAVIS had agreed with that decision.

MEYERS said as soon as word got around that DAVIS
was coming to Baltimore, the District Board, after
discussion, agreed that DAVIS would have to
meet with ROY GREEN and that such a meeting
would have -to be the responsibility of the
District Board member who would work with BEN
DAVIS.

MEYERS commented that was the
District Board member appointed to work with
DAVIS. MEYERS said that word got around among
the CP membra that the present District Board
had given I I the responsibility of working
with[

, ,
and it was said bv some members of

the past District Board that I Iwas
taking

| |
around with him and that the

entire Negro memoership, present and past, was being
exposed to a government informer.

MEYERS said that all these misleading statements
given out by various members of the past District

Job
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Board made it look as though the present District
Board did not heed some of the statements and
policies of the past District Board, MEYERS
emphasized that these misleading statements were
not true and what actually happened was that the
membership left in the Party began distrusting
the present leadership, MEYERS said before these
misleading statements were given out, he felt
that members of the past District Board, if they
were interested in knowing the truth about the
whole situation, could have come to him and gotten
all the information they wanted.

MEYERS said that all he wanted was cooperation
if that could be gotten from the past District
Board members and the type of cooperation he
desired was in terms of rebuilding the CP,
MEYERS stated that he wanted to make it clear
that he had no bad feelings or any personal
feelings that would prevent him from working
with past members of the District Board.

MEYERS concluded by saying that he hoped something
could be achieved out of these discussions, both
of this evening and of the evening of October 27th

] then asked that the discussion go
around the table as had been the practice at the
October 27th meeting.

said thatAfter a moment's silence,
there was one point he would like to make clear.

I I said that when ABE KOTELCHUCK made a report
on October 27th, some remarks were brought up
with regard to the District Board giving I I

I I authority to work with I

~1

said he was greatly concerned about that because
it was not true. I I pointed out that after
the District Board had been informed by GEORGE
MEYERS that BEN DAVIS was coming to Baltimore,
it was thoroughly discussed by the District Board,
not on one occasion but on several occasions, as
to just how the Party would work with BEN DAVIS

be
b7C
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on his visit to •Baltimore - 1 1 said it was
finally agreed by the District Board members
that I Iwould be fully responsible
for whatever activity that would, take place in
Baltimore as far as BEN DAVIS’ visiting white
and Negro comrades that had left the Party.

I kaid the District .Board also thoroughly
discussed the question-as to how Idiscussed the question-as to how
meet with BEN DAVIS*

would

I Isaid that to 'get a clear picture of the
1 I

situation/ it would have to be explained
that I Ifirst visited MEYERS and then
visited BEN DAVIS and after visiting BEN DAVIS,
came back to Baltimore and informed GEORGE MEYERS
of his, I I visit to BEN DAVIS. I I

said that the District Board felt because of this
that it was impossible for KENT davt.b to come to
Baltimore and not' meet with|

I I said that if he could remember clearly
at that time it was worked out that BEN DAVIS
was to meet with

|

~1 and that the only
persons at the meeting would be|

|
BEN

DAVIS and I I said that in other
words, after the District Board had thoroughly
discussed the I I situation, it had be6n
decided that

| [
would have to meet with

BEN DAVIS, but that no other past or present
Party members should be exposed to | | „

as a result of DAVIS’ visit.

said that on one occasion he knew I I

Ihad reported to GEORGE MEYERS that he had
visited l I and had told her of the
expected visit of BEN DAVIS, and that later on
he. I 1 visited her again andl I

|
| informed ! I had

visited her home and had told her that BEN DAVIS
was not coming to the city. Isaid that I ~l

| I
became angry and went, over to MEYERS’

because no one from the Party had informed him,
I 1 that BEN DAVIS was not going to make
the trip to Baltimore.

|
said the reason he
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was pointing this out in the manner that he
did was because he wanted it clearly understood
that the District Board was and is satisfied
with

| J
actions insofar a

eing in contact with I
|

said that the District Board has every bit of
confidence that at no time has

|

met with I lexcept for the meeting of
May 20, 195T.

pointed out that from what he could
obtain from the October 27th meeting and the
discussion on this particular evening there were
personal differences between members of the past
and present District Board and also differences
in the ways of work of the past and present
District Board members.

baid that he felt the criticism which came
from tne past District Board insofar as the
activities undertaken by the present District Board
was not healthy criticism and he,

| |
felt

that the only way to get to the bottom of the
differences was for the present District Board
to give a summary of what “we" found out when
first elected as district leaders.

said at the October 27th meeting a discussion
was heard from members of the past District Board.
|

| said at that time some of the past District
Boara members voiced themselves with changing the
name and form of the CP.

|
I said there were

also discussions around the claim that the present
District Board members had not supported the
steel workers who had lost their jobs because
of the House Committee on Un-American Activities
hearings of May, 1957.

|
said that with regard to changing the name

and form of the CP* he felt each comrade had a
right to his own opinion, but it was his under-
standing that in the CP the majority ruled and
from what he has read of the National Convention
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discussions, it was his understanding that it
was agreed upon by the majority of delegates
that there should be no change in respect to
the name or form of the CP. I I said that
he felt since this was the decision of the majority
of delegates at the National Convention, before
any discussion should take place where the Party
exists, there should first be a discussion on
ways and means of rebuilding the Party. I

added that if after a period of time it is found
out that the CP could not make headway, then "we"
should start discussions on another form the
Party might take.

I kaid it had been discussed at the various
District Board meetings that "we" should ask the
cooperation of the past District Board members
in participating in discussions on rebuilding
the CP.

I said invitations were given to all past
District Board members, but up to the present
time only two members actually participated in
any of these discussions, that is

| l
and

I I said there was very little
cooperation and word was received that past
District Board members were trying to convince
the membership that the members should start
discussing the changing of the name and form
of the CP 0

I I said that other reports were received to
the effect that past District Board members were
saying that there was no Party.

| |
said he was only pointing these matters

out to show that the present District Board has
tried to cooperate with the past District Board
leaders

.

said that as far as steel was concerned,
the steel situation was discussed in the District
Board with| present, and it was
generally understood thau the comrades from steel
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wanted to carry out their own activity as far
as fighting hack for the unemployment compensation
for their jobs. I I said it was the general
feeling of the District Board that the comrades
of steel at that time were not too anxious
to have a "broad Party fight-back."

I Ireminded those present that at that particular
time,, that is the time of the HCUA hearings* the
present District Board members had not been elected
but were merely acting as a Committee At Large.

] said with regard to the discussions pa
steel* the District Board felt that since

I Iwas the comrade who was in close contact
with steel* he should be the one to work with the
comrades in steel.

I I said that several discussions on the steel
situation continued and a number of small reports
were made to the District Board on what was taking
place in steel after the District Board was elected.

| |
said that some of the criticism against the

present District Board is uncalled for. I I

pointed out that on October 27th a report was made
by one of the persons present that CP members were
lost to the organization after the HCUA hearings
of May* 1957 • I I said that he could not under-
stand this because when the present District Board
took over* a check on total membership and dues
payment was made and it was found out that in
steel no dues had been paid since October, 1956*
and in the professional Section there had been
only one dues payment in October* 1956* and none
since that time. I I said that the District
Board found out upon their election that the
membership. ;.as of January* 1956* had been 102*
and that; when .the present District Board took
over>.

t

here was only a record of about 50 members.
I [ concluded by saying that he did not think
that the statement made at the October 27th
meeting that the losses of membership took
place since the HCUA hearings was correct.
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then said that he only wanted to
point out some of the statements that had been
made in the past which criticized the present
District Board and resulted in a fight between
the outgoing and -the present District Board.

I |said that the present District Board since
the beginning has tried to bring back some of the
people who have left the Party and has also made
a number of efforts in particular to bring back
as many Negroes into the Party as possible,

j

then pointed out that in Baltimore where there
was a large group of Negro workers, the Party
at the present time to

|

"| knowledge has
only two Negroes as members.

I Ithen said he wanted to make a few comments
on the question of informers.

| |
said he wasn’t

interested in the one particular case that has
been discussed

| |
that evening, but he

did note that there had been reports to the
District Board that a number of people, both
Negro and white, have been suspected as informers.

|
I then said on one hand "we” are talking about

rebuilding the CP, but when "we" get people who
are willing to show some ambition in regard to
rebuilding the organization, they are immediately
brought under suspicion as informers , | | said
that in view of this fact, it would appear that
some other type of method should be used other
than just spe'aking out and saying that some person
is an informer without having some facts to back
up that statement.

-bo
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[ |

then said tha
this area about

I

t questions have been raised'Ll

]has been visiting
m
pointed out that

, ,

GEORGE MEYERS demanding that he be given a
trial and as a result a committee has been
set up and the person who was supposedly
familiar with the whole story invited to come
before the committee and explain his reasons

said that thefor suspecting
_

committee was set: up oecauss cne present District
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Board felt that under the new " set-up 11 In the
OP constitution every person in the organization
was entitled to a hearing , | said
he, himself, felt that this was no more than
fair and pointed out that if "we" demand that
the government bring the accuser on the stand,
"we" in the Party should also give our own OP
members the same democratic rights.

|

stressed that by giving the CP members their
democratic rights, confidence of the members in
the Party would be restored and those persons
who had left the organization would have more
confidence in the CP.

I I said that he was asking that even
though there have been disagreements and different
ideas on the way the Party should operate, all CP
members should close their ranks against the
reactionary forces.

I |
then commented that the reports at District

Board meetings since the time of the organization
of the present District Board indicate that the
steel section had put itself off in a corner and
had fairly well isolated itself from the main body
of the CP in this district. said also it
was his understanding from these District
meetings that the Steel Section at the present
time is not fully carrying out CP policies and
are working on their own.

I I said that though the Democrats and
Republicans have disagreements, they are united
on one thing, and that particular thing is the
outlawing of* the CP. I lurged that
no matter how many disagreements "we" have amongst
ourselves, "we" should unite our Party against
these forces.

I I
stated that he really did not

understand some of
|

| report and
was angry because or some of the statements
made by I I said that he was sure
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that the statement that I I gave must have been
discussed and approved by the District Board.

GEORGE MEYERS stated that I

and that I I statement hac
and approved.

|
was right,

>een discussed

| said that he did not quite understand
how the present District Board could say that no
CP dues had been paid from the Steel Section since
October of 1956. I

~| said that
|

and he had paid their dues to March, i95Y

.

I I said after March of 1957* neither he
nor l lhad paid any dues, but he noted that
there was a reason for that.

|

|did not
give the reason.)

| | said as far as the Steel Section not
carrying out Party policies and being isolated,
such statement is not true.

| |
said that

he was a member of the past District Board and
during that time he made continuous reports on
whatever activity was taking place in steel.

|
said if any of the present District

Board members do not believe this last statement
of his to be true, he was sure that|

|
could

verify the statement.

MEYERS asked tfhich

I Ireplied. "No, I P (It shou]

be noted at this point that I Iwas quite
angry and actually used I 1 name inste

of the alphabetical designation for
| ~b

I 1 said that he had made reports on steel
at many District Board meetings with l

present.

I I stated that that last statement of

f |
was true.

| | said during the preparation for the
appearance of CP members in this area before
the House Committee on Un-American Activities
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hearings which took place in May, 1957, and
even after the HCUA, he only received one. visit
from a member of the District Board, that being
GEORGE MEYERS . I I used the name GEORGE
MEYERS rather than the alphabetical designation.)

|
said that at that particular meeting,

MEYERS did not discuss Party policy.

I I said, pointing to
| |

in
your report you said that the District assigned

I to work with the Steel Club.
Isaid that he has had no disagreements

with regard to | | has worked with him
in the past and would work for him in the future.
L_ |noted that during the preparation for
the HCUA hearings while working to prepare to
fight back for Jobs and unemployment compensation
for the steel workers brought before the HCTTA.
he had continued to meet withl
noted, however, that at that time he had not
been a member of the District Board.

MEYERS asked
which JOHNSON granted.

for a point of clarification

MEYERS then addressed pointing
out that at the time if the HCUA hearings there
had not been a duly elected District Board and
that the Committee At Large was acting as the
directing group of the CP in the absence of the
outgoing District Board.

I

""[

replied that MEYERS 1 statement clarified
tne situation, but he still felt that those persons
who were in charge at that particular time should
have come forward with some kind -of proposal to help
those who had been in distress because of the HCUA.

,
I frken stated, pointing to l~

|

I
tnaFUeT

^isit^d
l f nome.

| |
pointed out that

I I
at that time had bSSn A member of the

District 'Rnflrvt but had never said one word to
as to what had been taking place
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in the situation in steel following the loss of
jobs by the steel people who had appeared before
the HCUA.

I I said that what he had just said summed
up the situation on some of the issues raised at
both this and the October 27th meeting.

| |

said that as he had pointed out at the October 27th
meeting, there were some national leaders in the
CP whom he supported and he also wanted to make
it clear that he supports some of the ideas that

|
had set forth.

| |
said that

he has not by any means given up hope insofar as
the rebuilding of the CP.

I stated that even though he was not a part
of the leadership at the present time he would
cooperate with the leaders in this area in any
manner he could to help rebuild the organization.

I I
said that his mind was open to any

methods or means whereby the goal of the Party
could be achieved,

|
said that a change

in the name and form of the CP or a change by the
CP into an educational organization would be all
right with him as long as by doing so the CP would
be enabled to achieve Party policy.

|then stated, "I'm for Socialism, but
wnau disturbs me more than anything else is the
fact that the people in America do not grasp
Socialism like the people of the Soviet Union,
Hungary, Yugoslavia and Poland."

~l said that with all the years that the
Party has been in existence in the United States
and with all its ties with the masses in the
United States, it still is not clear as to whether
the CP can bring about Socialism. I I

commented that this might be due to the failure
'

of the CP leaders today in not having broader
discussions around Marxist-Leninist teachings
and theory.

|
said with a new situation arising in the
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leadership nationally, there may he new ways and
means coming up of applying Marxist-Leninist
theory amongst the masses of workers.

|
I

said that he, himself, felt that if a clearer under-
standing were given by the Party on the manner of
bringing about Socialism, he felt the Party might
then be able to break out of its isolation.

I

~1 said as he saw the situation, the program
of world Communism was going to be changed.

I bointed out that in the Soviet Union
today the top ranking leaders of the world Communist
Party movement were meeting in Moscow and he was
sure that new policies would come out of this
conference for the benefit of Communist Parties
all over the world.

,
said he had only a few words to say

on the subject of I I and pointing to
J stated that he could not see why there

had been so much fuss over
| |

because the
past District Board had a nurnoer or members that
are on the present District Board who are in
possession of all the facts about! I

I I commented that I I case has been
hanging fire since the days of

c ] said that from what he knew.
had been in the CP, out of the CP and tnen Dacx
into the CP again.

| | said that he just
wanted to remind someone on the present District
Board who had been on the past District Board, and
he pointed to | | that that individual was
the person who actually brought up the question
with regard to

rsaid) pointing to [

being an informer

.

f
individual told, the District Board lit that time
that the situation in regard to I I was
suspicious, in that

| |wdg PUyihg an
expensive home, owned an automobile and was living
in the luxury of a man making a large salary.

I |said‘ from that point on the District
Board then operating began discussing the question

b6
b7C
b7D
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of I k.nd trying to determine whether he,
Iwas associating himself with the

Federal or Ober people.

~l then stated that he would very much like
to work with the District Board in any way, shape
or form.

|
commented that some of the

comrades in steel wno had paid their dues to the
end of 1956 had not because of the pressure paid
any dues since but this in no way indicated that
they were not members of the CP.

| said he was still meeting with these
comrades and if there were any ways and means
that their dues could be taken up or contributed
to the Party so that they would not be identified
as CP members, he would like to discuss such an
arrangement with someone from the District Board*

MEYERS said that he was sure something of that
nature could be worked out.

I ~l said that if he could remember correctly
the District Board authorized GEORGE MEYERS and
I I to work with the people in steel.

Tsaid to GEORGE MEYERS that he wanted this
to be understood and that was the fact that | |

I I has refused to work with GEORGE MEYERS;
fl I was angry at that point and addressed
MEYERS by name rather than using the alphabetical
designation.) "However, this does not mean that
steel does not want to work or to meet with you,"
(meaning MEYERS)

.

ABE KOTELCHUCK then started to speak and stated
he had only three points to bring forth. KOTELCHUCK
said that firstly the reason that the past District
Board members have been going around criticizing
the present District Board and the real reason
that the personal differences came about between
members of the past and present District Board
does not concern the entire present District Board
but is mostly tied up with the question of
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GEORGE MEYERS* activities since the new District
Board took over. KOTELCHUCK said that it has
always been a policy in the CP that the new District
Board be guided by the policies of the past District
Board* KOTELCHUCK said that when these steps are
not followed by members who have served on the
past District Board and are again elected to the
new District Board, he was sure that all over the
country persons in the CP would criticize such
individuals. KOTELCHUCK said that GEORGE MEYERS
being the Chairman of the Party in Maryland in
the past should be well aware of past Party
policies.

KOTELCHUCK then said that after GEORGE MEYERS
came out of prison, the District Board got together
with MEYERS and outlined all of the Party
procedures and actions that had taken place during
his imprisonment. KOTELCHUCK said the District
Board pointed out to MEYERS at- that time that
there were various people in the area of Washington
and Baltimore that the District Board felt were
not working in favor of the party, and that the
District Board thought these people even though
they had been good members of the Party in the past
had at that time become enemies of the Party,

KOTELCHUCK said that MEYERS did not heed these
warnings and went about working on his own.
KOTELCHUCK said that even before the new District
Board took over, the members of the District Board
had at that time seriously criticized MEYERS*
actions but at no time would MEYERS abide by the
decisions of the past District Board. KOTELCHUCK
commented that MEYERS* actions made it very difficult
for the District Board to carry out its work
peacefully.

KOTELCHUCK then in mentioning the
| |

case
said that MEYERS had been well aware of all the
circumstances surrounding

|
I and still insisted

‘ "toon seeing
[

]and determined to see that
| |

]was brought back into the CP,

KOTELCHUCK then commented that the political situation

Jo 6
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a
?
d the Policies at that time were much

v
en^ than after the National Conventionnaa been held in the early part of 1957.

KOTELCHUCK said that as far as the political
?nd the Political ways of working, theyhad also been a big headache within the District

Sth^Sf^ 15?™,0®0
?
05 MEYERS had been a member

? l
0t

J
eadershiP- KOTELCHUCK commentedrnat this had not concerned other members of theDistrict Board at that time because they felt
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V
de?iSons“
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tated that was the situation for all.members of.
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KOTELCHUCK resumed his statement by saying that
Sf*?

J

irae dld
.

we agree that we would not workwith the new District Board even though "we" hadmembers from the past District Board on the new

in
S

the°past
ard W±th whom ,lwe

'' have had disagreements

KOTELCHUCK said he Just wanted to point out
some members on the present District BoardhaLbeen on the past ^strict Board acteda

i_
a?_they were elected. KOTEr/imimr then saidGEORGE MEYERS and fij 1

, , ,
nKOTELCHUCK used their

^?LJnsbead of alphabetical designations) havevisited places where he, KOTELCHUCK, had been

KOTErrwTTP^J?!^
not Speak t0 KOTELCHUCK.KOTELCHUCK said on many occasions he sawthose comrades on the street and they had nothinsay to him. KOTELCHUCK said he had done

bhe
f
e

?
omrades other than criticize

wStii??
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Su
the time ’,we " were on ^eDistrict Board together.

KOTELCHUCK said he would like to end on thisfirst point by saying it was true that "we" coulcnot arrive at ways we might work to rebuild the

be
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Party but speaking for himself he felt that he
would like to participate in any kind of work
that the present District Board would see fit
for him to carry out in helping to rebuild the
CP.

KOTELCHUCK stated that he felt that the Party has
played a major role in this country and he would
like to see the Party in the near future play an
even larger role in helping to bring Socialism
to America.

KOTELCHUCK then stated that with regard to the
second point that when he first raised the question
of District Board members being inexperienced*
he did not feel that those who were elected to the
present District Board should not have been
elected. KOTELCHUCK said that he knew there were
people on the District Board who were inexperienced
so far as making and carrying out the past policies
of the party and he was sure from -some of the activities
he has heard have been taking place on the present
District Board that MEYERS and I [have not given
a clear picture to the newly elected inexperienced
members of the District Board as to what has gone
on in the past in the CP in this area.

KOTELCHUCK felt that every person in the party
has a right to express his wishes and feelings as
to how the party should operate but first of all
this individual should know that he must abide
by the rules that have been set down by "our"
national leadership.

KOTELCHUCK said that he hoped that comrade I I

(using name instead of alphabetical designation)
does not feel that he* KOTELCHUCK. has any selfish
feeling with regard to I [because the latter is
a member of the present; District Board.

KOTELCHUCK then said that he wanted to tie
inexperience on the part of the newly elected
District Board members with the I I case
and that was why he had brought the word inexperience
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I l at that point asked all the persons
present to move into the dining room from the
living room and have coffee while the discussion
continued. All then picked up and moved into
the dining room.

KOTELCHUCK said that the reason he had brought
up inexperience was because of its connection
with the committee that had been elected by the
District Board to hear the

| lease.
KOTELCHUCK said that the

|

"[case had
first been brought to his attention by GEORGE
(using the name instead of the alphabetical
designation), who came to him, KOTELCHUCK, and
wanted to know whether or not he, KOTELCHUCK.
would bring written charges against I

KOTELCHUCK said that at that time he told GEORGE
he would have the charges written up and at
anytime they could get together he would present
the charges againstT~ I KOTELCHUCK said
that at that time GEORGE said he would wait
until after the National Convention was over and
then bring forth the charges. KOTELCHUCK said
this was not done, and he heard no more of the

lease for quite awhile. KOTELCHUCK
said ne was visited by I Ion a couple
of occasions subsequent to the National Convention,
and she informed him that the District Board had
set up a committee to meet with him and go over
the case of|

|
KOTELCHUCK said that naturally

he wanted to know beforehand who was on the
committee and was told by I

I
the

identity of the members or the committee j |

\ . KOTELCHUCK
said. ne questioned i las to whether or not

or GEORGE MEYERS would also sit
in witn the committee and he was informed that
they would not,

KOTELCHUCK said that at that point he did not see
any reason why he should meet with the committee
elected because he felt that there was only one
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person on the committee who knew anything about
the case and that was l l (using name
instead of alphabetical designation).

h6
b7C
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KOTELCHUCK said he felt there should have been
more people elected to the committee who had
past experience as to the manner in which the
Party handled this type of situation. KOTELCHUCK
said that in dealing with informers you are
dealing with people who are doing real dirty
work and the party has had certain procedures
in the past in dealing with this type of case.
KOTELCHUCK said for that reason he felt that
the other two comrades elected to the committee
did not have enough experience. KOTELCHUCK said
since that time he has talked with GEORGE (using
name instead of alphabetical designation) and
told him that he, KOTELCHUCK, would like to go
to New York and talk to one of the national
representatives as he felt it was important.
KOTELCHUCK said in dealing with this sort of a
situation, he felt that he should know from
the national leaders and the person in this area
who had been the district organizer at that time
just how much information he should give at the
hearing on how Mwe" were able to get the infor-
mation on I Ibeing an informer.

KOTELCHUCK said the CP has certain ways of
working in getting this type of information on
informers

.

KOTELCHUCK said he felt if he had met with this
committee and given all the information with
regards as to how the Party was able to back up
all the information it had on l 1

activities, he felt that most of this information
as to how the Party worked would go back to the
FBI and it would expose CP methods that were used
and are used on tracing people suspected by the
CP.

| at that point asked ABE KOTELCHUCK
to repeate the last three or four lines of his
statement because he didn ! t clearly understand
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what KOTELCHUCK meant
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land MEYERS came to the assistance
of KOTELCHUCK and attempted to explain what
KOTELCHUCK meant.

[ 1 said to [
Iterpret KC

should
not misinterpret KOTELCHUCK since KOTELCHUCK was
not referring to

| I
and added that every person

in th^ Party should he allowed (At this point
interrupted I | .

KOTELCHUCK then spoke above the others asking
to be allowed to explain his prior statement

,

KOTELCHUCK said that he felt that if |

were present at a meeting and he, KOTELCHUCK,
must assume that if a hearing were held for i ~l

I
would be present, and if he,

KOTELCHUCK, was to give information on how the
Party operates with regard to suspected informers,
it would get back to the FBI and they would know
then how the CP operates with regard to suspected
people within the CP.

[
indicated that he was satisfied with the

explanation.

KOTELCHUCK said that he wanted to make it plain
that he would meet with anyone the District Board
elected and did not want it felt that he wanted
any special privileges with regard to peopl£_heing
elected to a committee to hear the case of

| |

I KOTELCHUCK said that as he has said before
the past District Board might have been wrong
with regard to

| |
but he, himself , was

positive in his own mind that! |was a
government informer, KOTELCHUCK tnen said he
could not have said this before the National
Convention but would say it now that he fully
agreed at the present time that anybody who might
be under suspicion or brought up on charges in
the Party should have the opportunity to face
his accuser.

KOTELCHUCK then said that all of the persons

be
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present excejpt perhaps this comrade, pointing to
knows that what might take place
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now as far as charges against the individual
members of the Party are concerned has not been the policy of
the Party in the past.

KOTELCHUCK said that he had pointed out to GEORGE
MEYERS before the date of the hearing on I I

that he wanted to go to New York but since he,

KOTELCHUCK, has not been working and has not as
yet secured a job he has not had the $15.00 in
order to make the trip. KOTELCHUCK added that
nobody from the District has come forward and given
him the money for the trip to New York.

KOTELCHUCK stated that he was not yet willing to
give up the responsibility that he has until one
of the national leaders comes into this area and
releases him from his responsibility.

MEYERS asked for a special point of order and
~| granted it to him.

MEYERS said that he could tell that I I (using
name instead of alphabetical designation; is angry
because of the gossip which has been going around
the city by people in the party that he and|

|

I 1 might be government informers. MEYERS
said when he first told I I

about the gossip,
| |was angry and MEYERS indicated that he could
not blame

|
lbecause he has been in almost the

same position in the past and had to go to New
York in order to get his case straightened out.

MEYERS continued that he has not as yet told l I

I 1 about this gossip.

MEYERS said that while even on the whole he is in
agreement with security measures, he still does
not believe that this should hamper the work
of the organization, MEYERS then pointed out that
no matter how careful “we” are in carrying out
Party policy, somewhere along the line "we"
might be working with informers.

MEYERS stated that if there were persons within



the organization suspected that before any name
calling should be started, a close check on this
individual should be kept.

MEYERS, speaking to I I said he hoped
the atmosphere was now clear and that he did not
want to feel that any person present had apy
feeling whatsoever to the effect that

| |
was

working against the Party.

MEYERS then stated that if any comrade had any
remarks on this latter point, he would like to
have that comrade clarify himself.

All the persons present then stated that none of
them had any cause to suspect I I

of being an
informer.

MEYERS, then speaking to
on the matter.

asked how he felt

said that he felt upset because of the
gossip but would have to accept the words of the
comrades present.

~~|
then asked for permission to speak, and

addressing KOTELCHUCK said that he thought KOTELCHUCK
had been wrong in spreading gossip around the city
that the present District Board had allowed

|

(using name instead of alphabetical designation)
to work with the person suspected by the past District
Board,

said that the procedure that the present District
Board went through as to

|
|(using name instead

of alphabetical designation) working with BEN DAVIS
on his visit to Baltimore (which never occurred)
it is to be noted was the same method that the past
District Board has used insofar as discussion
on the assignment and responsibility that individual
District Board members were given by the District
Board.

| |
said that he wanted to make that clear so if
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in the near future questions should arise, KOTELCHUCK
would he in a position to give a correct answer.

I I then said that while we have only one more
speaker, he wanted to make the statement that he
hoped that these two meetings, that night and the
night of the October 27th meeting, have borne some
kind of fruit, and that the Party would be able to
go about rebuilding the CP.

I Urged that personal differences be put aside
and asked that the members of the past District
Board present at the meeting join with the present

.

District Board to map out some type of broad activity
in order to rebuild the Party.

I I then stated that he could talk for
two hours because he did not have to work tomorrow
but would not and would only cover a few points.

stated that he had been a member of the CP
since 1932 and from that time until about ten
years ago had seen a lot of activity taking place
within the Party. |

"“[noted, however, that in
the period of about the last ten years disagreements
within the Party have been much greater.

I I then said that the whole question surrounding
the changing of the name and form of the Party

.

reminded him of 19^-5* when there were people within
the Party fighting to turn the organization into a
political association.

I I said while acting as Chairman of these
two meetings, the October 27th and November 17th
meetings, he has been in a position to hear both
sides of the disagreements and from what he could
gather from the discussion, there did not seem to
be too great a disagreement and he felt that some
sort of an arrangement could be worked out by the
present District Board and the members of the past
District Board.

pointing to stated that

b6
hlC
b7D

bo
b7C
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all of the issues raised by the comrade do have
some bearing on the past District Board and from
what he could gather from these two meetings,
the present District Board has made some efforts
in attempting to straighten out some of the past
errors

.

1 said no matter how great the errors in
the past have been, he felt that the role that the
Party has played throughout the years in the labor
movement and the Negro movement by far overshadow
any mistakes or errors made by the CP.

I I hhpn aairi that the comrade here, pointing
to

| |
said that in Baltimore they only

have two Negro leaders.

| |

replied not Negro leaders, Negro members.

l sald that he was sorry he misunderstood
I and pointed out that in Washington in the

past there had been a large Negro CP membership,
but at the present time there were only four Negro
CP members.

|
(indicated that this was no

big amount but at least these comrades were within
the organization and might be able to play a bigger
role in the future.

I I then commented that one of the greatest
mistakes people in the Party make lies in the
fact that they come out openly and identify people
as government informers.

[

~| said he felt this
was one of the greatest mistakes made in the CP.

said on the majority of occasions that
persons are mentioned as informers "we" do
not have enough information to prove that the
people suspected are in actuality government
informers.

| \
said that when "we" openly

announce that these people are suspected they
then become aware of the suspicions and if they
are government informers, change their attitudes
and tactics and make it difficult for the Party
to really tell whether or not these persons are
informers

.
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I I said that it has never been his policy
where he suspected a person to actually acknowledge
it to the person or persons who might pass on the
information to the suspected person.

then stated that he thought that all
pre sent could remember the white woman who turned
out to be a government informer against our Party.

I 1 said he had suspected her and the reason
for his suspicion was the fact that the white woman
was from Virginia and in spite of that fact was
very sympathetic with the Negroes. |

~~|poiuted
out that, of course, her work went on for a number
of years in the Party and at that time none of the
leaders would heed his warning, and he, I I

noted that in the late years the Party paid
for failing to heed him.

be
b7C

|
said he wanted to touch on one point

concerning how our national leaders1 have worked
in the past.

| |
stated he has known national

leaders to come into the Washington area on many
occasions for the purpose of soliciting money for
the party. I ~l pointed out that some of these
national leaders had not been in that area (Washington,
D. C.) for over five or six years and without looking
up the leadership which was "myself” in the area,
O'ust went about seeking people who had been in the
Party during the period that the national leaders
had last visited the area.

said that he felt that when national leaders
went into any area regardless of their mission,
they should first contact the leaders in the area
that they visited.

I 1 said that the reason he is pointing this
out at this time was because recently a national
leader had come into Washington. D. C., and did
not seek out on the conditions in the
area and simply went about on his own.

[ ]
said during this visit by the national leader,
the leader visited an individual who had been out

bo
b7C
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of the Party for a period of three years and whom
the leaders in this area had believer! to have
become an enemy of the Party.

|
I said when

he found this out* he raised the question with
the national leadership but the national leaders
simply passed over the issue as if there was nothing
to it

.

I
said in summing up, he called for unity on

the District leadership in this area, stating.
"I am a part of the District leadership

.

11

|

said that he believed the Party could be rebuilt
only if the leaders themselves reunited for one
cause.

Isaid in his mind he was positive- that
the two meetings held on October 27th and November
17th had brought out the true feelings of each
of the individuals who attended the meetings
and felt that the result would be that all would
finally come together to rebuild the party.

said that that was all he had to say and
asked, ir there were any remarks.

There were no remarks or questions and all persons
present got up to go. Everyone shook hands in a
friendly fashion and expressed the desire that
they would see each other in the near future,

I l and ABE KOTELCHUCK left first
together.

After KOTELCHNCK and
|

Ihad left, METERS
said, "Those S of B , they aren*t going
to do anything but talk."

METERS,
|

|home and
drove toward miners 1 home m meyers 1 automobile

.

lasked METERS what he thought of the outcome
of the meetings.

METERS said he did not know but did not believe that

•bo

’b7C
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too much would come out of the meetings if it
was expected that the past District Board members
would actually participate in any kind of mass
work.

MEYERS said he wanted to point out a few things.
MEYERS said that when he was in jail, that in
Baltimore they had at that time the Smith Act
Victims Committee with | I

I l as officers. MEYERS said
that these three people were trying to campaign
among the people in Baltimore pointing out that
their husbands were illegally in jail and trying
to raise funds to carry out a campaign in
order to release their husbands. MEYERS said
that!
and Abe kotelchuck actually stopped the committee
from carrying on their activity. MEYERS said
that he would have to say, however, that KOTELCHUCK
was a little different from the other three because
he did try to help out and at times acted as a
baby sitter for

MEYERS said that even though he wanted to work
with these individuals, the hadn* t convinced him
that they wanted a working class party. MEYERS
said the only way anyone in the organization
whether working class or intellectual could prove
to him that the individual wanted a working class
organization was by actually working for it.
MEYERS noted that the intellectuals
that fye" have had in this area for leaders from

I time on down have not
had any kind of working class experience.

MEYERS then pointed out that the one or two
working class leaders we have had during that
period have submitted to everything the intellectuals
said and did and he, MEYERS, did not consider
these individuals as leaders but only as messengers
for the intellectuals.

| |
agreed

said that
i MEYERS* last statement and
was one of the working class
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to the Maritime situation in general. I I

said that the report coming back from New York
indicated there had been no discussions on
Maritime

.

MEYERS said that he felt that after AL LANNON
"blew up" and "cussed" everybody out in the top
leadership and left the organization,' the Party
has done nothing with regard to Maritime.

MEYERS said quite a number of the screened seamen
got other jobs and went astray from the Party
with no one in New York being able to draw them
together since that time.

MEYERS said that he thought it would be a good
idea for I I to raise the question about
Maritime at the Labor Regional Conference which
would be held in Philadelphia on January 4 , 1958 .

1 then took out his wallet and pulled out
a wad of bills which seemed to be about $300.00
in total. He pulled a $20.00 bill out of the
bills and gave it to GEORGE MEYERS, who in turn
handed it to I Requesting | |

to give
the money to l

~|op Thursday night.
On arriving at MEYERS* house,

|
| again asked

MEYERS about the $20.00 and MEYERS repeated
that f Ishould give it to I I

The serial number on this bill was E 16366945

When they got out of the car at MEYERS* residence,
MEYERS asked

|
|what he was going to do on

Thanksgiving

.

"[replied that he wasn*t doing anything.

MEYERS suggested that they get together and
it was decided that MEYERS would go to|

|
home on Thanksgiving day.

|
then got in I

automobile and started driving toward I I

home.
Cb

lasked 1 whether the CP in Washington,
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D. C . , was having the same type of difficulty
as the organization in Baltimore and pointed
out that the situation in Baltimore was critical.

1 replied that "we" do not have an organizational
set-up in Washington, D. C. I ~~l said "we" have
a number of members in D. C. who are scattered
about and use a social visit as the basis for
getting together.

1 said that there hasn’t been an organizational
set-up in Washington, D. C., for a number of years.

Hindicated that there were a lot of people
over in Washington, D. C., who were just like be

I I that is they wanted to do a lot of talking b7c

but did not want to take any part in recruiting
activity.

I said that even though we are in Washington,
D. C., he felt that a lot of work could be done
without openly exposing everyone that was known
to the Party.

I said that one of the things that really
has the CP deep in isolation and admitted that
he was one of the persons who had helped to bring
it about was the fact that every time CP members
were ready to go somewhere they were always in
fear that the FBI was following them.

said that "we" should have learned from
past experience that no matter where "wef

1 go we are
always being surveilled by the FBI.

|

said he had taken it upon himself no matter where
he was going even though he knew he was being
surveilled to just go on and visit whomever
he had ever intended to meet with.

|said he knew the FBI had spent a lot
or money surveilling his activities and intended
to make them spend much more in the future.

said that he felt that should
be careful in visiting persons' homes that the
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Party did not want to get in hot water.

1
indicated that there were many wavs an

means of getting into persons' homes.
said he was not positive at anytime that he
was not being surveilled but he was positive
that he could give "the Federals" a lot of
trouble.

| ] said that the FBI cannot
say that all the persons visited by him are
in the CP.

I I said he felt the way he
had worked out his methods he could protect
most of the people he contacted who are
actually in the CP.

3

I

~|shortly thereafter dropped
|

off and continued on to Washington, D. C .

"

Job

'hi

hi

This memo has been compared with the informant's original
statement and it is accurate in substance.

I Ion 12/12/67 orally advised SA ROBERT C. NORTON that
when I

|
referred to I I he was of the opinion

that I Iwas referring to|_^^_^^__J A copy of this report
is, therefore, being routed to

|

| file

.
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Bulet 11/29/57 requests a progress report with respect
to the Membership Identification Program, covering the period
from H/l/57 to 2/1/58 . The Bureau instructs New York "include in
that letter complete organizational structure of the CP. in your
territory as known to .you at this time*. Under each county identify
by name, where -known, the section and club. Under these breakdowns
identify by name, as far as possible, the persons comprising each
group and the offices that they hold if other than just a member
thereof. A separate list by counties or sections, if possible,
should include all those individuals without a known club assignment

.

"Any individual who registered as a CP member in 1955 or has
been identified as active in a CP club at the time of or since the
last registration should be included as an active member unless,
of course, he is known to have defected from the Party in the meantime.
Other logical reasons warranting identity of an individual as a
Party member will be left to your judgment. However, where the
individual can be only tentatively identified as a CP member,
indicate this fact by the word ' tentative’1' or some appropriate symbol
after his name. Each bimonthly progress letter thereafter should
show additions and/or deletions of individuals from the pertinent
counties, sections or clubs, together with over-all statistics as
follows

:

(1) Estimated number of CP members *

(2) Number of members identified since last progress letter

(3) Number of members identified to date

(4) Number tentatively identified as CP members since
last progress report

(5) Number tentatively identified as CP members to date.'U,
/W 4/

1 - ASAC N. H. MC CABE #12-10 #12-12 #12-i4-^—#7~iU-—
:

S'****
#12-0 #12-11 #12-13 #12-F^RCHED INDEXED——

—

SERIALIZED-

CJR:EMD JAN 3 19?8

FBI - NEW YORK



•MEMO
.
100-80638.

c ‘fivih/tn a Each. Unit Supervisor will be Responsible, for the
./ preparation ’ of , the organizational structure oT the • GP. in’ the •

. .

.

:
./area assigned to; -.his- U.nit. • ./' •'

;
,

•

./
•

*/,/• V. , -,
,

.*

- y- ;
Each Unit should’ review all Security IndeR Rases : ^

, !

- within its area to. insure that inforriiation re CP organizational .

-

' ... affiliation of the- individual is extracted. To assist' in this,
, -

. the .SI Unit will 'furnish; each Supervisor with, an index card.and ,

. , . a page of questions re each subject'. -Each Supervisor, will '
>

’• R

/

-insure that - the review 'sias' completed. • "y ”
; '-'e-.-'-'

.

^ ’

The Security Index cases normally; handled by^Division : \
1 1 will be reviewed by #10-0 for this purpose .. Case files involving •

subjects residing in resident "agencies will be; reviewed by #7-^
•;

•

. The infprm.afibn^
^ reV organizational strUcture .oif'; CP \and lists

.

of .-persons should be submitted as inserts, by February 1 st.
'
#12-11

; ; / and #12-12 wiil submit one; insert.- Two. copies for Bureau,/ one for
/New York.// In addition, it' ;is* suggested that. Sufficient; copies/ 7

y.

/
* be prepared for. the per.tinent Sectidn and Club , files, \ plus .whatever ;

'

; r '\
;
humber:*of> copies,, would,Re/ helpful/ is;- administrative .aids' jto- the-

:
/, . /

. / desks.'.involved. ;.- / / .

'

.

'

-/ /

/

Ry
V'"' VV.i* V <./;y, -,/ y;

/./"•*;’
>

1

V - / . . .The information required from each/ Unit .in. the •

,

..
.

. columnar’ tabulation' may be. submitted .by rputing . siipi / These,: Vi v
/ figuRjes will be- understood /to ..apply only to. the Unit submitting /
V; V V’v.dnd; will.- be totaled by: #12^0.

;.
,

V-v ; i
:
'V// VV -,y

;.’//• v -;/'

.. •
?
It/.isVhoted' -'that Rhis review- Will not. cdnstittite / / / .,;

/the entire responsibilityVof the .Units ' since.'. Supervisory .will /
• - •

*
f

want to .include identities/ of - others who, may be subjects of
pending cases or - closed Security liatter - C /c ases’ where the f

.
;•

subject can only be tentatively identified as a member. '

.
;//

’• .-'-2
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OFFICE MBMOBAJDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

8 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-

SAC, CHICAGO (100-3374.0)

DATE g

SUBJECTS COMMUNIST PARTI - USA
MEMBERSHIP
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

1957 <

Re New York letter t© the Director dated November 1,

Referenced New York letter points out that Chicago
letter dated October 7p 1957 $> sets out Information from
CG 5824-Sn that on October 5, 1957* EUGENE DENNIS stated that
the current membership of the Communist Party In the entire
Southern region Is three hundred,

)

CG, 5824.-S& ©rally advised SA JOHN E e KEATING on
December 16, 1957 p that while DENNIS was talking about the
present strength of the Communist Party - USA on this occa-
sion, he did not give membership figures ijhr any other sub-
division of the Communist Party - USA, CG 582ij.-S-» also stated
that while he will vouch for tije fact that DENNIS made this
statement, he has no way of proving that ijhe figure cited by
DENNIS Is accurate, CG 5824.-=S3£ stated that it is possible that
DENNIS was using the latest figure furnished; to him,1 feutlnot
necessarily an accurate figure at this tlsjte 'because of the
constant loss of membership in the Communist Party = USA,

3 -
* Bureau (REGISTERED)

o "(1 -
r 100-3-105) (CP-USA, Southern Regional Committee)

/"O’ New York -'(REGISTERED)
' ^(r^xl00-80638)(0P-USA, Membership) (#19=1)

(1 - 100^131666) (CP-USA, Southern Regional Committee) (#19=1)
(1 = 100-5

8057 5 (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19-1)
(1 - 100=16785) ( JAMES JACKSON) (#19-1) ,

_

f\ Q ¥2 '

2 - Chicago
5 SEMOIED -j^^MNDEXED^^I'

(1 - A/l3h-Ij.o
) y ^ SERIALIZED

(9)

sfcw

II , i
l'



CG 100=337ij.0

Reference is made to Chi©ago letter dated November 22,
1957* and captioned, !8COMMUNIST PARTY = USA, ORGANIZATION 0

IS => 0 ts
o This letter contains information from CG J>82l|.«S*

eoneeming a meeting of the National Committee of the Communist
Party* ® USA held in New York City on November 9 and 10* 1957 o

On page 9* paragraph 1, of this letter, CG 582i|.°S^» reported
that JAMES JACKSON stated that the ©urrent Communist Party
membership in the South is approximately 210 „

CG 582l(.='S% advised on December 16, 1957, that since
JAMES JACKSON is more intimately concerned with the Southern
Regional Committee than is .EUGENE DENNIS, It is the opinion of
the informant that the figure given by JACKSON I's probably more
-accurate ' than the on© given by DENNISo .
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FBI

Transmit the following message via

Date

:

AIR-TEL

m 1
m2
m. 3

J31V. 4
.SEC. 1

.SEC. 2
-SEC. 3

12/17/57
.SEC. 4

.SEC. 5

.SEC. 6

.SEC. 7

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority or Method or Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-88)

FROM: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-33150) (100-42492) (100-43429)
(100-33143)

CPUSA - FACTIONALISM
IS - C J

CPUSA - counterintelligence program
IS - Cj
CPUSA - INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY-NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS

.SEC. 9

=SEfc40

.SEC. 11

-SEC. 12

-SEC. 13

.SEC. 14

.SEC. 15

.SEC. 16

.SEC. 17

.SEC. 18

.SEC. 19

.SEC. 20

IS — C ’

CPUSA - NEGRO QUESTION
IS - C ______

Re PH airtels dated 12/12/57 and 12/17/57, both captioned

"CPUSA - FACTIONALISM, IS - Cj CPUSA - COUNTERINTELLIGENCE EROGRAM,

IS - Cj CPUSA - INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY-NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS,
IS - c."

8 - Bureau (RM)
2 - 100-3-88
2 - CPUSA - COUNTERINTELLIGENCE T.PROGRAM
2 - CPUSA - INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY^ATIONAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS

^ 2 - CPUSA - NEGRO QUESTION
V 5I- New York (RM)

1 - CPUSA - FACTIONALISM
1 - CPUSA - COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
1-.,- C PUS-A«^INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY-NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS

flC^CPUSA - MEMBERSHlTlMs
BDWARP^CKSON . Jr

,

8 -

1
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

JIB: jag

(21 )

Approved

;

100-33150
100-42492
100-43429
100-33143
100-2427
100-38020 [

.

65-1686 f THOMAS nabrTEd

(DAVID DAVIS)

Special Agent in Charge
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AIR-TEL

PH 100-33X50

On 12/15/57. 1 1 who 3ms furnished reliable
information in the past, orally advised SA |that

j

late Friday evening, 12/13/57

,

[ |
a negro CP member, 1

visited informant and invited him to attend a secret NQpto . J

caucus meeting being held Sunday evening, 12/15/57 , at
|

|
the residence of I

|

l a member of the CEEPD District committee. This meeting
was to allow Negro comrades to air their complaints against the

policies of the District CP Leadership.

I 1 contacted the Philadelphia office and advised
'the above. His feeling was that he should report the contemplated
meeting to THOMAS NABRIED, District Treasurer and a National com-
mittee member, prior to the meeting. This was agreed upon and
informant was instructed to attend the affair in the event he
uas unable to reach NABRIED, and to take a moderate position,
barring specific instructions from NABRIED.

attendini
to SA|

| was unable to contact NABRIED prior to
he Negro caucus meeting, and reported as follows

]
on 12/16/57

.

resent at the caucus meeting were I

I I opened the meeting by explaining the factions
which now exist in the CP on a local and national level.

| |

charged that the "Right Revisionists" and other party members who
are "middle-of-the-roaders" want to destroy the CP, He said that
Negro comrades have a special interest and reason for preserving
the CP as a Marxist-Leninist organization. He said that by
applying Marxist principles to everyday life, Negroes can work
a change for the better in their way of life. I Imentioned
as a specific example, the present issue of electing a Negro to
Congress from the 4th Congressional District area of Philadelphia,
and the work of the CP in forming a' committee to fight for this
specific issue.

2
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]said it would be up to the Negro comrades to

see to it that a Negro was elected to Congress from the 4th

CD as they can no longer depend upon white comrades to bring
about a change on a political, economic, and social level.

He said this change can only be accomplished by maintaining
a Negro caucus in the CP locally. This caucus must direct

the activities of the C.P along a Marxist line. He charged
that white comrades have deserted Marxist principles and the

present local leadership has stymied the work of the party
by setting themselves up as "lords," and not permitting the

CP to project programs into predominantly Negro mass organiza-
tions, such as the block committees and civic organizations,
(informant believes

|
|was referring to the Strawberry

Mansion Council of gloclc organizations, and the Strawberry
Mansion Civic Association - two predominantly Negro organiza-
tions, initiated and controlled by the CP, which deal only
with civic improvement issues such as' recreation facilities,
traffic safety, increased school facilities, and other non-
political issues.)

I I stated that the Negro caucus should
^

grow in

size to where it can involve Negro comrades on a city-wide
level. He feels Negroes in the "Youth" movement should also
be Invited to participate in the caucus.

said the coming elections and Negro representa-
the main party issue locally today. The caucusj;

be
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tion should oe
1

viiw ~— — - -— —

^

- —
should rally around the petitions put out urging such represen-
tation, and see to it that a sufficient number of signatures
were obtained. He stated that this must be done to prove to
the local leadership that the Negro comrades have taken the

initiative on an important issue. In addition, we can show
that Negro comrades, on a city-wide basis, are ready to speak
out for Negro representation on every political level throughout
the city, which is now predomimntly Negro in many areas. The
party leadership has not seen fit to speak out for city-wide
Negro representation . The Negro comrades can do it without
the leadership, said

[ |
continued by stating that he feels that by

building a Negro caucus, the Negro comrades can guarantee for
themselves two things:

be
b7C
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1. Freedom from interruption and arguments from
white comrades who don’t care to work all out
in the struggle for Negro issues.

2 0 Freedom to speak their thoughts freely without
fear of reprisal or criticism from the leader-
ship.

then announced that he would let
| |

explain
the non-party committee the informant had recently formed to
fight for Negro representation in the 4th CD area, and the
petitions which this committee had drawn up,

explained that since EARL CHUDOFF was
recently elected to a judgeship, there were not two political
openings in the 4th Congressional District area; namely, the
Congressional Seat in the u.S, House of Representatives from
the 4th CD, which CHUDOFF held, plus the Democratic party
leadership of the; '32nd ward, also formerly held by CHUDOFF.
Since these vacancies occurred in a predominantly Negro area,
some type of struggle had to be started to fight for Negro
representation in these offices. At the instructions of
DAVE DAVIS and THOMAS NAERIED (District CP Leaders), he had
persuaded several Negro non-party Trade unionists to join
with him in setting up a committee within the 4th CD to fight
for Negro representation. Out of this initial meeting a
petition was drawn up to be circulated throughout the area,
calling for the nominations of Negroes as candidates for
Congress from the 4th CD by both the Republican and Democratic
parties. He said the committee has been named the "Labor
Political Education Committee."

Those present at the caucus meeting agreed that the
caucus should help circulate the petitions. 1 | and

I I are to work with
|

I in insuring that caucus
members circulate the petitions]
by 12/22/57 „

reports byf
Phere was then discussion from the floor on the
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|
| stated that he believed a Negro

caucus is as necessary m the CP as it is in the Trade Union
movement. However, since the CP is a Marxist group, he
believes several white comrades who are in accord with the
caucus position, should be invited to sit in on the caucus
meetings. He warned that if this were not done, then the
caucus members were open to charges of forming a nationalist
movement. A basis for this charge is laid whenever a group
of this tvne excludes others from their group. He mentioned
that

|
had been brought up on this charge in 19^9

for being a member of such a caucus

.

The others present generally disagreed with
statement . | Ibelieved that the report of l

~1

I clearly explained why the exclusion of white comrades
from the caucus is necessary. She said the Negro comrades
have been deserted by the white comrades on Negro issues.
They have moved out of the areas as Negroes have moved in,
and now are holding “all-white “ party meetings in the outlying
areas of the city where they now live. They still give “lip
service" support to Negro issues and^profess to be discussing
at their meetings ways and means of .moving Negroes into their
all-white areas. She said it is no- longer possible to know
who among the white comrades can be trusted.

I
believes the group should set the date for the

. ing and those present should contact their
'trusted Negro comrades and bring them to the next meeting.

;

| J
advised that he feels the Negro caucus

should make itself felt on every level. Negro comrades are
£n the majority in the CP sections in the 3rd and 4th CD
areas and have sufficient' representatives on the District
Committee to make themselves felt on a district level. The
Negro comrades should give the “Right Revisionists" on the
District Committee inspiration and leadership. No longer can
the Negro comrades isavs -hhe handling of Negro issues in the
hands of the

|
and the SAVE DAVISes.

|
Ifeels

that concerted action bv tne Negro caucus will eventually
destroy the | land DAVIS: type of leadership, which, he
said, is not adequate.

- 5 -
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| then spoke. He feels the immediate
goal of the caucus should be to work with the petition urging
Negro candidates for the 4th CD Congressional post plus adopting
and approving the report given by | I

regarding the formation
of a permanent Negro caucus, the enlargement of it, and the
program of activity outlined by |

~| He also believes that
the caucus should work to see that the CP locally and nationally
adopts the nine point declaration of principles adopted by the
CP leaders of 12 other countries at a meeting held in Moscow
11/14-16/57 e He stated the CPUSA is the only CP in the world
Which has not endorsed this declaration, which recognizes the
CP of the Soviet Union as the dominant force among the CPs of
the world.

I I stated that the text of the communique on the
meeting of the CP leaders in Moscow will be set out in two
installments in the Worker. He had the issue containing the
first installment on hand and passed out copies to most of
those present.

in addition, [ has
he

(announced that
qopies of a document which contains the complete text of
Communique on the meeting of the CP leaders in Moscow. She
is to prepare 300 mimeographed copies of this document which
vfill be circulated throughout the District. In addition to
s'etting out the text of the Moscow meeting, the document will
inform the rank and file comrades of the CP line projected
b5

y the rest of the CP world, and the fact the CPUSA has not
adapted it. in addition the rank and file will be informed
as to how the National Committee, instead of approving this
program as requested in a resolution put forth by the Washington
State District representatives, approved a "wishy washy" resolu-
tion introduced by 'the Northern California District which also
contained a "kicker," which would result in the expulsion

be
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from the National Committee of those who disagree and take
an opposite position from the program worked out at the
National Convention and to disagree with the decisions of the
National Committee

.

(This document was reportedly brought to
Philadelphia by the Puerto Rican named I I who

,

along with JOSEPH DOUGHER, ran the 12/10/57 secret factionalist
meeting, discussed in referenced PH airtel of 12/12/57.)

continued by stating that he was present
at the la^fDistrict Committee meeting and that DAVE
DAVIS, who gave the report, discussed only the points of
the Northern California resolution. I Icharged that
DAVTS mentioned that the Washington State District had
sent in a resolution but did not discuss the resolution.

be
b7C

It was agreed by those present at the Negro caucus
that the Washington State resolution should be discussed on
a Club and Section level throughout the 4th CD area of the
CP and also at the next District Committee meeting.

The 4th CD Section Committee is scheduled to hold
its next meeting on Tuesday, 12/17/57 .» at 1345 West
Susquehanna Avenue . Philadelphia , Pa. , the residence of
THOMAS NABRIED. | |

will introduce a resolution
calling for the District CommIx;tee to approve the Washington
State resolution and reject the Northern California be
resolution. NABRIED will be asked to present the resolution b?c

to the District Committee.

I I said he will prepare the agenda for the
next meeting. He requested that the caucus members handle
the circulation of the petitions calling for the selection
of Negro candidates for the 4th CD Congressional seat by
both major political parties, by 12/22/57. The discussion
at the next meeting will be around the petitions and the
further development of the caucus.

The meeting was then adjourned for refreshments
and the participants broke up into small groups to discuss
the meeting,

I Htalked
together for a period of time. I I

for his opinion as to what he felt NABRIED' s position would

- 7 -
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be with regard to the caucus and the plan of action,
I 1

.said that he does not blame NAjBRIED for his failure to fight

for Marxist principles,
| |

said that NABRIED has been

"kicked around" by the Party leadership for years. In the

1940 ' b, NABRIED was a District leader and every time some-

thing went wrong in the District, NABRIED was the District^

leader ri emoted and was replaced by imported Negro leadership,

such as |
and EDWARD STRONG. I I

said the really big "slap" at NABRIED was the sending in of

STRONG and putting /vronttfl in charge of the District OP and the

Negro leadership, continued that no Negro comrades

spoke up for NABRIED during that time or since and NABRIED

feels he cannot put up a struggle for Marxist principles and

Negro issues as the Negro comrades have never really
supported him.

| | feels that NABRIED should be invited to join

the caucus. He added that NABRIED was advised of the fact

that the caucus was being held but was not Invited.
|

I

remarked that when NABRIED is invited, there must be a much

larger caucus present so NABRIED will know he finally has the

support of the Negro comrades.

|
|his thoughts as to NABRIED’ s_

possible cooperation with the caucus. The informant replied

that he was in agreement with the statement that the Negro

comrades had not supported NABRIED in the past. He added that

he felt that there was a chance that NABRIED might join the

caucus if properly approached.

| |
continued by stating that I

~|has

agreed to bring up the Washington State resolution at the

4th CD Section Committee meeting on 12/17/57. DAVID DAVIS
will be there as well as NABRIED. I

^

Iwill also try to bring another Negro, I
I
to

the meeting to lend moral support. I is scneauiea to

replace I l as the club organizer of the Unity

Club and will also serve on the Section Committee.

I I feels that the basis for injecting the

Washington State resolution in the Section Committee meeting

is the fact that at the last meeting DAVID DAVIS refused to

- 8 -
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read the report on the previous District Committee meeting,
explaining that the agenda was too long even without his

report. Accordingly, DAVIS will be asked to give his report

at this Section Committee meeting. If he does so, and
excludes the Washington State resolution, he will be
challenged bv land the Washington State
resolution will be approved by the Section Commiteee and
the Northern California resolution will be rejected.

I I had the following to say regarding
his brother-in-law, JAMES E. JACKSON. JACKSON recently
visited MOSS as his residence and held a lengthy discussion
with |

'

present.
who were also

be
b7C

According to I I JACKSON was responsible for the

formation of this Negro caucus. JACKSON urged them to

initiate a Negro caucus in Philadelphia to correct the

position of the leadership. JACKSON does not consider such

a caucus as being the same as a faction. JACKSON said that

a Negro caucus is necessary to influence the "Right
Revisionists" on the National and District Committees to

take a Marxist position on issues. JACKSON commented that b

the CPEPD District Leadership on the National Committee ( DAVID b

DAVIS, I I THOMAS NABRIED) has taken a "middle of

the road to right" position on all important issues before
the National Committee , especially issues pertaining to

Marxism, JACKSON told l land the others that he is

surprised at the position taken by NABRIED who he had
considered to be a Foster supporter, JACKSON said that he

had challenged NABRIED after the last National Committee
meeting and NABRIED had merely "hung his head"and said he was

fighting for Party unity first.

JACKSON also reported that at the next National
Committee meeting scheduled for February, the "Right
Revisionists" and "middle of the road" forces will try to

pass a resolution which would allow the National Committee
to expel comrades from the National Committee level on down
to the rank and file membership for fighting for Marxist-
Leninist principles within the Party (probably Northern
California resolution). This, says JACKSON, is why time

is of the essence and why the Negro comrades must see to it

that the CPEPD representatives on the National Committee
take a position in favor of the Washington State resolution
and reject the Northern California resolution.

- 9 -
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I I advised that he is to visit JACKSON in

New York City over the holidays and that JACKSON asked l j
to bring along several other Negro leaders from the District,

said he would like I

\ and perhaps I I (a white District Committee
member who is organizer of the Professional Section) to go

with him.

b6
b7C

JACKSON also told MOSS of the following as an

example of the way the "Right Revisionists" have deserted
Marxist-Leninist principles and failed to support Negro
issues. BEN DAVIS had talked to PAUL ROBESON, the Negro
singer, and obtained ROBESON'S agreement to lead a

delegation to the United Nations to ask the UN to speak out

on the Negro question in the U.S. BEN DAVIS then introduced
a resolution at a CP National Committee meeting which called
upon the CP to initiate a committee around ROBESON for this

purpose. However, the "Right Revisionists" rejected this

resolution as being "left sectarian." They also argued
that the Negro masses have started to accept ROBESON as a

leader a^ain and that any action such as that posed by
BEN DAVIS would only further isolate ROBESON from the

Negro masses.

JACKSON feels that Marxists should work for
another National Convention of the CP to correct the mistakes
made at the last convention. He feels the Party must
return to the Marxist-Leninist line.

I I also reported that JOSEPH DOUGHER and I ~l

(who led the discussion at the secret factionalist meeting
held at DOUGHER' s residence on 12/10/57) raised the same
questions in Chicago, Illinois, with a Negro Trade
Unionist who is on the National Committee, This Trade b6
Unionist is reportedly rallying Chicago support in favor of b7c
the Washington state resolution. In Cleveland, DOUGHER b7D

and |
Ispoke to several Marxist Party leaders and

expect Cleveland support for the Washington State
resolution.

1 Istated he would make strenuous efforts to

contact THOMAS NABRIED 12/16/57 in order to give NABRIED
all information regarding developments at the secret meeting
12/10/57 and at the Negro caucus meeting 12/15/57.

- 10
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Philadelphia will follow closely and Bureau will

be kept advised.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTOFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC
|

FROM : SA ROBERT C. NORTON

SUBJECT: INFORMATION FURNISHED
BY SECURITY INFORMANT

'

DATE: 12/24/57

b7D

The documentation for this information is as follows:

Identity Date of Activity
of And/or Description Date
Source of Information Furn. Agent Location

CP District Board
(who nas meeting, 11/26/57
furnished
reliable
.information
in the past)

11/29/57 ROBERT C.
NORTON
(Written)

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY
OF THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED

The text' of the Informant's statement is as follows:

* For assistance in reviewing report a number in parentheses
( ) following a name or title set forth below will Indicate
that there is a reference to that name or title on the page or
pages whose number will be enclosed in the parentheses.
Where no number is set out, it is suggested that the entire
report be reviewed for information on the subject matter.

cc's:
1 - Philadelphia (REGISTERED MAIL)

100- STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY (11)

3 - Washington Field (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 4
JAMES JACKSON (13)
BILL JOHNSON (19)



k

New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
,

100- PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATION^, 4, l4, 15,16,19)
ORGANIZATION, CP, USi^f3,4, 17,l8)
PACTig^LJM-. (3^i7,lo)

12 , 13 , 18 )

FUNDS (4,13,14,15,16,18,19)
, %

100-13166 SOUTHERN REGIONAL COMMITTEE (12)

100-9365

Baltimore
100-10975
100-10584
100-12076
100-14121
100-12412

100-764
100-13279
100-10013
100-12471
100-1560
100-12117
100-12286
100-12011

100-3021
100-18823
100-11983
100-8342
100-8306
100-12464
100-4090
100-12125

BEN DAVIS (14, 18)
JOE CLARK (17,18)
JOHN GATES (17, l8)
DAILY WORKER (17)
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN (l8)
WILLIAM Z. FOSTER (l8)

SID STEIN (18 )

EUGENE DENNIS (18)

GEORGE MEYERS
(2,3)

JACKSON (4, 12, 13, 18

)

BEN DAVIS (14,181 b7

JOHN GATES (17, l8)
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN (l8)

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER (l8)
SID STEIN (18)
EUGENE DENNIS (18)
BILL JOHNSON (19)
ABE KOTELCHUCK (20)

](
20 )

ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 4
BALTIMORE, DISTRICT 4

, ,

PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS (3,4,14,15,16,17,19)
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37 - Baltimore
100-14569
100-12485
100-13.964
100-13098
,100-12456
100-17819
100-12510

100-11640
100-20496
100-12209
100-12948
100-16752

(Cont * d)
DEFECTED CP MEMBERS (5)
NEGRO QUESTION (5,11,17)
DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS (5,6,7,10,11)
CP LINE (5,6,8,9,10)
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (6)
NORTHWEST DISTRICT 4 (6,7,9,16)
STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY (11)
SOUTHERN REGIONAL COMMITTEE
FUNDS (13,14,15,16,18,19)
TUC (16)
EAST BALTIMORE DISTRICT 4 (16)
DAILY WORKER (17,19)
WATERFRONT DISTRICT 4 (18)
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"Baltimore , Maryland
November 29* 1957

The following concerns a meeting of the CP District
Board for the CP District which includes Maryland
and Washington, D. C.* which took place on
November 26, 1957* at the home of

| 1

I arrived at GEORGE MEYERS* home about
8:35 PM en route to

| |

Ithat he had just receivedMEYERS told I

some communications from New York. MEYERS
put the letters info a large envelope and
indicated to I

letters to
Jbhat he would take

i

the

MEYERS and then got into
and proceeded to drive to
there about 9:10 PM.

013312!RS 1 automobile
]home, arriving

En route to [
that he had recently visited

[

MEYERS said[
1 -3 _ jJ

] home, MEYERS toldT

told him that he.
had had a difficult time since his, [

release from Spring Grove Hospital. [ J
1

went back to the Bethlehem Steel Company asking
for employment but they would not accept him
because of his having been at Spring Grove.

Jtold MEYERS that the only thing that
i- j?— * j_-» ^ « * . , . I

—“ —
had kept him going was the fact that
had been employed. MEYERS said that
him, MEYERS, that he,

[

] told
had been looking

for work, had just found a job, but that the job
did not amount to very much.

|
|told MEYERS

that it had been difficult to get h job since he
was out of Spring Grove on probation and the

makes him.
thought of being on probation from the hospital

_| feel like he is a prisoner.

MEYERS told | Ithat he, MEYERS, had informed
I

~|that he had visited|
Ionly as a

friend.

asked MEYERS how acted.

MEYERS said that I lacted normal and commented

be
b7C
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that he, t^tcvr'ra . had vts -H-.ori I I because the

CP did not help] |when went to
Spring Grove. MEYERS said this action by the

,

Party in not heIcing I jin a time of hard-
ship was contrary to Party policy, which policy
is to help wherever possible when people are in

trouble or sick.

Upon arriving at
| found that[

were at home.

home, MEYERS and

I MEYERS and I 1 went upstairs to the
room at the right of the head of the stairs
and waited for until about 9:25 PM.

At 9:25 PM, MEYERS took some letters and other
written material out of the large envelope in
his possession and laid it on the floor. The
material consisted of about four copies of a
pamphlet entitled, 11Labor Policy Statement for
1958," about four copies of a pamphlet entitled,
"On the Preparation of the Party Program, " and
about four copies of a report on the South by
JAMES JACKSON, Also placed on the floor by
MEYERS were about four copies of some kind of
a report with a light blue cover.

MEYERS stated that he had a few communications
that he would like to read off.

MEYERS said the first communication was a letter
from the National Committee in New York informing
GEORGE MEYERS that the National Executive Committee
meeting of the CP would be held in New York on
December 20th and 21st, 1957. MEYERS commented
that at that meeting there would be a discussion
on the question of registration of CP members
and a discussion on differences within the party.
MEYERS said that a letter from the California
CP would be thoroughly discussed at that meeting
since it accused the National Committee of being
divided.

MEYERS stated from what he understood of the

“3-
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California letter, that letter ms accusing the
National Committee of having two groups within
the CP, one left sectarian in nature and the
other right opportunist.

MEYERS said he didn’t know whether he could attend
the December 20th and 21st meeting since the people
he was now working for have a lot of problems

.

MEYERS commented that he thought it was important
to attend the New York meeting.

The second communication from the New York CP
Headquarters that MEYERS read off concerned a
letter from JAMES JACKSON wherein JACKSON indicated
that he wanted to converse with GEORGE MEYERS in
New York concerning the possibility of JACKSON’S
visiting Baltimore, Maryland, in the near future,
MEYERS said that JACKSON wanted to visit the
District leaders in this area and as many other
people as possible,

MEYERS indicated that he did not feel that
JACKSON’S contemplated visit should be given
wide publicity but indicated the matter would
be discussed more fully at a later date,

MEYERS said that the third communication concerned
a letter from the new publication. Party Affairs,
and this letter advised the District that the
District owed $10,00 for the publication and
desired the money in the near future,

MEYERS started to read another communication
and then stated he would not read it since
the article would appear in the December
Political Affairs.

arrived about 9:40 PM with some CP literature
which consisted of about 40 copies of the November,
1957s Political Affairs and about 20 copies of the
November, 19573 Masses and Mainstream, It was
noted that the package containing this material
indicated that it was addressed to| |and
in care of the Greyhound Bus Lines, Baltimore.

| |

asked whether the meeting had as yet gotten
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*

under way, and MEYERS replied that it had not
and that he had Just read some letters from
New York.

MEYERS asked who wanted to start a discussion
on a program.

IPhere was silence for several minutes, and then
|
asked the group whether they wanted a

program for action.

MEYERS replied that the CP needed activity and
they wanted a program for action.

said that he had a few things in mind, the
first "being that each section and club should try
to bring back the CP members that they had lost
and thought that the District Board should push
this activity.

Icommented that the CP might become active
with regard to Jim Crow practices in certain
hotels and restaurants, and he also noted that
something might be done with regard to a recent
speech by Governor McKELDIN on raising taxes.

| said he thought with regard to the latter
point: that the mass unemployment in the city
was an issue and that the Party should start
discussion regarding reduction of the arms
budget nationally and push the issue of peace.

I
said that he thought an important discussion

point could center around the possibility of
cutting taxes so that low bracket income men
could live.

|
| said also that working

class organizations should discuss ways and
means to contact rank and file laborers and
try to get longer vacations and shorter work
weeks.

be
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I
said it was most important to expand the

working class basis of the CP and to maintain
closer ties with working class people.

I
said that some of the above suggestions
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might start valuable discussions and start laying
the foundation for broader CP activity*

lcommented that most of I lideas were
good and noted that most of them surrounded
economic demands. I

~| said that the Party
will have to look at both economic problems and
political activities. She noted that most of the
big concerns in this area have been making a fuss
about the advertising tax. She commented she
could not see why since the big firms had been
exempted from the tax or if not exempted* could
raise the prices so that people would have to
pay the tax anyway. \indicated that some
sort of Party agitation should be raised around
this question in order to show that the average
person would be the one who -would ultimately
pay the advertising tax.

I 1 said that the Government is now talking
of no income tax cut in 1958 due to the fact that
Russia has launched a satellite, |

~| said
the United States Government wants to appropriate
more money for science to push up the launching
of a United States satellite.

|
|said the

fact that there will be no tax cut and the rising
unemployment are issues which the CP should act
upon and which they should use to cause some
agitation.

|

~| said that the average person
should be told that tax cuts should be made
regardless of the international situation.

said there was no use to go over the
discussion on what had taken place in the
Northwest Section of the CP. She noted that
in that section they want some kind of action
around economic demands such as | |

has already commented on that evening.

|
said the Party should start some sort

or agitation around the contemplated increase
in the price of milk. She said the dairies
in this area are claiming that it was not a
question of salaries of employees but the rising

6



cost of materials, 1 indicated that if

someone did not start an agitation around the

cost of milk, it would rise in price in the

near future. I
said that she had recently

talked to a milkman who said that he eouldn»t

see where a rise in the price of milk would do

the dairy workers any good and that such a rise

in price would he all profit for the dairies.

I said this milkman told her that he under-

stood that dairies in the' West were starting

to cut down on drivers and enlarging the routes

and that he thought that such a procedure would

spread to this area.

1 said that she felt the Party should

StaPt sime kind of a discussion around the

elections in 1958 in Baltimore, and that even

if the CP has no one to put forward, some
nrograssives in this area should he endorsed,

said it should he decided in the near

future who "we" should support.

I Istated that since so much ground had been

covered, he would not say too much hut felt

from the discussion tonight that a groundwork

should he laid and the CP in this area should

come out with some specific points and he able

to set out a perspective for the party in the future.

|said that he was greatly interested in the

1958 elections because he felt a number of

reactionarieswould run for office. I I
said

he was positive that these individuals were no

friends of labor and felt that with rising
unemployment in this area the Party ^would he

able to play a great role in defeating
reactionaries running for office in this area.

MEYERS said that the proposals made by the

Northwest Section and |
sound and were

the type of an approach that called fbr activity

»

MEYERS said that he has confidence in the fact

that the Party will he able to reach the masses

-7 -
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and commented that usually too many Party leaders
think the Party will break out of isolation by
the use of a push button system*

MEYERS said that he was sure that the Party
would not be able to play a big role among the

masses as the Party was able to do during the

Hew Deal under President ROOSEVELT* but he did
feel that if the Party leaders, national and
local, came together and set out a definite
approach to combat the existing situation,
that the Party would be able to exercise
more influence over the masses in the near
future

.

MEYERS stated that as time proceeds, the situation
in this country tends to become worse. MEYERS
said that in the early 1930* s before the New Deal
the Party had been able to play a great role
in educating the masses, MEYERS noted that even
though ROOSEVELT set up the New Deal, it had
been set up in such a way that it did not
prevent the capitalist class from making tremendous
profits. MEYERS said ROOSEVELT was a capitalist
and the only thing that he did was to redress
the situation so that the capitalist class
did not come to a total crisis. MEYERS said
that the period before the establishment of
the New Deal the capitalist system in this
country was in a panic and all the New Deal
did was to bring some ease to the capitalist
system all over the world.

MEYERS said that during the time that big business
was declining in the United States and there was
a depression in the United States during the
early 1930 »s, the Soviet Union was setting up

5 year plans and instead of depressions or
panics in the Soviet Union, they were making
gains in that country.

MEYERS said that the Party leadership at the
present time, if they intend to build the
Party, will have to carry out some type of
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activity at the present time such as the CP
carried out in the 1929 1 s and the early
1930 ‘s.

MEYERS said that one point that he wanted to

put over was that in the later 1929 ‘ s and
early 1930‘s the real reason the capitalist
class was in a panic was because they felt
or knew that a revolution was right around
the corner and they realized they were the ones
who would be responsible for this revolution.

MEYERS said that the masses in this country during
the depression period in the 1930's were hungry
and both local governments and the national govern-
ment tried to stop hunger demonstrations but to
no avail.

MEYERS said that during this depression period
in the United States., capitalists all over the
world realized that Socialism was ready to come
about in the United States.

MEYERS said he wanted to emphasize some things
so that the Party leaders and members could
realize what was taking place at the present
time and that "we" would have to go back to
the late 1929‘s and early 1930 ‘s in order to
analyze how the CP got close to the masses
during that period.

MEYERS said that the type of discussion that
has taken place in the Northwest section and
at the present meeting was the type of discussion
he has always tried to raise within the party
because he felt no matter how well things might
be going, the Party should always be prepared
for some type of a struggle centering around
the economic demands of the masses. MEYERS
said that he felt this is the only way the
Party could maintain its contact with the
masses.

MEYERS said that during the World War IX period
from 1941 to 1945* the CP also played a great

-9-



role among the masses but somehow after 19^5
while everyone was satisfied, the CP began
slackening up on some of its campaigns and
the Party itself lost sight of the situation
which was then arising and which exists today,

METERS said instead of the Party keeping in
contact with the masses they began condemning
people within the trade union movement and mass
organizations because these individuals did not
fully agree with some of the Party’s viewpoints,

MEYERS said that he thought I Ipointed out
one extremely good issue that should be taken
action on immediately, and that was the increase
in the price of milk. MEYERS commented that the
Western Maryland Dairy is a monopoly which
dominates this area and indicated the Western
Maryland Railway and the Western Maryland Dairy
are a combination.

MEYERS said that he proposed that an open
statement should be set out in the form of a
leaflet to the general public which would show
how the Western Maryland has a monopoly in this
area. MEYERS said the leaflet should be of a
folding type and a committee from the CP locally
shotild be selected to decide what was to go on
the leaflet. MEYERS said the leaflets could then
be given to clubs and sections, the individual
members of which would decide on how to get the
leaflets out to the general public.

MEYERS said with regard to the proposal of
Mayor D’ALESANDRO that the city take over the
Baltimore Transit Company, a leaflet could be
drawn up pointing out to the public that this
would affect the trade union movement. MEYERS
said he felt that if the city were to take over
the Baltimore Transit system, profits would be
made but the workers of the transit system
would not be able to strike since they would be
under civil service.

MEYERS proposed that all sections and clubs should
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discuss the question of Negro and white unity.

He considered this very important and thought
that this should be if not the number one issue
for discussion* it should be number two because
he felt that the struggle for Negro rights tied
in with the white progressives and the white
working class.

MEYERS said that now that the CP has issued a
Labor Policy Statement draft all sections and
clubs that have people connected with the trade
union movement should urge these people to have
a labor conference to discuss this labor program.

MEYERS said that if discussions on the labor
program could be gotten under way* the Party
would be in a better position to get information
on what was taking place in the trade union
movement

.

MEYERS then indicated that the District should
try to get five people from five different unions
to attend the Regional Labor Conference of the CP
which was to be held in Philadelphia on January 4 *

1958 .

MEYERS said that when the proposed program on CP
activity was decided upon* it should be typed up
and passed out to the club and section leaders.

MEYERS said he would like to propose that he
and I Ibe responsible for drawing
up a program for action for the CP in this area
centering around issues in this area such as
unemployment* Baltimore Transit system* increase
in milk and so forth.

MEYERS asked if there were any objections to
this proposal and wanted to know if

|

agreed to help him.

|
agreed to assist MEYERS and

| |
and

|

said they had no objection.

MEYERS asked that a date be set for he and

be
b7C
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to meet and draw up a program for the CP in

this area.

All agreed that MEYERS and I ^ should
meet at MEYERS' home on December 4th.

I asked MEYERS if it would be all right

for | |
to join them, and MEYERS replied

that he would welcome

MEYERS asked that a District Board meeting with

[present be held so that the full District
— i jj _ ^ 4-*u 4-V> a r»vino,Y>5Hri

could, either agree or disagree witt^_bheprograin
- * — -=» 1 1 and^ ha tot, im Tnv hi™ T MEYERS, and

were able to make it.

It was decided that the latter meeting would be

held on December 9th at I I
home

.

.b6

hlC

MEVERS said to I ~l that he had received a

letter from JAMES JACKSON and the latter wanted
to come to Baltimore for the purpose of discussing

with District leaders, both Washington and
Baltimore, ways and means to carry on the struggle

for the Negro people in the South.

MEYERS said that he understood that this had
been taken up in New York by the National
Committee and they had decided that since
Baltimore was in a border state, more South
than North, Baltimore should be included in

the discussion centering around the Negro
situation in the South.

MEYERS said that after it had been explained
to him by JACKSON in New York that JACKSON
would like to come to Baltimore around the
middle of December, it was noted that the

15th of December fell on a Sunday and from
what he understood from JACKSON, he thought
that JACKSON would like to be in Baltimore for
several days. MEYERS noted that if JACKSON
came down the 15th, 16th and 17th of December,
someone from the District Board would have to
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take off from work. MEYERS suggested that
JACKSON should come during the period of
December 13th through 15th. MEYERS said by
arriving on the 13th., which would be a Friday
night, he would be here over the weekend and
would not cause anyone to lose a work day.

MEYERS then suggested that JACKSON should meet
with the District leaders of both Washington
and Baltimore and also with members of the past
District Board if those individuals cared to
attend.

asked whether an enlarged meeting were
possible with JACKSON which would extend beyond
the District leaders.

MEYERS said it was okay so far as he was concerned.

I I suggested and the District Board agreed
that GEORGE MEYERS should send a letter to

JACKSON outlining their suggestions on his
contemplated visit to their area and have
JACKSON advise them by letter stating when he
could come to Baltimore.

MEYERS suggested that in addition to sending the
letter to JACKSON, they should send him $10.00
for his train fare to Baltimore and after arriving
in Baltimore should give him $20.00 for expenses.
MEYERS asked if there were any objections.

All agreed.

I tasked GEORGE MEYERS why she could not
give him the $30.00.

MEYERS replied that he just wanted $10,00 for
JACKSON at the present time and asked |~~

|

to give it to him at the end of the meeting.

I jasked whether the District Board would
announce openly to the CP members that JACKSON
was due to visit.

MEYERS said that would not be done but there would

.b6
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be an unofficial notice to people "we" want to

attend.

said that since JACKSON is coming,
Hshould be contacted

regarding JACKSON t s visit but | I
should

not be advised.

The District Board then instructed ! I to
contact I 1 advise her of JACKSONS visit,
but tell her not to tell! I

then asked whether JACKSON was a Negro.

MEYERS replied that JACKSON was a Negro and he
thoughtT I was aware of that fact.

then suggested that if JACKSON came to
Baltimore, he felt that the same operational
set-up should be used as that which had been
arranged for BEN DAVIS,

stated that he proposed that ! I be
responsible for handling JACKSON on the latter's
visit, and the District Board agreed.

MEYERS said that he felt by December 9th the
District Board would have full information from
JACKSON regarding the latter's contemplated visit.

MEYERS said that meantime if an answer came
in from JACKSON before December 9th, he would
notify the individual District Board members.

MEYERS said that he had received 200 copies of
the Little Rock Supplement and had them in his
automobile, MEYERS excused himself in order
to go to his car.

As MEYERS left the room. ! I sald to ! 1

1 that he needed money for CP literature

.

As he was speaking to her he was opening a
package addressed to I bare of the Greyhound
Bus Station which has previously been mentioned.

At this point MEYERS returned and asked! I

bo
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how many copies of Political Affairs and Masses
and Mainstream the CP District received in this
area.

baid that a total of 60 copies were received,
46 feeing Political Affairs and 20 Masses and
Mainstream.

MEYERS said that his experience indicated that not
many people cared to read Masses and Mainstream.

I commented that in the Trade Union Commission
there was trouble getting rid of that publication.

Isaid that in the Northwest Section the
CP is unable to get rid of many copies of Masses
and Mainstream, and that she had quite a stack
of them in her closet.

I |
suggested that Masses and Mainstream orders

be cut down to 10.

The District Board agreed.

MEYERS gave a bundle of the Little Rock Supplements
to |

who started to open the package.

|went to her closet and got a large brown
envelope and sta,rted taking small white envelopes
from inside the larger envelope.

While | fras going to the closet , [ I

started counting the Supplements.

|
after opening the envelopes, asked |~

to listen to the figures she was going to give
so he would be aware of them.

|
then asked

|
|how it was possible

that the CP owed for literature and she started
to look in a large gray-back book and commented
that the CP was paid up until September and
therefore only owed for October.

| |
replied that November should be also included
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since the November literature was present.

I 1 then stated that she was checking her
records and noted that from November on the
CP should put more emphasis on the collection
of CP literature money because there was a large
literature bill in this area and no income
that compares with what the CP has to put out.

I
1 then said that in July of 1957 the

•District ordered $59*60 worth of literature and
took in $19.00 and some odd cents. I ~l
said in August of 1957* there was a literature
bill of $22.00 and some odd cents and the money
taken in in return for the literature was a
little over $9.00.

|
|said in September

the CP spent $18.00 ana some odd cents for
literature and only received a little over
$2.60 in return.

| ^
~l said the Northwest Section and the Trade

Union Commission seemed to be the backbone of
the CP literature income* and that the income
from literature was nothing in comparison with
what the Party v®s actually spending on literature

,

said from East Baltimore since July
only $2.80 has been received as income from
literature.

S2.45.
Jsaid that in September he had turned in

after rechecking* agreed with

I I said on visiting I I he collected
money for literature and thought in distributing
any CP literature, CP members should take that
same attitude. I Isaid if they wouldn't have
all the money* the CP members should collect
as much as possible,

Ithen distributed the literature as follows:

Political Affairs and 3 Masses and
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Mainstream to be distributed to the
Trade Union Commission

To GEORGE MEYERS
5 Political Affairs and 3 Masses and
Mainstream

To [ after some discussion
20 copies of Political Affairs and 10 copies
of Masses and Mainstream be

b7C

MEYERS with regard to the Little Rock supplement
asked everyone to take some of the copies.

I book SO copies, I ~ltook 10 copies
and| took 5.

MEYERS asked |~
[

why he could not take more copies,

n said okay, he would take 15.

MEYERS said that the CP has 200 copies here and
had to get them out. MEYERS noted that the
white comrades who intended to talk to Negroes
need the information in the supplement.

MEYERS said that he did not know whether he
could attend the National Executive Committee
meeting of December 20th and 21st but would
try to attend since differences in the national
leadership were going to be discussed.

MEYERS said at a National Committee meeting in
New York there were discussions which took place
around whether JOE CLARK should be retained
as a reporter on the Daily Worker. He said
before this meeting JOHN GATES marked up on
a blackboard in the Daily Worker office a notice
to the effect that CLARK was dismissed from
the Daily Worker staff and instructed CLARK not
to speak to any members of the CP. MEYERS
said that he was pointing this out to show how
some people in the Party would stoop to the
lowest type of action when there ms a dis-
agreement in viewpoint. MEYERS said that dis-
cussion was held around this issue at a National
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Committee meeting and all National Committee
members did not agree with JOHN GATES* actions.

MEYERS said GATES got up at this meeting and
told all the National Committee members they

were stupid if they could not see his viewpoint.

MEYERS said GATES took the position that he

would resign unless CLARK was removed.

MEYERS commented that his belief was that the

cause of all the disagreements in New York was

that a lot of people on the payroll of the Party

in the past could not be on the payroll today

.

MEYERS said a number of these people were having

a difficult situation. MEYERS said that the

people on the Party payroll at present in New
York were BEN DAVIS, ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN,

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, SID STEIN, JOHN GATES,

EUGENE DENNIS and JAMES JACKSON.

MEYERS said that that was one of the reasons
why he suggested that JACKSON on arrival be

given $20.00, and noted that even if JACKSON
was on the Party payroll, he was not receiving

a "hell" of a lot.

~|whether she would give him

the money to get stamped envelopes so that he

could mail out Little Rock supplements.

MEYERS agreed and instructed! I
to give

|$4.00 for "maritime mailing .

"

All agreed.

[,
.took the money out of a white envelope

and gave GEORGE MEYERS a ten dollar bill. She

asked MEYERS whether he wanted the S20.00 for

JACKSON, meters again refused the $20.00 and
suggested that I Iwait until JACKSON*

s

arrival

.

[ ]then gave| -. 00 .

The meeting then broke up.
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MEYERS told
car and MEYERS could give

[

Workers

.

|that they should go to the
some Sunday

I Isaid that he would rather pick them up
at MEYERS’ home on Thanksgiving Day and asked
whether MEYERS would be home.

MEYERS replied that he didn’t know whether
I I was coming to Baltimore or whether
he—isiQuld. go to Washington, D. C., to see

I 1whether it would not be
better to wait until the first of December
before paying the CP literature bill. I I

agreed.

I | whether he had received the
bill.

| replied that he hadn’t but it should be
in the mail sometime in the near future.

I I MEYERS and
Midnight

.

home about

Isnoke to MEYERS standing in front of
| door, stating that he was thinking

about looking for a clerk’s job which would be
a better job so far as giving him more time
for CP activities.

MEYERS asked whether he had any special store
in mind, and LEE replied that he did not.

MEYERS suggested that he and I I get together
and talk it over and emphasized that l ineeded
sometime for himself. MEYERS said he wanted to
talk seriously to

|
1 about the CP activity

taking place ln
|

~[ area.

replied that he realised what METERS had
in mind and expected MEYERS to talk to him about

be
b7C
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b7Dit but would make every effort to correct the

situation

„

MEYERS then got 1^
drove off and
automobile

.

his own automobile and
drove home in

that he was a Sales Manager,
having received the promotion recently.
said the job was difficult and caused him to
neglect some of his Party duties. I Isaid
he should have paid ABE KOTELCHUCK and

[ |
a visit but he has been tied down

and since his wife had taken sick, he . I L

had to do all his own paper work.
|

I said
he was not asking for any special privileges
and had accepted the responsibility as a
District leader and would carry it out. |

said that he did not want MEYERS to get rhe
impression that he was carrying on the same
type of activity that he carried on when he
was on the past District Board.

Shortly thereafter
| |

dropped
his home .

”

off at

This memo has been compared with the informant * s original
statement and it is accurate.

b6
b7C
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TO i DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DA^Es l/2/£8

FROM s SAQ, CHICAGO (100 -337^1 )

' ' *

SUBJECTS COllMUNiST PARTY - USA"
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

CARE 'SHOULD BE USED . IN.REPORTING THE ' FOLLOWING INFOR-
MATION IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY .OF* .THE INFORMANT ,

‘GG‘ 58^-S*, on December 27, 19^7, made available to
SA CARL Ntf 'FREIMAN several dictaphone memo belts, the trans-
cription of Which is located In Chicago file A/13I1.-IJ.6-I4.II8 0

The information appearing on the following pages is contained
In this transcription,, This report consists of information
CG £8 2^.-8* received from CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and EARL .DURHAM
concerning the meeting of the National Executive Committee of
the Communist Party <=> USA, held In New York City on .December
20-22, 195>7<> Since CG 5>82!j.=S* was not present " at ,the National
Executive Committee meeting, much of his report consists of a
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December 27, 1957

This is a brief resume of the meeting of the National
Executive Committee of the Communist Papty - USA, which was
held in New^ork City on December ’ 20-22, 1957c These remarks
are based upon conversations with CLATJDE LIGHTFOOT and EARL
DURHAM, and thus this is not a personal account. Some details
will be missing, but the essential matters discussed, as well
as the important decisions, are contained in these remarks.

Report on the AFL~CI0 Convention,
by , GEQRGE' MORRIS, '

. ,

>:

'*

Eirst of all, there was a report by GEORGE MORRIS
on the AFL-CIO Convention. There was no discussion on this
report and it contained little that was controversial » It was
an informational report, and MORRIS stated that he was going
through it in a hurry since little interest was being displayed
in regard ty his remarks. LIGHTFOOT stated that MORRIS spoke
from detailed, notes, but that his report was not in writing^

Review of the Work of the Communist
Party <= USA Since the 16th National
Convention .

\fobther' point" oh the order of business w$s the Party
and its work since the 16th National Convention. Tjhis report
was delivered by EUGENE DMNIS. According to LIGRTFOOT, the
report "was obviously a collective report which had been gone
over by the Left. By this, LIGHTFOOT meant that r$EN DATES,
BOB THOMPSON, JIM JACKSON, and others, contributed "to this
report. The report of DENNIS 'had been written and was read
by DENNIS.

• ;

DENNIS stated that the Party did some work since the
16th National Convention. He cited the following as examples. i

First, the fight for peace, with the emphasis oh the outlawing
of the H^Bojnb tests. He mentioned the letter he had written M, tb*
and sent to President EISENHOWER. He said that we can say that '^^0^
the Party is participating In mass work in order to fight against
war. DENNIS stated that not many Districts are participating in
this movement, but he indicated that some Districts are doing
good work- in this particular field. He said that .the West
co,ast Is. 'doing good work on this issue. Secondly, DENNIS stated
that the Party also did a lot in the mobilization for the
Pilgrimage to Washington, which was organized by the National



Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the church
leadership of the South led by Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING.

'

DENNIS stated, however, that the Party has not broken
the fence of isolation nor can it be said that much progress
was made after the Convention in order to re-establish former
contact with the mass movement. DENNIS also indicated that

'

the factional situation has not improved. He Said ’that there
are some committees and commissions functioning, but that they
are not doing too much. He stated that the Communist Party
as an organization is not functioning smoothly. The leading
committees are not giving leadership. Organisationally speak-
ing, the Party is not improving and it continues to lose mem-
bership ,

•

DENNIS cited a few examples to indicate the losses
ip membership, as well as the intensification of factionalism.
New -Jersey was cited as an example of deterioration. New
England was' similarly cited.

There were, very few examples of good work. According
to LIGHTFOOT, only one example might be cited, and that would

-

be Minnesota. Minnesota expects to register the same number
of members as last year, or about three hundred. This is based
on the fact that at this time 80$ of the Minnesota membership
pays dues. Most of the othOr Districts are still losing mem-
bers. No one kpows what the situation really Is in New rork.
Claims and counter-claims cannot be substantiated, but the
general assumption is that the losses are jLarge.

Then DENNIS went Into some fundakental questions in
order to prove that the troubles within the Communist Party
are due to the fact that the revisionists have taken over or
have increased their influence. This has resulted in a
paralysis of the work of the Party. DENNIS did not name names,
but did cite three general examples of what he considers
revisionisms

(1) There Is a group in the leadership which denies
the r'ole of the Party as a, vanguard Party? (2) This group is
also against proletarian internationalism, which means that it
rejects fraternal relationships with other Communist Parties,
particularly Parties which are in power and are leading many
countries to Socialism? and (3) These same people or this same
grpup deny the universal principles of Marxism-Leninism, and



thus deny the theory which is necessary to guide the movement .

Then 'DEMIS asked for physical changes in the composi-
tion of leadership o By that, he meant that some people ought
to be removed or replaced and that committees ought to be
changed. ' He talked about a new physical composition of com-
mittees-, starting with the leading- committee*

Remarks * of SID STEIN
0 -

'

,

,*r, ‘nT 1

1

When DENNIS was' finished, he was followed by SID
STEIN, who took the opposite point of view* STEIN said that
the reason for the Party® s present situation is that the Con-
vention decisions have been sabotaged and neglected. STEIN
said that DENNIS hlamed the two extremes. First, he blamed
the ultra-Left and then he blamed the so-called revisionists.
S1JEIN said that he disagreed with the estimate of DENNIS.
STEIN stated that he has respect for the ultra-Left, even though
they may be wrong. The ultra-Left stated their position,- they
fought for it, and they did not try to walk a tighterope „ The
Convention made certain decisions which in his^ STEIN® s, opinion
have been abandoned by GENE DENNIS and those around DENNIS.

Further. Discussion of the Report
of *BCGENE DENNIS

DENNIS was further charged with baiting the twelve
Communist Parties or any other Parties which joinec| with the
Soviet Union to pin the label of revisionism upon certain
people. Thus, revisionism would be considered mechanically
as the main danger. This Is contrary to the 16th National
Convention decisions as contained In a resolution which stated
that sectarianism or dogmatism was the main danger.' Further,
as long as the American Party remains isolated, sectarianism
Is the main danger.

%

Those present began, to pose Questions for
t

DENNIS.
They wanted him to name names and to say who is a revisionist.
They wanted him to be more concrete and not to hide behind the
so-called universal principles he talked about. According to
LIGHTFOOT, DENNIS did not want to name names. He insisted that
he wanted- to discuss the issues rather than the personalities.

- tf
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Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT— » ' "
,<

"CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT said that he played a leading role
at this meeting. First of all, he attacked GENE DENNIS.
LIGHTFOOT said that he was against a showdown^ ' He stated that
he believes that the Communist Party can get out of this '

crisl,s through' practical mass work. At the same time, it
can listen to points of agreement, as well as points of dis-
agreement o it can work out a program while a debate is
carri’ed

i

on. LIGHTFOOT stated that possibly this solution
would not work, but that in any case he is against the ideas
as presented by GENE DENNIS and those who support DENIES, such
as, BOB THOMPSON, JIM JACKSON, BEN DAVIS, and others, who
insist that the time has come for a showdown.

LIGHTFOOT said that he questioned DENNIS about cer-
tain ideas which they held in common a year or so ago. These
ideas included some which DENNIS presented at the Convention.
According to LIGHTFOOT, these Ideas helped to unite the Party
at that time. Yet, why Is it that DENNIS does an about-face
at the present time?

Remarks of DAVE DAVIS

LIGHTFOOT pointed out that even such a person as
DAVE DAVIS g who is expected to support the Left, got" up at the
meeting and questioned DENNIS. DAVIS pointed out that the
approach of. DENNIS would Intensify factionalism and would not
help the" Party, it would continue to weaken and to demoralize
the Party.

(

Remarks of FRED FINE
( ;

FRED FINE was supposed to have been very sharp in
his attack ’against DENNIS. FINE quoted from speeches made by
DENNIS over the past year and a half or more. He showed the
emphasis which DENNIS hqd placed upon sectarianism and dogma-
tism. Thus, he Illustrated the about-face, since DENNIS now
place? emphasis upon revisionism.

Parenthetically speaking, FINE was asked recently if
a person does not have a right to change his mind, especially
if circumstances or the objective situation have changed’. FINE
said that a year 8 s time or ten months since the 16th National
Convention is not sufficient time for such a fundamental change.



Remarks of BOB
,
THOMPSON

1

'BOB THOMPSON was Just as vehement in the defense of
DENHIS and in the ‘attack against the Right as EIRE and others
were in the attack against DEMIS and the outlook' of the Left.

Further Debate as a ‘Result of the
Report of DEMIS

,

The method of work pursued In the Minnesota District
was cited as an example of good work during the discussion
period. Thus, It is possible that CARL ROSS may be groomed
for a bigger position. LIGHTFOOT said that he favors the
method of work used by the Party in Minnesota. That is, the
Party members carry on mass work and while the Party formulates
a program, the members ask the advice of non-Party people as
to the validity' or the correctness of that program. This they
did recently in regard to tbs question of housing and the fact
that they were able to hoi4 on to a good part of their member-
ship while they carried on work and also debated inner Party
problems is considered a good example.

Many of the speakers defending the Left point of view
.said that the leadership representing the Right wing or the
revisionists Is not speaking for the membership. If there Is
a showdown, the membership will have something to say.

i

The Rlrrht.wing, through individuals such as MIKE
RUSSO, 1 SID STEIR, and others, challenged this
condemnation of the Left. LIGHTFOOT claims that If there is
a showdown, he believes a majority of the Rational Executive
Committee does speak for the membership. He cited Rew England,
"Hew Jersey, California, as well as his own District, as
examples to indicate that the spokesmen for these Districts
speak for the membership.

Parenthetically speaking. It should be emphasized
that this Is the claim of LIGHTFOOT. It Is a debatable ques-
tion. If it comes down to fundamentals, It is difficult to
say how the membership — that Is, what little membership
remains in the Party -«=• would vote on the basic issue. The
opinion Is that whatever remains of the membership would, ‘ in
the majority, line up with the Left wing.

c ^ 0
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Vftien EUGENE DEMIS 8 report came up for a vote. It was
decided that there should be a report to the National Gommittee
by a sub-committee rather than a report to the National Gom-
mittee by one individual., WICKET LIMA, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and
EAKL DURHAM brought forth a motion which was amended as it
went along. This motion called for the formation of a sub-
committee composed of DEMIS, STEIN, LIGHTFOOT and CARL WINTER.
This sub-committee would prepare a report dr a document which
would be presented to the' National Executive Committee prior
to the next meeting of the National Committee, Thus, whatever
report would be made at the National Committee meeting would
not be the report of one Individual.

At first, there was some hesitation in regard to this
motion. DENNIS is supposed to have opposed it. He said that
he wanted his report and his remarks on record. Finally, he
agreed to this sub-committee. When he did so, those who had
been supporting him shyed away from him. That is,, BEN DAVIS,
BOB THOMPSON and JIM JACKSON objected to this compromise on the
part of DENNIS. As far as they were concerned, they did not
care whether or not DENNIS 8 report was accepted or defeated^
They were not interested' in getting out a report which would
have the majority backing of the National Executive Committee.
Th'ey wanted to present the issues, clearly

: defined, before the
National Committee and thus bring about a showdown.

LIGHTFOOT said he believes that by this maneuver
•involving a sub-committee, they succeeded in splitting the
forces of the Left, in the leadership and in creating friction
between DENNIS and DAVIS and THOMPSON. EARL DURHAM put it

‘

tJhls wayo He said that since DENNIS made this mistake, even
if he1 wanted to backtrack, he had fewer people running Inter-
ference for him.

'

Then
1

there was a debate as to whether t^iat part of
the discussion, which dealt with fundamentals — that Is, the
work of the Party and the work of the leadership since the
Convention — should be made public and should be given to
the Party membership.

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT fought against making these reports
public, but the motion finally. prevailed. MICKET LIMA and EARL
DURHAM were the movers on this two-part motion. The motion

6 -



called for both the speech of DEMIS and that of STEIN Ijo be
sept to at least the members of the National Committee , so
that they can be prepared to discuss “the problems at the
National Committee meeting in February, 1958

.

Action on SID STEIN’ s document Dealing With
the Statement of the Twelve Communist Parties

It will be recalled that "a document on the declara-
tion issued by the twelve Communist controlled countries was
distributed to National Committee members by the National Admin-
istrative Committee. Subsequently, SID STEIN prepared a docu-
ment dealing with the declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties. LIGHTFOOT stated that STEIN’ s document was approved
by the National Executive Committee' by a vote of 12 to 7 , and
that It hag been sent out to National Committee members In
draft form. This is also, for the purpose of permitting National
Committee members to be prepared to discuss this problem at
the ’National Committee meeting in February* 1958

»

The "Daily Worker”

There was quite a discussion on the dissolution of
the "Daily Worker"* The motion that the "Daily Worker" . cease
publication 'sometime In January, 1958, was passed almost
unanimously. Only JOHN GATES Voted against, whi^e GEORGE BLAKE
CHARNEY abstained. All of the rest-, for different reasons^
voted that the "Daily Worker" cease publication. The Left
wanted the "Daily Worker" to go out of publication because
they figured that this would be one way of getting rid of JOHN
GATES and to remove the instrument which has been used to’ pro-
pagate the ideas of the revisionists.



COMMENTS 'OF . CGV 5g2li-Stt

Concerning the "Dally Worker" and JOHN GATES
t

{

Most of the people in the 'Communist Party have stated
that the end of the "Daily Worker” is good riddance. Some of
those on the Right’ voted to ‘do away ’with the "Daily Worker”'
because they can no longer carry the burden® They figure that
there may be good possibilities to re-organize the paper as a
weekly, maintain control of It and ease the burden of the mem-
bership, The last financial drive was a big flop and they
cannot finance the "Daily Worker" for very long. The only
reason for continuing publication is the hope that they might
raise ,the amount needed in order to be able to disband the
apparatus. This means paying off the guild members, union
printers and to pay other debts before :the paper is converted
into a weekly,

i
*

The statement issued to the press by JOHN, GATES, in
which he objected to the, decision of the National Executive
Committee, was questioned by the National Administrative Comr*
mittee. The statement adopted by the National Administrative
Committee and released on December 26, 1957 > was a condemnation
of GATES for violating the discipline of the National Executive
Committee, since the decision in regard to the "Daily Worker",
was not to have been made public. It was to be kept a secret
only because a certain technical problem was involved. Because
of this, the National Administrative Committee had to make an
issue out of GATES® statement to the press.

With regard to this technical problem, the National
Administrative Committee was charged with being bureaucratic
and arrogating to itself power which belongs to the Natidnal
Executive Committee or the National Committee when it handled
the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties, * The National
Administrative Committee was condemned for sending out the
original letter on the .declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties’ to the National Committee members. This letter wa&*AC ‘'i '

really a veiled endorsement of ,the declaration of the twelve
Communist Parties, In fact, the Right wing or the revisionists,
at the National Executive Committee meeting, utilized this
procedure of the National Administrative Committee In order
to defeat the Left wing and to win to their side certain people
who might not agree with the Right politically but who, never-
theless, agreed that the Left had no right to arrogate to them-
selves the powers which they felt belonged to the members of

— 0 —



the National Executive ‘Committee and the National Committee.

Thus, there was a promise at the National Executive
Coipmittee meeting 1?hat before the "Daily Worker" ceases pub-
lication, there would be a referendum of the member? of the
National Committee. The referendum had not been held when.
JOHNNY GATES made it known thaij the decision to’ stop publica-
tion had already been made and that he is fighting against it.
This makes the National Executive Committee look silly. ’ The
other members

t
of the National Committee will feel that they

are just rubber stamps and will get into a collision with the
National Executive Committee members. It was because of this
that JOlENNY GATES was disciplined.

Many Party leaders are debating whether JOHN GATES
is going to fight inside or outside the Party. LIGHTFOOT
stated. th$t at the National Administrative Committee meeting
of December 26, 1957, GATES voted against the statement
issued by the National Administrative Committee on December
26, 1957* At the same time, BEN DAVIS abstained from voting.
While LIGHTFOOT had no explanation for the abstention by
DAVIS, it is possible tiiat DAVIS demanded sharper action
against GATES, such as removal, expulsion, etc., for violating
the discipline of the National Executive Committee.

In any case, the "bally Worker" will cease publica-
tion sometime in January, 1958, after the referendum is com-
pleted.'

Concerning’ CLAUDE LIGHTED OT

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT said that he is going into the next
meeting of 'the National Executive Committee and attempt to put
over his program of trying to solve the

,
situation in 'the Party.

That is, he is going to try to compose differences, to prevent
a showdown aiid to carry on some mass work. Perhaps, to use
the Minnesota formula. ;

In answer to a question in regard to the position of
JACK STACKED at the National Executive Committee meeting,
LIGHTFOOT stated that STACHEL favored a position of the Left
in essence, but did not favor their tactica,! maneuvers.
STACHEL also told LIGHTFOOT that he was dissatisfied with
LIGHTFOOT' s stand and his fight against EUGENE DENNIS.

- 9 -



It is to be noted tfcjat some time ago STACHEL still
favored the combination of LIGHTFOOT and DENNIS for the leader-
ship of the Communist Party;. LIGHTFOOT could be the Chairman,
and DENNIS could be the General Secretary. Since LIGHTFOOT

‘

was sharp in his attack against DENNIS, STACHEL felt that
LIGHTFOOT had made this type of an arrangement more difficult,
if not impossible. In addition, STACHEL disagreed with
LIGHTFOOT on some fundamentals. STACHEL agrees, in the main,
with the Left on the question of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat, on the question of internationalism, and a number of
other problems. ’

LIGHTFOOT stated that he did 'not think that CARL
WINTER played a good role at the National Executive Committee
meeting. LIGHTFOOT said that WINTER was sort of in the middle.
WINTER "tried to walk the tight-rope. He voted with this side,
then that side. He did not take a stand, and abstained on
many questions.

LIGHTFOOT said that In view of the continued factions
he now favors the moving of ttie National Office to Chicago and
he is going to work for it at the next meeting of the National
Committee.

.
pe said that he thinks that this may remove the

people who ’are involved In local New York struggles from their
base. If .they have a function to carry through, they will be
able to do it in a different atmosphere in Chlcagp.

i

What made LIGHTFOOT take the stand he did at the
National Executive Committee meeting? He did not line up with
the Right wing completely, although objectively he did. He
gave the Right wing aid and comfort. Why did he attack DENNIS
so heatedly? It is my opinion that LIGHTFOOT believes that
DENNIS was trying to organize a faction, even In Chicago, in
order to make things difficult for LIGHTFOOT. LIGHTFOOT said
that he had heard of gome meetings qf the Left being held in
Chicago, and also heard of certain contacts of the national
Left wing leadership with members in Chicago.

LIGHTFOOT also stated that he did not like this
challenge or showdown, which would mean going to the membership
and attempting to take the membership from him. In addition,
LIGHTFOOT does not agree with DENNIS on the concept-, or the
dictatorship of the proletariat and other questions. LIGHTFOOT
said that he just could not understand DENNIS. He said that
DENNIS spoke exactly -like GQMULKA. LIGHTFOOT stated that one

- 10 -



might have said that DENNIS used the Polish language instead
of the English language, because he tried' to mechanically
apply the Polish experience to the American situation.

*

Concerning the Communist Party - USA

“After hearing reports of the recent National Execu-
tive Committee meeting and reading the draft statement on the
declaration of the twelve Communist Parties, I am still of the
opinion that the split between the Right wing and the Left wing
is unavoidable

,
and that the situation will become more aggra-

vated. One of the big problems how is the question of ’’The
Worker”. Can it be saved? .There will be a struggle around
”The Worker”. Those supporting the Right wing will want to
staff it with their people. Those supporting the Left wing
and who are anxious to get rid of the ’’Daily Worker”, since
they dould not get rid of JOHN GATES, will want to run it.
Thus, ’’The Worker” will be connected with the inner political
-straggle in the Party. When the news came out that the "Daily
Worker” is finally going to stop publication, a number of sup-
porters of the Left wing not only said good riddance, but also
said that there has got to be a split in the Communist Party.

I feel that the confidence of the Right Tfing that it
will carry the National Committee meeting is not based on solid
facts. The statement issued by SID STEIN is going to cause a
lot of discussion. When the membership receives the statement
of DENNIS and that of STEIN j there will be a big debate. While
the Right wing may be able to win over some people by convinc-
ing them that tactically it is inadvisable to give an endorse-
ment to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, for this Is
wfcjat an endorsement of the declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties means, they will not get the vote of the remaining Party
membership

.

Who is in the Communist Party at the present time?
Those who have become disgusted have quit. Most of the Right
wing pursuasion quit after the disclosures of the Soviet terror
at the 20th Congress of the CPSU. The few that remain are of
the same opinion as JOHN GATES and hope that they can makeja
change in the’ Communist Party — USA. The majority of the num-
bers, however, are loyal and confirmed Communists. This is
particularly time among the Negro members. So, the Right wing
is going to have a hard time obtaining a majority in the
National Committee. They may pick up a few pore votes than



was originally calculated by the Left. I doubt very much that
they oan get a majority. If they do get a majority, I see the
chasm widening between the Right and the Left and a split
developing.

For us it is important to consider the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union as the guide Party. For in the last

,

analysis no matter into how many factions the Communist Party -
USA splits or how large a dominant anti-Soviet faction becomes,
it will not survive except as, a sect and certainly will not
be able to meet the opposition of that part of the Party which
will have the support of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union.
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QUESTIONS and AESWSsES

on

REGISTRATION AKD PARTY BUILDING

By William Veinstone

Issued "by the Educational Department, New York State Communist Party, December 27 ,

1957

TheBe questions and answers treat of some of the more important problems regarding

registration and Party building* They deal especially with the need for and nature

of a Marxist-Leninist Party and its relation to macs crgrnir.ations from a basic

standpoint, without going into the important tactical — i.e., practical — prob-

lems of -work. Nor do they deal with the vital issue of c'euocracy in the Socialist

countries which has given rise to differences. This will be treated at another

time*



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON REGISTRATION AND PARTY BUILDING

By William Weinstone

Issued By Educational Department, New York State Communist Party

Q. WHAT IS THE AIM OF THE REGISTRATION DRIVE?

A* The aim is to rebuild the Party and press, establish and enroll all members,
win back members who have dropped out, bring dues payments to date, increase ac-
tivities and strengthen the members and clubs ideologically and politically for

mass work. Registration should not be viewed as a mere technical operation for
recording the membership. It should not be the task of membership directors
alone but should involve the entire membership.

Q, WHAT SHOUID BE DISCUSSED IN THE CLUES ON THIS MATTER?

A, Both practical and political questions. For example, such practical ques-

tions as the matter of back payment of dues and questions of attending meetings
and being active. Such political questions as how to approach and discuss with
oeople who have dropped out because of differences with the Party, who should
visit whom, etc,

Q. WHAT SHOULD BE THE APPROACH TO PEOPLE WHO SAY THEY WILL REGISTER BUT WILL NOT

BE ACTIVE?

A. They should be registered but there should be an effort to convince them
about the necessity for attendance at clubs and activities. Their reasons for

inattendance at clubs should be approached in a friendly way. Inattendance or

inactivity may be due to personal difficulties. It may also be due to lack of

contact and reading of the Marxist press and literature. The clubs and sections
should discuss each individual case and should decide how to help increase at-

tendance at meetings and activity.,

Q. WHAT MATERIAL SHOULD COMRADES VISITING FOR REGISTRATION HAVE ON HAND?

A, They should have subs for the Worker and the December and January Issues of

Political Affairs. Also pamphlets and books such as the Resolutions of the 16th

- National Convention; the Proceedings of the 16th Convention; the speech of Robert

Thompson on the Party, issued as a pamphlet. There are other pamphlets, books, and

articles dealing with these problems.

Q, WHAT ARE THE CHIEF WAYS OF INCREASING THE ACTIVITY OF MEMBERS?

A. First, by improving the work of the clubs in mass struggles on a Communist

line of policy. Secondly, by increasing the Party’s educational work among the

members, sympathizers, and people generally* on the issues of the day -- peace,

Negro people’s struggle, etc., and on socialism and Marxism-Leninism. This is

of prime importance today.
' *

Q, WHAT ARE THE KEY MASS STRUGGLES?

A. The most important Is the fight for peace, peaceful co-existence for ending

the atomic tests and for the prohibition of the production and use of atomic

weapons. Key also is the fight for desegregation of schools and for full rights

for the Negro people as well as for the needs of the Puerto Rican people. Also

important Is the fight, against growing unemployment and layoffs and for the wage

and other needs of the workers and for the defense of the labor movement against

the sharpening attacks of Big Business., There is furthermore the struggle for

amnesty for Comrades Winston, Green, and Potash and for civil liberties generally.

These issues are state and nation-wide. In addition, there are local issues

of housing, schools, etc,, which are acute in various areas. Each club and sec-

tion should select one or more Issues on which to concentrate and bring them

up in the unions and people’s organizations according to the conditions there and

by means of spreading Party literature and press.

Q. How should the Party’s position be made known to the people?

A. By spreading the Marxist press, particularly the Worker, obtaining subs,

readers, and bundle orders. Also by holding forums and discussion groups, by

distributing leaflets and pamphlets and in other ways. The matter of making the

Party 1 a position known on the issues of the day and combatting the lies and

slanders against the Party and socialism has become of prime Importance for the

interests of peace and the defense of the Party.
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* , HOW SHOULD SASIC UNDERSTAI©ING OF MARXISM-LENINISM BE STRENGTHENED ?

A* By discussions In the cluhs on current issues, hy organizing classes, forums
and discussion groups of members and non-members, by -widening the sale of
Political Affairs and by a greater sale of the basic works of Marxism-Leninism,
The organization of literature sales has become. an urgent matter, ISO MEETING,
SMALL OR* BJG, USHER OR PUBLIC, SHOUID BE -HELD WITHOUT THE DISPIAY AND EFFECTIVE
SALE OF LITERATURE.

Q. WHAT SHOULD BE THE APIRGACH TO COMRADES WHO HAVE DROPPED OUT BECAUSE OF
DIFFERENCES?

A. It should be friendly and the effort should be made to re-win them to the
Party, or, if that Is impossible, they should be encouraged to join in sympa-
thetic support of the Party and its press, or for the campaign for amnesty and
other civil liberty cases or for common efforts in the neighborhoods and organ-
izations in behalf of the issues of the day — the fight for peace, Negro rights,

labor struggles, etc.

Q. SHOULD DIFFERENCES BE DISCUSSED?

A. Yes, and in a friendly way. But in some cases such comrades may not for the

time being wish to discuss differences, in which case literature should be
given on these matters.

Q. WHAT ARE THE CONDITIONS FOR THE REJOINING OF SUCH COMRADES?

A. The same as for othars — they must accept the decisions of the convention

though they may have" dissenting views on particular questions. They must be

willing to pay dues and belong to clubs.

Q. SUPPOSE THEY OBJECT TO BELONGING TO A PARTICULAR CLUB AND WANT TO JOIN.

ANOTHER?

A. That is possible and should be discussed by the club and section and it may

be advisable to assign them to another club or section subject to agreement of

the county. The State Conmittee decision on this declares in part:

”1. That we work to consolidate the Party organization as

the main base for our mass work and the base from which to

maintain contact and relationships with our former members.

"2. That in the current registration campaign, all who reg-

istered in 1955-56 shall be visited and asked to register now.

The only conditions for registration shall be agreement with

the general strategic alms of the Party, the acceptance of the

main convention resolution and the constitution, and the pay-

ment of dues.

"For those who meet these ^requirements, although not organiza-

tionally connected, attempts shall be made to convince them to

Join the local club. Where there is reluctance to do so, the

county committee shall set up small sub-committees which to-

gether with the state shall look into such problems and work

out flexibly whatever forms may be necessary in order to make

it possible for such comrades to be organized, providing the

principle that every member must belong to a branch, the basic

form of Party organization, the principle of one center of

leadership and of majority rule as Incorporated in our Consti-

tution, are bo maintained."

Q. WHY IS A MARXIST-LENINIST PARTY INDIS®JSABLE FOR AMERICA?

A, First, because only such a Party can bring socialist consciousness to the

masses since socialist consciousness does not arise spontaneously from the im-

mediate struggles but comes about only by a combination of socialist educa-

tion and mass struggles. Only a Marx1st-Leninist Party which in principle and

policy bases itself on the closest ties with the messes and their struggles

and seeks stage by stage to lead the working class to socialism can fulfill

the role of bringing socialist consciousness to the working class.



Sqpialism doos not aslso spontaneously from tho immoditto stggjles and’ ex-
periences of the workingB^s because tho -workers live under cap

t^lism and are
'subjected throughout theiP\Lives to tho capitalist propaganda machine. The
schools ,school textbooks, tho bulk of the press and magazines, the children^
books and cornice, the radio, telovision, the majority of films, plays, and thous-
ands of other media of propaganda fill the minds of the -workers with the ideas,
outlooks, prejudices and illusions of capitalism.

Capitalist ideas are also spread among the workers and people generally, in
different ways by the right-wing labor leaders, social-democrats, capitalist-
minded liberals, etc. Hence socialist consciousness must be brought to the workers
by the Marxist Barty through educational work, related to their experiences and
struggles. The latter prepare the minds of the people for the socialist outlook
but it requires the enlightening work of Communists to make clear the nature of
the evils from which the workers suffer — the nature of capitalism and capital- .

ist exploitation, tho nature of the capitalist state and capitalist political
parties, and the nature of socialism and the ways for the working class and its
allies to change capitalism and replace it by socialism.

Secondly, such a Barty is necessary for unifying and strengthening the peo-
pled organizations and their struggles. Only people who are class -conscious,
militant* and organized on the basis of Marxism-Leninism can resolutely and con-
sistently fight against the disruptive influences of bourgeois ideology and
chauvinism in the trade unions and among the people generally. Only such a party
that has no partisan alms can weld the unity of labor, the Negro people, the
small farmers, the urban petty and middle bourgeoisie into an anti-monopoly co-
alition as decided upon by tho 16th convention resolution. That is because as
the Communist Manifesto put it,

"The Communists are on the one hand the most advanced and
resolute section of the working class in every country,
that section that pushes forward all others; on the other
hand theoretically they have over the great mass of the
proletariat the advantage of clearly understanding tho
line of march, the conditions and the ultimate results of

the proletarian movement."

Hundreds and thousands of instances can be cited of the work of the Barty
in advancing the organizations and improving the conditions of the people. The
Barty since its foundation made major contributions in the fight to organize the

unorganized, for unemployment insurance, for improvement of wages and working con-

ditions, in the fight for Negro rights, for peace and democracy. As the National

Convention resolution stated:

"The Communist Barty made a vital contribution to the welfare

of the country since the end of World War II by its unflinching

fight for peace, against the danger of fascism, for the civil

rights of the Negro people and for the common needs of the work-

ing people. It continues to do so."

Q. IS IT POSSIBLE FOE THE COMMUNIST PARTY TO GROW, EESTOEE AND EXTEND ITS IN-

FLUENCE IN THE FACE OF EEIEESSIVE IAWS AND ESPECIALLY CF THE CHARGE OF BEING A

"FOREIGN AGENT"?

A, Yes, that is possible because conditions are becoming more favorable in regard

to legality as instanced by the recent Supreme Court decisions. What is needed

is a more resolute fight for amnesty for Comrades Winston, Green, and Potash,

against the Smith and McCarran Acts and for the rights of the Communists in po-

litical life and in all organizations. This muBt be combined with better con-

solidation of our Party and better propaganda and increased activity in mass

struggles

.

In regard to the "foreign agent" slander, it must be remembered that every ad-

vanced movement in the United States was falsely accused of being a foreign

agent." Such was the case with the Jeffersonian Democrats, who supported the

French Revolution as well as the principles of democracy at home; this led to the

Alien and Sedition laws against them. It was said that Jefferson was the chief

French agent in this .country, and that he was operating with French gold. The

statue of Benjamin Franklin in Philadelphia was Bmeared with mud because he had se-

cured the French-American alliance during the American Revolution. The Aboli-

tionists in the United States, especially during the 1840s, were said to be oper-

ating with British gold and to have their real headquarters in London; this was

because Britain had already abolished slavery and the slave trade and had a strong

movement sympathetic to the American Abolitionists.
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The labor/and th©' Socialist Party, as we will indicate below, repeatedly had

to fight against the charge of being foreign conspirators. There is not a single

party throughout the “world that has not had to contend against this slander. Len-

in was called a German agent during World War I, and the French Communist Party

was persecuted and outlawed in 1939 as being
,fRussian. '!

In recent years this vicious propaganda has become more aggressive, but it

is declining in its effectiveness and is bound in time to wear off especially

if energetically combatted. It will even boomerang in its effect as socialism

grows on a world scale and wins the admiration of the people of our country by

its remarkable advances In science, Industry, in, expansion of democratic rights

and in cultural and living standards.

Q, WHY THE INSISTENCE ON A MARXIST-LENINIST PARTY? WHY NOT JUST A SOCIALIST

PARTY TO ADVANCE SOCIALISM IN THE UNITED STATES ?

A. Because experience shows that only a party based on Marxism-Leninism in the-

ory, policy, and organization can achieve socialism. The only countries in

which the working class has won political power and is building socialism^are

countries which are led by Marxist -Leninist parties. Such parties have also won

the majority of the working class in France and Italy.

Cn the other hand, the social-democratic type of party which does not base

itself on Marxist -Leninist ideology and organization such as the British labor

Party, the Socialist parties of France and Germany, and others, were repeatedly

in power in their countries but failed to establish socialism. These right -led

parties at critical times helped to preserve capitalism. In fact most of the

social-democratic parties under right leadership have given up the aim of social-

ism in word or deed.

Q. IS IT NOT POSSIBLE FOR MILITANTS TO WORK EFFECTIVELY FOR THE INTERESTS OF THE

PEOPLE AND FOR SOCIALISM WITHOUT BELONGING TO THE COMMUNIST PARTY?

A. Of course militant minded workers can help the working class without belong-

ing to the Communist Party, They can help far more with It. Evente indicate

that left -minded people without the existence of an active Communist Party cannot

attain the best results in the immediate struggles, not to speak of advancing^

the goal of socialism, because they cannot act with full clarity and unity. Fur-

thermore they tend at difficult times to become confused and disorientated oy

the oropaganda of the capitalists and the maneuvers of the reactionary and ref-

ormist forces and often one militant opposes another as a result. Without a

Communist Party, especially in our country, where capitalist ideology and organ-

ization are strong, they stand in danger of succumbing to the pressures of tneir

capitalist surroundings.

Some militants, or ex-members, believe they can get along well enough with-

out the rarty because they have enough know-how from cast experience and tra-n-

Ing. In saying this, they are in fact admitting the necessity of the Party ircm

which they gained, this knowledge. But they are mistaken, first because -ast

knowledge grows stale if not renewed by study and practice, and secondly because

life constantly changes and new problems arise which can be solved only on the

basis of Varty guidance and discussion where the tarty is in close touch with t.:e

people.

Q. WHAT DOES THE PARTY GIVE TO ITS MEMBERS ?

A. The Party, where it works correctly, heightens the capacity end fruitfulness

of the members and helps all progressive forces because it gives them a sclent -
^

fic outlook and understanding of life and the social struggles; keepe them a or-.,

of national and world developments; gives them a line of direction which corr<-s-

ponds to the stage of the people's struggles, and to changing events; strength-

ens the work of the members through collective work and criticism based on ~x -
er ~

ience and by means of organizational methods which combine theory with proc -cc

and talk with action. People Join it who have decided to change the social sys-

tem and self-sacrifioingly and wholeheartedly devote them.,elvee to this aim. This

gives the Party great strength.

Every basic change in society had a vanguard. The Committees of Correspond-

ence and the Sons of Liberty were two organizations that paved the va
^

* * ‘

’

American Bevolution. The French Revolution had the Jacobins and the Socialist

Revolution of the present era is guided and led by Marxist -Leninists.^

Q. BUT IS IT HOT TRUE THAT SOCIALISM IS KOT AI! IMMEDIATE ISSUE IN OUR

TODAY, THAT IT" IS A MATTER OF THE FUTURE? THEREFORE WHY BELONG TO THE ,CCMM —
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PARTY WEEN IN REGARD TO THE ISSUES OF IMMEDIATE STRUGGLE THERE ARE HOW MASS OR-

GANIZATIONS THAT CAN SERVE TO THAT El®?

A. This is a mistaken view , To put socialism on the shelf, to fail to place

it as the goal to which all efforts must he directed; to fail to carry on so-

cialist education and to limit the struggle only to reforms, is to become a

reformist and to abandon the fight for socialism. It means conscious or uncon-

scious surrender to the capitalist propaganda that socialism is not needed or

cannot "be established in the United States,

It is true that socialism is not an immediate issue in the sense that it

can he placed on the order of the day as an immediately practical political

task. But socialism is an issue — is a growing issue of discussion and debate

-- because of the instability of capitalism and the gigantic growth and accomp-

lishments of world socialism especially the Soviet Union, as seen in Sputnik,

large numbers of people are becoming interested in the socialist countries, and

in the course of time the ideas of socialism will win over large numbers of ,

workers in our country, provided, however, that matters ara not left to chance

and spontaneity. To repeat, Lenin taught that spontaneity leads the ^abor move-

ment to become

"subordinated to bourgeois ideology. . . . for the spontaneous

labor movement is pure and simple trade unionism and trade un-

ionism means the ideological enslavement of the workers to the

bourgeoisie." (Lenin, What Ie To Be Done, Selected Works, Vol.

II, pp. 61, 62)

This view of not struggling for socialism is also mistaken in relation to

the immediate struggles. Experience shows that the workers make^ sr®*®8

gains when they fight militantly, when they are influenced byorled

conscious socialist-minded people. The stronger the Communist larty, the great

er its participation and influence .among the working people, the greater the

possibility of substantial gains because beneficial reforms are achieved only Y

means of effective and resolute waging of an all-sided militantstruggle

ie true even where unions are under right-socialist leaders. In tact, the weak

ening of the Communists in the unions and people's struggles ^as a result of re-

pression and mistakes has badly affected the crusading spirit of the unions and

placed the unions more strongly under the debilitating and divisive influen e

of business unionism.

Q. BUT ARE NOT THE UNIONS STRONGER TODAY AND ARE THEY NOT

SOCIAL IFfirrcs AND DOES THIS NOT DIMINISH THE IMPORTANCE OF A VANGUARD -ARTY —

THE COMMUNIST PARTY?

A. On the contrary, as Lenin taught

"The more organized the proletariat in a capitalist, developed

country, the greater the thoroughness does history demand o

us in preparing for revolution." (Lenin, Selected Works, s

IX, p.‘228)

It is true that the unions have grown and are beginning to take up issues of

wider social importance. This should he greeted and encouraged.

The advance, however, should not be exaggerated. First of all, the Ameri

can labor rione unlike those of most of the world, do not f^or socialism.

Their leaders inWmain are pro-capita list 8n^^8

-the advance tganS-
tail behind the capitalist parties. Secondly, desp

worker^—
tion, the unions still fail to organize and.

^

r.f^0Sers H.erto Ricans and
agricultural workers and sharecroppers, most

' to organize de-
the Kegro and white workers of the South whom they have fail d

-q

promises. Here the unions do not give euf:ficient support ito the Ne^o P P

struggles and do not fight resolutely and consistently for peace

the union leaders are supporters of U. S. imperialism.

The unions are big mass organizations

spective of political opinions and other cond °
vjithout winning the mas-

earners. That ie their great strength and Importance «tto“t ™1

^cauae, ea

ses of the unions, it is Impossible to establish BOcialism. That is to* ,

Marx taught, "the emancipation of the working classes must be the

working classes themselves.

But the working class can fulfill this historical role as the gravedifiCer
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of capitalism and give leadership to other sections of the population only if it

is united “by a socialist outlook and hy class-conscious Marxist-Ianinists —
that is, led hy the best and most advanced elements of the working class — its

vanguard, the Marxist-Leninist Party*

As Lenin wrote,

"The Communist Party has no other interests than those of the

working class. It differs from the general mass of the ’work-

ing class in that it takes a general view of the whole histor-

ical inarch of the working class and at all turns of the road

it endeavors to defend the interests not of separate groups or

professions hut of the working class as a whole. The Communist

Party is the organized political lever by* means of which the

more advanced section of the working class leads the whole pro-

letarian and semi-proletarian mass," (Proceedings of the Sec-

ond Congress of the Communist International)

Lenin also ..wrote that

"Under certain historical conditions the working class becomes

impregnated with numerous reactionary elements. The task of

the Communists is not to adapt themselves to such retrograde

elements of the working class but to raise the level of the

working class to the level of the Communist vanguard. The

confounding of these two conceptions of the Party and the
^

class can only lead to the greatest errors and confusions.

(Proceedings of the Second Congress of the Communist Inter-

national)

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL ABOUT THE "FOREIGN-AGENT " SLANDER

As we said above, this has been a constant cry against all progressive move-

ments in the United States. Here are seme random examples of the use of this

poisonous weapon against labor and socialists in the past: In 1856, Judge Ed-

wards in sentencing twenty-five members of the Union Society of Journeymen Tail-

ors who were charged with conspiracy, said that unions are of foreign origin

and I am led to believe mainly upheld by — foreigners." ^(Philip S. Foner,

History of the labor Movement in the United States, P. 155)

About the steel strike of 1919> Samuel Yellen writes in American
.
labor Strug-

gles that the steel trust by big advertisements continuously reiterated that it

was un-American for the steel workers to be on strike" and in one such advertise-

ment stated that "there is a strong possibility that the Huns /the Germans/ had

a hand in fomenting the strike." Also that the "strike is merely a diabolical
^

attempt of a few Radicals to seize industry and plant Bolshevism in this country,

pps. 271-272.

Morris Eillquit, leader of the Socialist Party, in "loose Pages from a Busy

Life," devoted several chapters to the period of World War I and the first post-

war years, in which the Socialist Party was accused of being foreign and.treacher-

ous and thousands of its members were indicted and persecuted. He wrote: Jy

the spring of 1918 it was reported that about one thousand indictments had been

found and more than two hundred convictions were obtained under the Espionage

Act. Many, if not most, of them were socialists." p. 221. Socialist

men in New York State in 1920 were ousted on the false charge of disloyalty (.see

Chapter VIII). jw. '

irit
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DI CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 11 - 03-2011
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A I R T E L

TO 8 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM s SAC, CHICAGO (100-337lj.l)

muasvB^mmTirfc a -ytf
EXFMTT C'A'IEGOEY ^
BiAlTE 0®

1

CA35MJN rNTSSFEKI®

DATE? 1/3/58

SUBJECTS COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL. SECURITY - C
C I N A L

•
. - CARE 'SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THE FOLLOWING INFOR-

MATION .IN .ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE INFORMANT «

CG 582l|.-S*» orally furnished the following information
to SA JOHN E 0 KEATING on 1/3/58

;
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT stated on 1/3/58 that he had received

a telephone call from EUGENE DENNIS and that DENNIS wants him
to be in New York City for a meeting on Wednesday, 1/8/58*
LIGHTFOOT stated that he planned to leave Chicago by plane for
New York City on Tuesday, 1/7/58

LIGHTFOOT stated that DENNIS said that ' they want to
organize the sub-committee which is supposed to prepare, for

n
3.
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Bureau (AIR MAIL) (REGISTERED)
New York (AIR MAIL) (REGISTERED)'
(1 - 100-8061pL ) (CP-USA , Organization) (#19-1)

100-8063,8) (CP-USA, Membership) (#19=1)
100-87211 ) (CP-USA , Fafetionali sm) (#19-1

)

100-8057 ) (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19-1)
100-50090) (SID STEIN) (#19-1)
100-271)52) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (j

Newark (100-2971;) I I (A
Chicago

(1
(1
(1
(1 19-1)

R MAIL) (REGISTERED)

b6
b7C
b7D

A/l3l).-l).6)

100-18001) (FRED FINE)
6i-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
100-32207) (CINAL)

J
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the national Committee meeting, a report on the work of the
Communist Party since the 16th national Convention,, LIGHTFOOT
stated he could not see any reason for this subcommittee now
that the report of DEMIS on this topi© is to be published,,

According to LIGHTFOOT, DEMIS also stated that there
are going to be additional resignations from the Communist
Party, but DEMIS did not mention any names in this regard*
LIGHTFOOT further stated that he had received the second call
from SID STEM in two days and that STEM also urged him to
come into Hew York City for the meeting on Wednesday* LIGHTFOOT
said that FRED FIRE was also invited to attend this meeting In
New York City,, but thus far FINE has stated that he will not
attend the meeting*

b6
b7C

LIGHTFOOT further advised that he had also received"
a call from I I She stated that she is not sure that
she will attend the next National Committee meeting, since she
thinks that nothing can be accomplished by another fight in
the National Committee*

LIGHTFOOT commented that international affairs and
relations constitute the main point of disagreement within the
Communist Party - USA* He said that in his opinion the situa-=
tlon within the Communist Party « USA Is getting worse* He
said that he Is disgusted and does not want to go through another
fight* He stated that he is thinking about getting a job
shining shoes or going on a farm*

Comments of CG 582li°St§>

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT despises ROBERT THOMPSON and THOMPSON
is one reason for LIGHTFOOT disagreements with the Left wing*
Undoubtedly, many other .matters than the one mentioned by
DENNIS will be discussed at the meeting on 1/8/58* DENNIS
probably wants to use LIGHTFOOT In the role of a compromiser*
It appears that DENNIS no longer has 100$ support of the Left
wing and that the crisis in the Communist Party » USA continues
to deepen*

AUERBACH

** 2 *» I mmm



0. FFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES- GOVERNMENT

TO : SAG, BALTIMORE
|

PROM : SA ROBERT C. NORTON

SUBJECT: INFORMATION FURNISHED.
BY SECURITY INFORMANT

DATE: 1/6/58

b7D

The documentation for this information Is as follows:

Identity
of
Source

Date of Activity
And/or Description
of Information

Date
Furn. Agent Location

/

12/7/57 12/11/57 ROBERT C.
(who has Activities of NORTON
furnished JAMES JACKSON (Written)
reliable
information
in the past)

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY
OF THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED

The text of the informant 1 s statement Is as follows :

'

* For assistance in reviewing report, a number in parentheses

( ) following a name or title set forth below will .indicate
that there is a reference to that name or title on the page
or pages whose number will be enclosed in the parentheses*
Where no number is set out, it is suggested that the entire
report be reviewed for information on the subject matter. .
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New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
100- JAMES JACKSON

SID STEIN (2,10) r
DOXY WILKERSON (5)
FACTIONALISM (9) S

REGIONAL C

^^lEMBERSHIP (9F^

EUGENE DENNIS (9AO)
ORGANIZATION, CP. USA (9,10)
BEN DAVIS (10,12)
BOB THOMPSON (10)
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN (10)
FRED FINE (10)
NEGRO QUESTION

v

REGIONAL COMMITTEE (9)

Baltimore
100-14379
100-10584
100-12076
100-13279
100-10013
100-9665
100-12412
100-17509
100-11953
100-10995
100-12395
100-11961
100-11386
100-3021
100-12485
100-12125
100-12458
100-12170
100-12464
100-4090
100-12070
100-11640
100-11800

JAMES JACKSON

GEORGE MEYERS (2,4,5*12)1 (2,3,4,7,8,10)
,8, 10 )

EUGENE DENNIS (9)
NEGRO QUESTION

, ,

PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS (2)
FACTIONALISM (9)
MEMBERSHIP (9,11,12)
ORGANIZATION, DISTRICT 4 (10,11,12)
BALTIMORE, DISTRICT 4 (10,11,12)
SECURITY MEASURES (11)
FUNDS (11,12)
BRIEF FILE (12,13)
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"Baltimore, Maryland
December 11, 1957

The following report concerns the activities of

JAMES JACKSON and | |
during December 7,

1957, from 12:15 AM through y:20 PM, JAMES
JACKSON is a national CP leader.

|

is a District Board member for the CP District
which includes Maryland and Washington, D. C.

GEORGE MEYERS and JAMES JACKSON arrived at the
home of I I at about 12 : 15 AM ,

December 7, 1957. GEORGE MEYERS is the Acting

Chairman for the CP District. JACKSON carried

with him a light brown valise,

GEORGE MEYERS, upon arrival at I jhouse ,

asked I Ito be sure to contact I

|
| and arrange

for these individuals to meet; wiun JAMES JACKSON
sometime during December 7 or 8, 1957.

MEYERS left the
12:25 AM.

residence at about

After MEYERS* departure, JACKSON asked I I

_

whether
| |

was in charge of CP literature in
the area.

I told JACKSON that

|

of CP literature.
lwas in charge

JACKSON said the reason he asked the question
about literature was because STD STEIN had
asked JACKSON to contact I I and try to get

|to push as much CP literature in this area
on Negro questions as possible. JACKSON said
that SID STEIN had emphasized that the
December, 1957, issue of political Affairs
should be pushed especially hard in the Negro
area since there was a report in that magazine
by JAMES JACKSON on the situation in the South.

I I agreed to do as much as he possibly could

2-



and said he would talk to JACKSON on that point
in detail at a later time.

Both JACKSON and then retired.

I I got up and left for work at about 7:30 AM.
His wife,

| |

left for work at about 8:30 AM,

I
left his .iob at about 1:30 PM and

proceeded to the home of|
|

I that the CP leader,
JAMES JACKSON, Regional Director Of the South
for the CP, was in town and desired to talk to
as many Negro comrades as possible with regard
to the present situation in the party. I

told I Ithat JACKSON also wanted to talk
to those Negroes who had left the CP so that he
might learn from them what they could suggest
with regard to building a Party program in the
South for the Negro people.

JACKSON at the I

discussion.

whether she wanted to meet
^residence and sit in on a

|replied that she didn*t feel as though
she should meet JACKSON at l Ihome. and
suggested that they come to the I 1 residence,

I I would have
any friends at her home at the time JACKSON
arrived.

| said that she would "clear everyone out."

I
then told 1 that he was going to

work Sunday but would be off around Noon. |

told
| I that he would bring JACKSON to the

I |
residence at about 1:00 to 1:15 PM on

Sunday, December 8, 1957.

I 1
agreed, stating that she did not feel

cnat any of her friends would be visiting her
at that particular time of the day. She added
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that her son was getting married on Saturday
afternoon at about 5:00 PM.

I lwent on to say that she had sent out
invitations to the wedding of her son to a
number of white progressives. She indicated
thafc_she_had sent invitations to I I and
thel [because she had their home addresses
and was sure they would receive the invitations
in time. She commented that she did not know
whether the other invitations she had sent out
would be received since all the addresses she
had were old.

Ithen told| |that she hadn’t sent
|or GEORGE MEYERS any invitations to the

wedding since she didn’t have their addresses.
She then told I I that if he saw MEYERS
to ask him to come to the wedding and indicated
to I ~lthat he was also welcome.

| |
said that he and MEYERS would not be

able to attend because of different arrange-
ments they had made for the weekend.

|indieated that she was sorry but that
sne unaerstood.

[
Thome at about 3:00 PM and

proceeded to his own home where he stayed about
20 minutes. He then went to I

residence, arriving there about 4:20 PM.

Upon arrival at f

that
lhome, |was informed
Hwere not at home and
J # 4 « -ft * # 1 I « _ ±

were not expected back until late that night.
[Left word that he had been by the I I

residence and would see l H at about 3:00 PM
Sunday afternoon.

[ ] then left ]residence and proceeded
to the York Hotel, arriving there about 4:40 PM.

be
hie

b6
b7C

bo
b7C

I I found JACKSON in the lobby of the York Hotel
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I

and apologized for being late.

I told JACKSON that one arrangement for
an Interview between JACKSON and a former CP
member had been arranged for 1;00 PM* Sunday,
in East Baltimore. I I then stated that two
other arrangements for interviews had not as
yet been made but could be expected to take
place either early Sunday morning or late
Sunday afternoon.
JACKSON that he ha<£

then explained to
to work Sunday morning.

As JACKSON and I I left the York Hotel,
they proceeded to walk to Pennsylvania Avenue
and Dolphin Street.

While walking, JACKSON told I 1 that he,
JACKSON, had been picked up early Saturday,
December 7, 1957, by GEORGE MEYERS and that
he and MEYERS had visited with the family of

|
JACKSON said he spent about

an nour there and had had an interesting
discussion with I

JACKSON then commented that after visiting the
I I MEYERS had driven JACKSON fro the

3|.idlhome of|_ JACKSON saidL
was not home but he had talked with

I 1

?

JACKSON then stated that after the above visits,
MEYERS had dropped JACKSON off at the. home of
one of JACKSON'S friends and JACKSON had
visited a couple of friends for the rest of
the day.

I I then asked JACKSON whether there had
been any news lately concerning DOXY WILKERSON.
JACKSON replied that WIEKERSON had left the
CP because of the Taft-^Hartley Law.

I l and JACKSON then picked up a taxicab
at the corner of Pennsylvania Avenue and Dolphin
Street and went td Ihome.

After arrival at the home, JACKSON and

be
b7C
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sat down in the kitchen.

|
| told JACKSON that he had read JACKSON* s

report on the situation in the south,
|

said he thought the report was very interesting
inasmuch as it had dealt with the whole struggle
of Negro people in the South.

I I then told JACKSON that the situation in
Maryland was not the same as the situation in
the Deep South hut some of the difficulties
in this area with regard to the Negro question
tie in with JACKSON'S report on the Negro
situation in the Deep South.

| |
told JACKSON that he felt that he could

use JACKSON'S report to stimulate discussion
among prospective CP members not only concerning
the Negro question in the South but' the Negro
situation throughout the country. | |

said
the situation in the North in some respects
was becoming similar to that which existed in
the South. T Ithen noted in New York the
CP was apparently carrying on a campaign
against segregation of homes.

|
|then stated that he did not know whether

JACKSON was aware of the problems surrounding
CP Negro membership in the Washington and
Maryland area andJnninted out that in Maryland
to the best of knowledge , there were
only two Negro members . I I then said from
a recent report he had received he understood
that there were only four Negro CP members in
the Washington, D. C., area. I bald that
in Baltimore there had been discussions on the
question of how to go about bringing Negroes
back into the CP, but due to the local situation
surrounding some of these people the present
District Board had not been able to do a great
deal.

|
then pointed out that the reason that

not a great deal had been done with regard to
bringing Negroes back into the CP in this area

-6-



was because many of them were accused of

being informants for the FBI or the Ober
people, l l then stated that in one case

the past District Board had claimed that one

Negro was of no value to the CP because he did

not have a great deal of education. I 1

commented that this type of atmosphere in the

local area prevents the CP from moving ahead
in its recruiting activities.

| then said that a number of Negroes
who had left the party had been contacted
by him recently and were about ready to be
convinced that they should rejoin the CP *— —Isaid that most of the Negroes in this

area whom "we" think may come back have been
leaders in the trade union movement and have

had a lot of people follow them in the past .

| |
then commented that I I

had
played a great role in the past as an organizer

for the furniture workers local. I said

that l l had also fought for higher un~
employment compensation. T ]said that

|

had a number of people who have followed her
in the past and supported all her activities
that she carried on while she was a CP member.
\~~

|then noted that when I

~|left the

CP, her Negro followers left with her.

|then stated that the chief reason she

left the CP and the reason L Ldid not want

to return was the fact thaiTI I
did not

agree with the activities carried on by the past

leadership of the CP in this area.

| | then said that in the near future I

would return to the CP. I Isaid he had made
several visits to her and that she had indicated

to him that she hoped to return to the CP but
that she first wanted to make sure that some

kind of activity would be undertaken by the

CP in this area.
0

I then stated that another former comrade,

\
had been contacted by him and



hi Vs

was apparently ready to return to the CPi,_

1 said that |was a leader in the Long-

shore union in this area and had been a big
contributor to the CP in this

r

&£ea_
j

in the past^

said as far as he knew,
r*/% j /Ta t

was acquainted

with some 50 to 60 Longshore union members who

have been sympathetic to the CP in the past.

[ lthen explained that the difference between

"nand|_III]was based upon the fact that

b 6

b7C

iqnm
I wanted a broad activity undertaken

without concern for exposure and I panted

to coordinate his activities so that he would
not be exposed as a CP member.

I lthen stated that he felt that no pressure

should be put upon I ~fc.mmediately

or any other former CP members whom he had
contacted, f said that these people should

be contacted, and, gradually brought back into b6

the organization. then stated that with b7c

regard to these people ne had contacted who

had left the Party on every contact he had
brought with him for their information copies

of political Affairs, Masses and Mainstream, The Sunday

and Daily Worker and other CP publications.

|

1
then said that I l

had definitely agreed

zo meet with|
|

every three to four weeks

and hold discussions on CP matters.

]commented that had been

a militant person in the Party in the past,

and he felt that if these two families, meaning
were brought back into the

np
J

i-h wnmd ne a bie: thing for the CP in this

area since both _
had been CP leaders in this area in the past.

At this point . in the discussion, [

ho
b7C

j
i

entered the house and JACKSON andL
moved to the living room,

JACKSON then continued the discussion by saying

that the type of struggle that I Iwas

-8-



describing was not only taking place in this
particular area but all over the country.
JACKSON said that in the Deep South the Party
had almost totally lost its Negro membership
as compared to the CP Negro membership that
had existed during the World War II period.
JACKSON said this came about because of the
attitude of leaders toward the rank and file
members of the organization.

JACKSON said he was not ducking the responsibility
for the loss of members since he had been one
of the CP leaders responsible for some of the
errors and mistakes that had been made in the
past regarding the manner in which the Party
should operate.

JACKSON then said that he had not given up with
regard to the loss of CP members and felt that
it was possible to win back the people that had
left the CP.

JACKSON then went on to say that the struggle
among the national CP leaders was becoming
more and more intense and was centering around
the decision as to whether the CP should maintain
its present name and form. JACKSON said that there
were still some national leaders in New York who
were carrying on a vigorous campaign trying to
convince the rank and file of the party that the
Party should be dissolved and turned into a
Socialist or educational group of some kind.
JACKSON said that these people desiring a change
in the name and form of the CP are led by JOHN
GATES. JACKSON said that on the other hand there
is a group, led by EUGENE DENNIS who feel that
even though mistakes have been made and the
Party isolated from the masses, that It was
still possible to overcome isolation and mistakes.

JACKSON then stated that the CP national leaders
had recently held a meeting in New York and elected
five people to draw up a policy and program for
the future. JACKSON said the committee elected



consisted, of BEN DAVIS, EUGENE DENNIS, BOB THOMPSON,
ELIZABETH GURLEY

-

FLYNN and JAMES JACKSON. JACKSON
said this committee had met and mapped out a program
and that this program was presented at a National
Committee meeting later held in New York. At the
National Committee meeting after discussion on the
program, a vote was taken and as a result four
people decided for the program and three decided
against it. JACKSON said the four individuals
who were in favor of the program as drawn up by
the committee were JAMES JACKSON, BEN DAVIS,
EUGENE DENNIS and BOB THOMPSON. JACKSON said
the three voting against the program were JOHN
GATES, SID STEIN and FRED FINE. JACKSON commented
that SID STEIN had not been present to cast his
vote since he had been out at the West Coast at
the time, but that he had left word that his vote
should be cast against the program.

JACKSON then commented that a number of the
people on the National Committee disagreed with
the position that had been taken up by those
elected to draw up a program, and that these
people who disagreed with the program went
running all over the country telling the CP
members that the Party did not exist and that
the only way the American people would achieve
Socialism would be to abandon the organization
as such.

JACKSON then said that he thought there was a
way to bring the Negroes back into the Party,
and suggested that all of the leading comrades
such asT I

|should get together and form a club or
social group. JACKSON said this group could
be given any sort of a name. JACKSON said
after the group was formed, as many new people
should be brought into the group as possible, and
at group meetings ideas should be kicked around
generally by group members as to what was
happening on the local scene. JACKSON said
in discussions at such a group, people would
be found who would agree with the Party line.



a

b

JACKSON said when such people were found and
if it appeared that they were the type that
could be trusted, they should be taken aside
and given information concerning the CP,
JACKSON said the above procedure should work
to bring people into the CP,

JACKSON continued by saying that where so many
people were under suspicion, this social group
would be an excellent device permitting CP
members to work with persons in a social club and
still carry on CP activities without suspicion,

JACKSON then stated that if in the working of
this social group there was a doubt regarding
certain members and the suspicion that they
were informants, he advised that instead of
collecting CP dues the social club set up a
’'kitty” into which all group members could
make donations

,

JACKSON said this "kitty” could be used in the
workings of the club for the preparing of leaflets
or the preparation of anything else that the social
club considered necessary for its work.

JACKSON said by setting up a social club in this
way, no informant could call the club a left
wing organization.

JACKSON cautioned that in the workings of such
a social group that in electing a Chairman,
Secretary, Treasurer and other officer, it should
be made certain that no individual with left wing
ties should accept an officer’s position.
JACKSON said that the person elected to an
officer's position should be someone closely
related to some CP member working in the group
so that the CP could "steer" the club's activities.

JACKSON then stated that at the beginning of
the setting up of such a social club or group,
the District would have to furnish money for
refreshments. JACKSON then commented that the

-'ll-



best way to get an organization of this sort
started and discussion encouraged at the meeting
would be to buy some liquor or beer. JACKSON
said this would get people to talk.

JACKSON said it might take six months to a
year to get this type of social club or group
into operation but that the time element did
not matter too much, the main thing being to
get the groundwork arranged.

JACKSON then stated all the persons that the
CP might feel would participate in social groups
of the type he had Just spoken of must be persons
who believe in Socialism but not necessarily in
the methods of the CP. JACKSON said that
these individuals after being brought together
into the social club should be shown Party
literature. JACKSON said that after CP literature
had been brought into the meetings and there
had been a number of discussions on Socialist
matters, the group would be at a stage where
they might begin to invite white progressives
to attend meetings, such as GEORGE MEYERS or

I I JACKSON said that the reaction of the
Negroes in the social group upon the appearance
of persons like GEORGE MEYERS or I I would
enable the CP members present to determine
people who might be ready for recruitment into
the CP.

JACKSON then stated that on the question of the
"kitty," after enough money had been collected,
a speaker could be invited to come and discuss
Socialism or whatever was taking place on the
local scene. JACKSON then indicated that he,
himself, BEN DAVIS or some other prominent
Negro who had clear ideas on the Negro situation
would be the type to invite to speak to such a
Socialist groups

At this point, JACKSON stated in changing the
subject that he was totally opposed to changing
the name and form of the CP and was sure that the
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way that Socialism would come about was through
a struggle.

At this point I (announced that supper
was ready.

| |
and JACKSON then

sat down to dinner in the Kitchen and held only
social discussion . During this period some
in-laws of I I stopped at

| |
home and

paid the
|

|a visit.

After the visitors left and the supper finished,
JACKSON told I I that the reason that he was
taking the position that the present name and
form of the organization should be maintained
was because he felt that' would be the only way
that Socialism could be brought about for the
American people

,

JACKSON then stated that at the age of 16 he
had left school and become a CP member and
had remained in the CP for 27 years. JACKSON
said he had lived in every “hole and comer"
in the South, and from his experience he knew
the only way the working class would achieve
anything was through a struggle, JACKSON said
this particularly applied to the Negro people.

• JACKSON then went on to say that he did not
want to boast but in the 27 years that he had
been in the CP, he had played some very important,
roles in the South for Negro rights as well as
Negro and white unity. JACKSON said that in

95 per cent of the cases the Party struggle
paid off.

JACKSON then stated that in 19^6 he had been the
CP District Organizer in New Orleans, La., and
had gone there to take over the job from a
man named|

|
who had been Chairman of

the CP Trade union Commission in that area
at that time. JACKSON said at that period
in New Orleans there had been a tremendous
struggle between the Seafarers International
Union and the National Maritime Union. JACKSON

b7D
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said while in New Orleans he had been arrested
and put in jail and the "Federals" raided party
Headquarters* JACKSON then stated that all the
time that he had been in this area (New Orleans)

had been working with the police
department giving them information on all
Party activities that were taking place.

JACKSON said that in 1946 a seamen l s meeting
had been held in New Orleans and a debate
scheduled. JACKSON said before going to the
meeting he did not expect more than 150 to 200
people to attend. JACKSON- said after arriving
at the meeting it turned out that there were
some 500 to 600 'people in attendance. JACKSON
said just as he was about to begin to speak,
a riot started at the meeting and all the CP
leaders found themselves "boxed in" by "goons"
from the SIU. JACKSON said that all the CP
leaders on the rostrum tried to escape and
SULLIVAN got him out of the hall and to the
home of a woman who was supposed to be a CP
member. JACKSON said after about 6 to 8 hours
at the home of this woman with only SULLIVAN
knowing his whereabouts, some 6 to 8 SIU "goons"
came to the house and asked for JACKSON. JACKSON
said it was at this moment that he began to
suspect that SULLIVAN was working with the police
department.

b6
b7C
b7D

JACKSON said he continued to stay around New
Orleans for a period following the meeting he
had just described, but with the police department
and the "Federals" actively working against the
CP, he was finally driven out of New Orleans.

JACKSON then told that at one time or
another during the past 27 years he had lived
in various places in Texas, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Mississippi.

b6
b7C

At this point JACKSON looked at his watch and
commented that it was time to attend a CP
District Board meeting, the time being about
8:50 PM.
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JACKSON and |
|then left the house and

walked to Bentalou and Edmondson
where they caught a taxicab at about 9:20 PM
and departed from there; for GEORGE METERS'
residence*

"

This memo has been compared with the informant's original
statement and it is accurate.

be
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OFPICE MEMORANDUM 'JNXF© STATES GOVERNMENT

DATES 17x4/53

TO: SAC, NEW V ORK (100-1l67)

PROM: SA

SUBJECT: WILLIAM LAWRENCE •

IS-C

Source
Reliability

Agent to whom
furnished

NY 694-8-::- '

Who, has furnished reliable
information in the past
SAl I

b6
blC

On 12/31/57 , NY 69l).-S-::- advised that in a conference
on 12/30/57 with BILL LAWRENCE, NY State CP functionary, the
latter told the informant the followings

With respect to the current Party registration, the
NY State CP will be fortunate to register 1000 in the Industrial
Division. In, 1956 2?00 were registored in tho said division.
So far, only 200 have boon registered in Manhattan. The Party
will bo lucky” to register 300 in Quoons. In tho distributive
unions, only 50 have registered thu3 far.

Concerning tho "Daily Worker,” #65,000 will bo
needed before tho said paper can coaso operations. This sum is
neodod for sovoranco pay to employees and for liquidation of
dobts.

$25 , 000 in

$?-Now York
1-Now York

1-Now York
1-Now York

1-New York

1-Now York
1-New York
1-Now York
1-New York
1-Now York
1-New York
1-Ncw York

BILL NORuAN positively refuses to return to tho 'CP
cash which ho has boon holding as a depository.

JDW
: jnc

( 12 )



NY 100-467

Ho anticipates going to jail and states that ho intends to
keep this money for his family's needs, Tho ’ Party had
offered to settle with him, bu.t to no avail.

At a NY State CP mooting on 12/31/57 the ifORMAN
problem would bo a major matter of discussion.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-118525) (7-2)

SA MAX L. WILSON (12-10)

BRONX CIVIL LIBERTIES COMMITTEE
IS - Cj ISA OF 1950

DATE
: 1/14/50

Source

Reliability

Date of Event

Date Info
Received

Agent Receiving
Info

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past.

12/19/97

1/2/58

SA MAX L. WILSON

1-NY
1—NY
1-NY

1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
lr-NY

Location of
Info

(100-50633
)

(EDUCATION-CPUSA
)

'

(

19 )

(100-79717) (POLITICAL ACTIVITIES-CPUSA) (19 )
(100-80O38) (MEMBERSHIP AND RECRUITING-CPUSA

,

I

DISTRICT #2) (,IQ—

2

)

100-89179 I I

(
12- 1 n)

100-73561) (12-15)
100-13447)

| | (12-10 )

100-269) (HENRY WINSTON

)

IOO-I3472 ) (GIL GREEN)
100-133566)

I H (12-10 )

1-NY (100-83378)
1-NY (105-18671 )

1-NY I 1

1-NY (IOO-89OII)
1-NY (100-85233)
1-NY (100-118525 (BCLC

(12-10 )

L2-10)

) (12-10 )

L2-10)

AfatSQr /| \
(y-z) SEARCHED..,^ ^NDCvEDi <m<

r*
'

S£riaj 17m -i, (SERIALIZrP^^^T: F|i.rr

^16 'iQ*8
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MY 100-11Q525

12/20/57 11:30 PM

On 12/19/57 8:30 J\M a meeting was held at 2730 Barker
Avenue by the Bronx Civil Liberties Committee to discuss
the future class that will be held in the apartment of
Sam Nesin Apt, E42 in the Co-op’s for the enrollment of
+•116 future members of the Communist Party* The teacher
will be

| | an attorney. The class is to be
nelrl nn the Pnrt.Tnursday of January of 1958 at 8:30 PM.

I
stated about 14 persons will attend this

class.

Chairman of the meeting was |

^ |

acting in the absence of I I

About 15 persons attended.

|
a report that 3.? 000 pest

cards and 5>000 letters were sent out in the
Amnesty Campaign for Heprey Winston and Gil Green
these postcards were sent to the President of the
United States Dwight D. Eisenhower,

| |
also .made it known that the B.C.L.C,

will participate in the abolishion campaigns of 1958.
She also ask that the membep_ try to get 25 persons
to donate $1.00 per month to this cause. As funds
are very low at present time.

I I stated that the B.C L.C.
had sent 2 letters to congressmen in
his name asking for an interview? on a matter that
conserns the committee

Congressmen I

present. But Congressman!
for 12/20/57 at 8:30 PM.

1

J is out of town at
made an appointment

2







OFFICE MEMORANDUM** United States Government

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, PITTSBURGH (100-8973)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY-JJSA
ORGANIZATION
IS-C

DATE: l/lV58-

CARE SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN THE UTILIZATION OF THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION IN ORDEFTO' PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE SOURCE,

PG 148-S* (reliable' conceal), on 12/23/57* advised
|

~

Ithatmeeting held on evening of same date at residence
of I ^members. District Com-
mittee, District 5. CP)

«

I

I L was attended bvl I BENJAMIN
CAREATHSRS.I I STEVE NELSON.

and individual tentatively identified as| fall
members of District 5, CP.

STEVE NELSON, Chairman, District 5* CP, stated he would dis-
cuss factors concerning the latest happenings at the center
(CP-USA, National Office). He stated a meeting of the <

^5=^. Bureau (RM)
16 3 New York (RM)

100-9493) (ALEXANDER BITTLEMAN)
100- ) (EARL BROWDER)
IOO-23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR.) (#19)
IOO-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19 )

100- ) (HOWARD FAST)
100-9365 ) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (#19 )

(100-27452 ) (ROBERT THOMPSON)
(100-62509 )

(DOXEY wilkerson)

I

' 100-87211
)

( CP-USA, FACTIONALISM) (#19

)

100-86624HCP-USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (#19)
100-80638 lieP-IIS A . MEMBERSHIP ) (#1Q

)

W6^^7^P^t^^^^^ESTIONlT#19 )

100-80641
)
(CP-USA, ORGANIZATION ) (#19

)

•

100- )( CP-USA, POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) j
(IOO-89590 ) (CP-USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) (#19/

«
(Copies continued, see page la) * j

’

?3?r
ar iqS -



PG 100-8973

Copies Continued:

Detroit (RM)
(100- ) (CARL WINTER)
(lOO- ) (CP-USA, ORGANIZAT
Pittsburgh
( 140-1576 ;1 I

(IOO-269 ) {BENJAMIN CAREATHERS

)

( 100-1161 } I I

100-1193
(1OO-9458)
( IOO-I763

) 1 STEVE NELSON)
(IOO-3661)

I

I

a00-3443 )(

100-2443 }(
100-7763)1
100-7077

J
i CP-USA, FACTIONALIS

100-9223) f CP-USA, INTERNATION
100-8664) ( CP-USA, MEMBERSHIP

)

100-8995) (CP-USA, NEGRO QUEST
1 100-8531 H CP-USA, POLITICAL A
(100-9115) (CP-USA, STRATEGY IN

)
(carl winter)

) ( CP-USA, ORGANIZATION

)

FACTIONALISM)
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

)

.MEMBERSHIP)
NEGRO QUESTION 'l

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) .

STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)

.b6

hi C

- la -



.PG IOO-8973

National Executive Committee was held; that no one should be
shocked if he spoke plainly because everyone knows that the
Party is in a crisis; and it is no longer possible, in spots,
to discuss things in a comradely manner.

STEVE NELSON asked, "What are the differences about?" and
stated that those present would have to bear in mind what the
convention tried to do. He stated they (National Convention)
tried to set out the reasons for "our" (CP-IJSA) isolation
and to set up a real Marxist Party; that at the time of the
convention certain sharp questions were applied, one being
what was the reason for the crisis?" He said some persons

gave attacks of the enemy as the main reason since "we" were
under severe attack, while others tried to say that this was
not the sole reason. NELSON related that the Party resolu-
tions put the matter in this way:

"In the section dealing with our errors, the most
important mistake made in the period .of our re-
view were of left sectarian character. This left
sectarian mistake was in connection with the sharp
attacks against the Party. For the main reason
it was possible for big business to isolate the
Party. To end this isolation, expand mass work.
The main task of the Party today is to cancel out
completely the influence of left sectarian esti-
mates following its attacks in all fields of work

,
through the process of carrying out the main task
of the Party in the struggle against right
tendencies and combatting them at the same time.
This is especially true of the crisis now facing
the Party."

NELSON stated that it then went on to say that the roots of
the trouble are not in the attacks alone, but in the way
’we" apply Marxist theory; that the Marxist movement in our
country has suffered historically; that "we" have failed to
develop Marxism and Leninism; and that there has been insuf-
ficient development of our theoretical work.

NELSON commented concerning the principles of the Communist
Party, USA, and stated that "we" must learn to extract from
the rich body of Marxism, adapt it universally, and apply it
with American experiences in the working class struggle. He



PG 100-8973

stated that the Party must distinguish, between' those
additions to Marxist theory that are valid for all countries
and those that reflect the solution of our own country; that
the substance of the point is that the CP will have to be
bolder and examine those theories that have become outdated
or outdated from a&historical standpoint. He stated that
some things MARX and ENGELS could not foresee, have arisen,
not only in this country but in all countries. He added
that he cited this resolution because it is a take-off to
what is going on in the Party today. He stated that there
have been many comrades since the convention, and particu-
larly Comrade (WILLIAM Z.) FOSTER, who have been driving FOSTER’S
point prior to the convention; that the main errors in "our”
Party are not theoretical questions but isolation caused by
the attacks of the enemy and as such have prevented an exam-
ination of the propositions of tie convention. NELSON stated
that he (FOSTER), by his sharp pen and crusade at the con-
vention hall, has attempted to say that "we" are exactly in
the same position as we were before the convention.

<S>

NELSON related that there was a statement by the Parties of
twelve Socialist countries which was brought here and
naturally it is being discussed by many of our comrades
everywhere. He stated that the question is how these
propositions apply to this country. NELSON continued that
there seems to be a number of comrades, the International
Affairs Committee led by (ROBERT) THOMPSON and (BENJAMIN)
DAVIS, joined in by. (EUGENE) DENNIS, who thought that "we"
have to endorse the statement. NELSON stated that con-
cerning an endorsement of the statement, DENNIS got out a
letter to all members of the National Committee wherein he
requested the members to endorse the statement. NELSON said
that this National Committee statement could not be kept
secret since it was obviously made to be printed, so what
happened was that the Administrative Committee, which has
replaced the Old Secretariat, adopted the statement four to
three and DENNIS considered that a sufficient majority to
mail it out. He stated that other comrades pleaded with
DENNIS not to do this; to hold it for more discussion since
it is a sort of partisan document which does not do our Party
any good but he was not persuaded to withdraw it. NELSON
stated that over the week end (12/20-22/57) there was a
meeting wherein the matter was debated in the National
Executive Committee which is composed of twenty—two comrades;
that the motion was carried; that eleven opposed endorsement.

- 3 -
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seven favored and two abstained, the latter being CARL
WINTER and JACK STACHEL. He stated that another motion was
passed to criticize the National Administrative Committee
for sending out the statement, this being carried by twelve
in favor, six in opposition and two abstaining.

NELSON related, that in his opinion, it, was wrong to endorse
the statement (12 Parties* statement) because of the way
our Party has operated in the past thirty-five years. He
stated that an international Communist Party would take a
stand on some question and right away the American Com-
munists said that "we” had to take a stand to support them.
It was not that it was wrong to consider those things since
we might have taken a stand to endorse it but it was
simply that "we" should not do so without discussing it and
that he would not have to mention how those things have
exhibited themselves in the past. He commented that the
National Miners Union was asked to declare the case for
prolefarianism in its preamble but that they are so far
away from that that he does not want to belabor the point

.

NELSON cited the DUCLOS letter which was used as truth and
stated that "we" are nothing but puppets of the foreign
Communist Parties, especially the Soviet Party; that DUCLOS'
was the spokesman for the Soviet Communist Party since there
was no Comintern, at that time; that right away "we" had to
establish a CP, the year being 1945. He stated that this
was a bitter experience for "our" Party; that if the Party
had not had this experience he would say that they should
at least consider it for discussion and come to the conclusion
that if "we" do adopt it "we" are not "yes men" which could
cause further attack upon the Party. Pie stated that this is
one reason why he thinks it would be wrong to endorse it.

NELSON stated that one important conversation which he
thinks is questionable is "our" Party statement which says
that there are certain universally valid Marxist statements
that apply anywhere; that it points out that certain
propositions have undergone revisions, at least that there
are certain countries that have achieved political power
through certain democratic means, and that they go much
farther than KHRUSHCHEV did in Congress, particularly the
democractic process in Parliament. He stated that they
have one section which sets forth that if "you" do build
socialism in any country, it is imperative to have a dictator-
ship of the proletariat. He added that "our*

1 Party resolution
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states that "we" have a number of valid Marxist propositions
that are ready for study nationally, among those being the
Negro question, the national question (possibly nationali-
zation) and the road to socialism in the U. S.

NELSON stated that "we" have studied the theory of the twelve
states and the concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat
which was what "our" convention said eleven months ago.
He added that even if the twelve Party statement is absolutely
right on this matter, they should not close the door with-
out a discussion but that "you" can s t say its universally
valid, which to him, is another important reason not to endorse
it. He stated that no foreign Party has endorsed it yet
and asked, "Why is it so important that we endorse it first?"
He commented that instead of a search for the American way
to develop Marxism in a realistic way which fits in with
American democratic traditions, there has been an endorse-
ment by the Party without any discussion. Another thing they
say is that the main danger of the Communist Party of the
world is revisionism and that each Party will have to search
outfits danger. NELSON stated that DAVIS said left sectar-
ianism is no longer the danger of our Party but that it is
now. right revisionism. This is also BOB THOMPSON 1 s stand
as it. is for seven who voted for this proposition. He
added that he thinks it is a mistake to reject the line of
the convention which pointed out the way and which pointed
out that the main errors revealed were left sectarianism
in theory and then reversed on that all of a sudden.

NELSON stated that they should pay close attention to the
struggle; that they are doing the best they can for the
American Party; that they cannot allow old habits to continue;
that he does not see any hope in redeveloping "our" Party
unless "we" make these changes to the convention among which
are some theoretical concepts which must be examined. He
added that "we" cannot examine these if "we" are going to
be attacked right away on basic questions as revisionists

.

NELSON stated that ALEX BITTLEMAN wrote long articles on
what he called the "welfare state" and that he (NELSON)
does not endorse them 100$ or even 80$ because he does not
agree with everything in them. NELSON asked, "Why are we
going to lay low as BITTLEMAN says and search for these
things in America?" In America, capitalism which we know,
is not the capitalism MARX and ENGELS described, but is a
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new creature here. He -asked, "Why should we apply old
theories?" and stated that "before "we" would have even a
discussion "we" would be labeled as revisionists. He re-
lated that there are many things in the U. S. which "we",
can examine, one being the labor movement which, is playing
a role that has a positive character in many ways. NELSON
mentioned the Negro struggle and asked if anyone could
deny that this is the biggest struggle that has taken place
in many years since it has not only been fought for by the
communists and the Negro people themselves but by advanced
people. He commented that a few years ago, even the NAA (CP)
did not support the Negro masses; that there is now sup-
port by many whites, including some who are anti-socialist
and anti-communist, but that they are fighting for the
democratic rights of the Negroes.

NELSON then referred to the dictatorship of the proletariat
and stated that as soon as one questions it, POSTER calls
him a revisionist; that the whole road to socialism has to be
re-examined; that the comrades have a right to see how this
can be accomplished. He added that it should be spelled out
how^ socialism can be built in the U. S. He asked, "Can -you
do it while the Democrats are in power?" and answered the
question in the negative but stated that you may be able to
get certain economic and political gains, old age pensions
and some concessions. He then asked, "What can you do?"
and answered that "you" can start a movement for the nation-
alization of industries and have it tied to the program of
electing people to Congress who are in favor of nationaliza-
tion; that if you have a labor congressman who will sponsor
legislation and if people see there is no way to beat unemploy-
ment then the first stage is to elect a congressman who is
a liberal Democrat. He stated that you have to elect labor
to Congress which is what he believes to be the road to
socialism in the U. S. He added that it is a long struggle
and that labor will have to have a majority in government.

NELSON then asked if that meant they would have to stick to
the slogan of the dictatorship of the proletariat and answered
that the idea of the masses of people has grown about this;
that this is "our" Party rule; that this system calls for
government domination of unions and that "we" are going to
require some adjustment; and that the problem is going to be
adjusted through our own American form. He stated that there
may even be opposition for awhile; that it will depend upon
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how strongly or violently opposed they are to nationalism!
and that one step will not he gained with any support for
socialism with the idea that there is going to be one Party
rule.

NELSON stated that at the present time there is a drive to
reject Marxism completely; that he believes the classical
revisionist at the present time is DJILAS who rejects
Marxism completely for some form of bourgeois; that he
rejects Marxist economics, Marxist philosophy and socialism
entirely and wants to join in' a bi-partisan form with
Yugoslavia which, of course, is an anti-Soviet attitude.

NELSON stated that there ard those in this country who have
lost heart - cowardly (HOWARD) PAST and (EARL) BROWDER
who say frankly that they are no longer Marxists. NELSON
stated that those who reject the Marxist philosophy are
the revisionists and that there are those comrades who are
now trying to discuss within the Party what is applicable
to the U. S. and reject those dogmatic forms. He stated that
he does not want to reject them at this time; that revision
is necessary; that KHRUSHCHEV did not hesitate to revise
the ideology; and that he did not have to go to MARX, ENGELS,
and LENIN to prove STALIN was completely wrong. He commented
that when MARX was alive there were no 'socialist countries;
that when LENIN was alive there was only one socialist
country; that today one-third of the world is socialist;
that you have a whole new world which believes in freedom;
that even the bourgeois countries are in fear of what is
going to happen; that we are becoming free in this manner;
that today it is possible to retain those portions of the
MARX and ENGELS theories which are sound and to reject the
remainder; arid that "we" cannot remain friends with anyone if
we accept the dogma. NELSON commented that they were dis-
cussing the U. S. and not other countries; that this question
today has been going on in the Party at the present time;
that they will have to examine the peaceful road to socialism
and the economic question; that they are going to retain the
best of what they have learned in thirty-six years and not
"just walk off" as many people have done. He stated that
"we" have much to add to the struggle and asked, "Where are
the coal miners who at one time were in the Party?" He
added that they have seen that "our" Party had no appeal to
the American worker but that where "we" were active in the

- 7 -
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struggle, "we" had people around "us," but ideologically "we"
haven J t converted them to socialism. He stated that they will
have to examine this factor, together with the fact that the
Party is not functioning, and at the same time they will have
to know what it f s all about. He stated that one comrade at
the last meeting (at Pittsburgh) said the trouble was that
the leadership doesn’t listen to the rank and file and then
asked, "What does the rank and file feel about these
struggles?" He stated that now is the time to fight or they
will be destroyed; that they owe it to themselves to get
into this controversy, otherwise the Party will go down the
drain as a sect. He mentioned that those present remebered
the convention and DENNIS * report and his (DENNIS

' ) book
about the main character of "our" mistakes which are left
sectarian errors, NELSON stated that with regard to the
new Party socialism they have to develop new socialist forces.

NELSON related that about ten days ago he spoke on the floor
in New York before a Socialist Forum involving 500*600 people;
that there were numerous people on the panel - FBI and
liberals-and he had to present "our" view. He stated that
some comrades criticized his view presented there but that
he did not see any harm in working with non-communists;
that if "we" can’t stand the light of criticism from their
view then "we" aren’t much; that he thinks "their" ideas
would stand up if they were presented on this broad approach.;
that he does not see any socialist movement that they, could
join at the present time which would mean anything; that
they have to work with other forces without fear; and that
if there is anything they can gain by cooperation it will
be well and good.

NELSON concluded by stating that had it not been for the
20th Congress, "we" would have been isolated, weak, and
defeated; that they could not formulate a reason why it
happened; that the 20th Congress helped as an approach and
raised questions in many communist minds; that they would
have to take valid Marxist theory from the bad; and that
there is no future for complacent Marxism which is like a
religious doctrine.

An individual believed to be I I stated that they
have to develop ideological ideas and theories; that they
should not accept what other parties have to say on this line;

be
b7C
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and that discussion should be completely free. This
individual stated that he had read FOSTER’S article in P.A.
and that he does not agree with a lot of things; that for
years “you 11 could not disagree with, the leadership; that
with ! l(former District 5* CP Functionary) he
could not recall having a single discussion with the excep-
tion of a Section Committee meeting which wound up in a
fist fight.

I I stated the convention did not "hit the nail on b7c
the head"; that he agreed that extending Marxism to new
ideas was not revisionism; that "we" are all revisionists
who do not apply Marxist theory purely but yet profess to
be Marxists. He stated that they are Marxists; that they
are a vanguard party, and that they know best what is to be
done.

I I stated that he could go along with STEVE NELSON'S
report or the position NELSON had .taken. He commented that
they cannot accept anything "whole hog" that comes down
regardless of its source. He added that he disagrees with
the role of the trade union movement; disagrees with the
road to socialism as set forth by STEVE NELSON; and that he
would not say that the dictatorship of the proletariat is . an
outmoded theory.

BENJAMIN CAREATHERS commented that he had concluded that the
statement of the twelve parties was wrong; that "we" should
be presented with the statement and decide things for "our-
selves."

I I stated that the American Party has always
functioned on a great solidarity with the Party of the Soviet
Union; that he cannot recall anything which came out of
the Soviet Union which was accepted 100^; that "we" must
carry out a Marxist policy in an American way and that it is
ridiculous to think that American Marxists cannot make their
own decisions . He stated that FOSTER is not infallible -and
that there are thousands who are not in the Party because
of FOSTER and his kind.

I I commented that she did not agree with
BITTLEMAN's articles

.

I I stated that
|

arguments are
very valid and continued that When "wd" pose left sectarianism
or right opportunism, it could mean all sorts of things. He
stated that they should spell it out - "What is the danger
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of left sectarianism? -We have lost faith in the worker -
struggle is the answer there. MARX gave the answer - left
sectarianism means that we have become divorced from the
people. Are we in a struggle everywhere? What does he mean
by right opportunism? In a sense it means to sacrifice the
class struggle and that they are confusing the workers."
He commented that the road to socialism means to get
control of the working people; that the convention placed
the role properly, and that if they say "we" are a van-
guard he could not see it although it had a potential. He
then asked what the term "revisionism" meant.

STEVE KELSON related that this was the betrayal of the
working class.

Ithen remarked that BROWDER was one of the classic
examples of revisionism; that the membership of the Party
had disintegrated; that people have come to the conclusion
that the Party is not the vehicle and they have lost faith.
He added when DOXEY WILKERSON resigned from the Party he said
to himself that the Party is coming to a more critical
situation.

I I
remarked that they had been discussing the

crisis for sometime and were getting deeper all the time.
He commented that there is no recognition of the errors of
the past and that "under the cloak of siiperficial unity the
Party has been slowly disintegrating; that nothing came out
of the convention and behind the scenes disintegration is
taking place. He stated that he is in favor of arguing out
these theoretical questions but that they should have a
program of work in the meantime. He stated that there is
a dogmatic approach; that "if you are not with us, you are
against us and at the same time we have no program of work."
He added that "we/* could have an economic analysis but that "we"
have nothing; and that until these differences are solved
the Party will flounder around. He concluded that they
may meet again in three weeks to talk it over but the Party
is in a deeper crisis.

|asked, "What can we do at this stage of the
game to influence the National Committee?"

bo
b7C
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STEVE NELSON remarked that most of the comrades have
asked that question and that he "believes they can reach all
the comrades. He added that some have not been contacted?
that literature will be coming out? that meetings will be
held to inform every comrade and to keep things on a calm
level. He stated that he does not want anyone to endorse
his view without knowing what his view is and cautioned
against any notion that this was a petty struggle for
power. NELSON stated that they should support the socialist
countries, especially in the fight for peace but in some-
thing that doesn’t apply they should not use it? that the
real rational way is to support the socialist camp, • but not
critically, because people who have lived in a socialist
country for forty years would not know our country. He
commented that DENNIS "just sits there" and is afraid to
say anything and that FOSTER had written a letter to the
"Daily Worker" wherein he criticized the paper for not
expressing enough pride in the Soviet Union.

An individual believed to be I

~| stated that the
Soviet Union should ask all of the American unemployed to
come to that country for employment . He commented also
that FOSTER'S article gave the impression that things have
to be very bad before "we" can make any progress and that
this to him appeared to be a bankrupt policy.

The above is submitted for information.



OFFICE: MEMORANDUM- UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC,. NEW YORK; .
DATE: 1/15/58

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-4284 E)

PE: CP, USA
DISTRICT 14
NEWARK DIVISION
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

Source:
Reliability:

Date furnished:
Location of photographs:

NK 2055-S*
Has furnished reliable information
in the past
12/9/57
1QQ-4284-3Y-8 , pages 19S5, and
1300 thru 1317

Enclosed are 19 photographs furnished by the above
informant* These photographs are of a set of notes contained
ir.nder the caption “Report to N.C* (National Committee) July be
28. 1957.” It is believed that these notes were talien by I 1 hie

I at a National Committee meeting on that date.

The notes reflect the following items were under
.discussion at this meeting:

Peace issue
Rebuilding the Party
Supreme Court

13 - New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
2 100- (CP - ORGANISATION)

: '''1:;A,100.--, (CP - MEMBERSHIP)
T
1
1
1
1
1

1
Jim

i

100—
100-
100-
100-
100—
100-
100—
100-
100-
100-

(EUGENE DENNIS)
(MANNY BLUM)
(WILLIAM FOSTER)
(WILLIAM WEINSTONE)
(HY LOMAN)
(JOHN GATES)
(CARL ROSS)
(CARL- WINTER)
(SID STEIN)

5 - Newark

- 100-2974 ([ I
1 .- 100-4284 D (CP - MEMBERSHIP)

- .IQOwl 9^-91. (PAT TOOHEY)

WVM: JAC

(1R)

3

!cl. 19)

/ o o T cPo 2 £
SEARCHED A=^INDEXLD/^r>p ’ '
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Concerning the discussion on Rebuilding the? Party,
the following notations ware found:

’’Membership status

”We have more losses since the convention

4000
150
400
85

450
300 - 350
600 - 700
200
300
600
100 •' -

125
2200

•10 , 000
”

The following names appear throughout the notes in such
a manner as to suggest that these persons participated in the
discussions at the meeting* It is not felt that the remarks
made by these persons are of any signifiaance other than to
indicate that they were possibly in attendance at such a meeting:

DENNIS (EUGENE)' '

-

SID STEIN •

,

PAT (PAT TOOHEY)- :

M« BLUM (MANNY BLUM)
FOSTER (WILLIAM FOSTER)
WEINST0NE (WILLIAM WEINST0NE)
HY L (HY LOMAN)

GATES (JOHN GATES)
CARL ROSS
WINTER (CARL WINTER)

INFORMATION IN PARENTHESIS IS THE OPINION OF THE
REVIEWING AGENT.

56

N.Y. 8800
N E 387
E Pa 600
W Pa 120
Ohio 588
Mich 411
111 1000
Minn 272
Wash 350
N. J 730
Gonn 200
Wise 164
Calif 2300

Total 17,000
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM**# UNITED STATES 'GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

PROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-18953)

SUBJECTS COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
ILLINOIS DISTRICT

'

ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

DATE: 1/17/58

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN. REPORTING THE. FOLLOWING INFOR-
MATION IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE INFORMANT .

-

CG 5824-S*, on January 13 . 1958, orally furnished to
SA JOHN E. KEATING and Stenographerr Ithe
information contained on the following pages. b

It ia believed that the nn-t dAnti fM art Negro mentioned
by CG 5824-3* in this report is

| |
of the Foster Scotion

of the Communist Party of Illinois.
. _

There is enclosed herewith to the Bureau and New
York Office one photostat copy of a one-page item entitled,
"Resolution on 12 Party Declaration”. This resolution was
prepared in advance by RICHARD CRILEY and circulated at the
Illinois State Committee meeting. It was supported by the
ultra-Left, but was defeated by the State Committee. The
Chicago copy is located ip Chicago file 100-l896l-l659a-2.

2 - Bureau (Enel. 1) (REGISTERED)

1 - Detroit (100-13420) (CARL WINTER) (REGISTERED)

/3P“ N^ Yprk^Encl^lKREGISTERED)
100-80638 ) (JjP-USA , Membership) (#19-1)

(1 - 100-8^64Tr(CP-USA., Organization) (#19-1)"
(1 - 100- ) (CP-USA, New York District, Factionalism)
(1 - 100- )(CP«USA, New York District, Harlem Section)

/ O 0 6 to 3 Q-"/3*5

ssg
,
-
lt

> m?,aWfA i •- ishriauzed.

JEKskw
(48 )



CG 100-18953

Chicago
(1 - A/134--4-6)

'

(1 - 100-17965) (CP-USA, Illinois
(1 - 100-1914.91) (CP-USA, Illinois

' Istration Issues)
(1 - 100-18963) (CP-USA, Illinois
(1 .- 100-18956) (CP-USA, Illinois
(1 - 100-18961) (CP-USA, Illinois

Relations)
(1 - 100-18209) (CP-USA, Illinois

Publications)
(1 - 100-194-31) (CP-USA, Illinois

Industry)
(1 - 100-22011) (CP-USA, Illinois
(1 - 100-22011l) (CP-USA. Illinois
(1 - 100-1974-3) <\ I

(1 - 100—6i|i4.) I

M

(1 - l60-22l|.35
(1 - 100-lli09q

,

(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(l - 100-3303) (MILT COHEN)
(1 - 100-18080 URTCHAKT) f!f?TT.W)

(1 - 160-24.020)
(1 - 100-21073)
(1 - 100-12890 ) (EARL DURHAM’)
(1 - 100-3301)
(1 - 100-186017 ( HIRED M'-faTT"
(1 - 100 -4.031 )r ~l

(1 - 100-124.59 )(FL0 HALL)
‘

(1 - 100-21526
(1 - 100-2515)
(1 - 100-274.8)
(1 - 61-867 )

\

1
(1 - 100-131^51

—

(1 - 100-3720 )

(1 - 100-13332:
(1 - 100-994.8)
(1 - 100-16711

.

(1 - 100-22078 ) (NATHAN SHARPE )

(1 - 100-19337

r

(1 - 100-9103)

(

District ,

District,

District,
District,
District,

Brief)
Domestic Adraln-

Factionallsm)
Negro Question)
Intemational

District, Pamphlets and

District, Strategy In

District,
District.

Flynn Section)
Foster Section)

IN SHARPE )

100-9103)

(

100-184.5?,)
100*24,947)
IDO-20289)
100-274*9) (M0LL1E WEST]
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January 13, 195>8

Time. Type and Place ,of Meeting

r There was a meeting of the State Committee of the
Communist Party of Illinois on January 11, 195$ . This meeting
was held in the English Room of the Lawson YMCA on West Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. The meeting started at approxi-
mately 10:00 A.M.

, and there was an adjournment for lunch for
about forty^five minutes. The discussion was scheduled to
continue until }±i00 P.M. The time between htOO P.M; and 6:00
P.M. was to be utilized for motions and proposals.

Agenda *

There were two points on the agenda at this State Com-
mittee meeting:

(1) A report' by CLAUDE LIGHTF00T on the present status
of the situation within the Cojmmunist Party - USA.

(2) Communications and motions. Motions were to be
made around the question of communications.

One point was nut on the. agenda during the course of
the meeting.

| | received ten minutes to make' a report
on the status of "The Worker” drive,

.After being nominated by CLAUDE LIGUTFOOT. I l

|was elected Chairman of the meeting. I

was the Secretary and took notes during the meeting.

Persons in Attendance

Members'-at-Large

* MORRIS CHILDS .| |

RTflTTARD HRTT.W
. CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

FRED FIRE. I
|

M0LLIE GOLD M0LLIE WEST
AL' JETT

Members Elected -by’ the Sections'



Also in attendance was
| |

It Is not
known whether he Is a member of the State Committee or whether
as a member of the National Committee he was invited to attend
this meeting.

Also In .attendance was an unidentified Negro male.
He Is described as follows: 60, to 65 years of age, 5*11” In
height, and thin. Most of the time he did not vote. He did
not take the floor and did not say anything. It is possible
that he has been selected as a State Committee member by one
of the Sections. ,

6

The meeting began with a report by CLAUDE} LIGHTFOOT,
who spoke without notes. He talked about the new situation
which has developed insid© the United States and inside the
Communist Party since the resolution of the Northern California
District was presented to the National Committee. He said that
there is a new 'world-wide wave for peace and peaceful co-existance
and that there has been a consolidation of the world Communist
movement and the various Communist Parties since the last'
National Convention of the Communist Party - USA. He further
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stated that world events have affected the situation of the
Communist Party - USA and have also influenced our country.
Despite the efforts of the monopolists to carry through a crash
program for war, the people are being influenced in the direc-
tion of peace. He also made a few remarks about President
EISENHOWER *s State of the Union message, and said that IKE*s
message was overshadowed by BULGANIN* s letters.

Next, LIGHTFOOT talked about the attacks on the labor
movement by the McClellan Committee. He said that the Communist
Party, in the face of these attacks, should unite the workers
and the labor movement in the struggle against Capitalism,
against the' administration, and against those who want to smash
the trade union movement and who want to pass anti-labor legis-
lation.

Continuing, LIGHTFOOT talked about the development”"
of the Negro liberation movement to a higher stage. He empha-
sized that for the first time since the reconstruction days,
federal troops have been used to enforce the Constitution. He
was referring to Little Rock. He stated that while the Civil
Rights Bi,ll is weak, we should keep in mind that as weak as
the bill might be. It was passed without a filibuster.

i

LIGHIFOOT then went Into a general discussion of
the economic situation. He pointed to the increase of unemploy-
ment. He said that many people are asking questions about our
economy that were not being asked yesterday or in the recent
past. He stated that in view of all the circumstances In the
world and in the United States, there is a favorable situation'
for the work of our" Party. However, the Communist Party - USA,
even with this situation as a background, has not made commen- .

surable progress. Of course, on a local basis there has been '

very little progress. He stated that he had recently talked
to a few trade unionists and to other people, who Indicated to
him that there has been very little progress oh the part of
the Communist Party. Although the Communist Party participated'
in the pilgrimage that has been carried op against '’H-Bomb tests,
and although the Communist Party is probably doing more than
can be publicised, nevertheless , the balance sheet Is against
the Communist Party despite all the favorable circumstances,

She Party has not yet broken out of Its isolation.
£he objective circumstances are not controllable* Even If we
had good policies, we cannot, Just like that, suddenly break

® ^ »



out of our isolation,, We have not made any progress in break-
ing out of our isolation since the 16th National Convention.

LIGHTFOOT then went, on to talk about the recent court
decisions, and said they are very favorable for the Communist
Party. He said also that the Communists are participating in
civil liberties to a greater extent than they have during the
past number of years . Nevertheless, the Communists are still

,

isolated and are still considered untouchables in most organiza-
tions in the country generally.

He continued by talking about the justifiable con-
cern on the part of everyone as to why the Communist Party does
not make greater progress. He emphasized that there has been
a decline in the membership of the Communist Party and a decline
in the Party® s cadre. He said that the trend of decline has
not as yet been reversed. He referred to the fact that a
registration is currently in progress, but said that at the
present time no one knows how many members there are in the
Communist Party - USA,. He said, however, that he was sure" 1

that the Party does not have the 10,000 members it /balked about
last spring. He said maybe the Party has 5,000, perhaps 6,000,'
maybe 7 ,000 members. LIGHTFOOT used New York as an example of
the poor results of the registration, but did not give any
detailed figures.

'

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT next discussed the Northern Califs
omia resolution. He tried to explain what it meant. He said
that the Northern California resolution charged that the deci-
sions of the 16th National Convention are not being carried
through because there are some forces in the ranks of the Party
which are opposed to the decisions of the 16th National Con-
vention. Therefore, whatever proposals were made by the
Northern California District were proposals to carry through
the Convention decisions. He said that the State of Washington
had turned in a document which had a different meaning. He
said that this document stated, Let®s get down to work and
solve some of our problems. This was a different approach to
that in the resolution of the Northern California District.
LIGHTFOOT further stated that there has been a discussion
around the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties. He
said that all the things that he has been talking about, as
well as the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties, have
been thrown into the present discussion of the Party. He com-
mented that in his personal opinion, there has not been an



energetic drive to unfold the decisions of the X6th National Con-
vention of the Communist Party - tfSA®

LIGHTFOOT said that he thought that the Party needs
a rest so that it can g© to work in order to avoid political
cannibalism® Instead of that, there Is civil war, there is
fighting, there is discussion, and there are arguments® He
stated that, he thought at on© time that it was possible to
render a decision to get down to work and to avoid arguments®
Yet, he has now come to the conclusion that there is no sub-
stitute for settling ideological questions in our Party® He
believes that all groups see this now and this is why the
declaration of the twelve Communist Parties was accepted along
ideological lines 0 Some said, Let®s endorse it® Others said
that they thought that the document is important but that it
should not be endorsed®

LIGHTFOOT then explained why he voted against the
endorsement of the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties®
He said that he thinks that it is a very good document and
that there is a lot to be learned from this document® He said
that he is not anti-Soviet and yet he is equally opposed to
the uncritical endorsement of documents such as the Party used
to do in the past® He said he believes that the resolution of
the National Executive Committee on the declaration of the
twelve Communist Parties, which was originally SID STEIN®

s

document, is a friendly one® He said that he does not think
that it is antagonistic to the Soviet Union or to other Com-
munist Parties^ however, in regard to the declaration of the
twelve Communist Parties, he cannot agree with the thesis of
universal truths® Further, he disagrees with the declaration
on the matter of the dictatorship of the proletariat® He asked]
the question. What is universal? Somebody tell u^ 0

LIGHTFOOT then talked about the discussion on the
“Daily Worker”, which was held at the last meeting of the
National Executive Committee® He said that facts were discussed
at this meeting® It was stated that there was no money® Prior
to the meeting, the National Office had been In touch with the
District Organizers in the various Districts® Those at the
meeting were advised that all the reserve funds had been used
up® It was stated that the paper had become a real drain upon
the membership and upon the paper® s friends® Therefore, the
conclusion was reached that it is 'necessary to cease publica-
tion of the “Daily Worker”® It was the opinion of everyone
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present that the $200,000 to $300*000 yearly deficit necessary
to keep the ”Daily Worker” in publication could have, .been used
to better advantage* It was felt that only a few hundred Party
people were reached by means of the ”Daily Worker”* Most of
the circulation in the world outside oif the Party was for the
purpose of seeing what the Communist Party was doing* : l

LltxHTFOOT said that he thinks .'that -with -the Cessation'
of the publication of the ”Daily Worker” there is now an oppor*^
tuaity to build the weekly paper* It will be possible to .build l

"The Worker? only if the present pessimism in the ranks of . the f
Party does not spread and cause the weekly paper to go under*
Then he stated that the suspension of the publication of the-

"

"Dally Worker” presents a financial problem* He said that t ,

$61,000 is needed in order to pay tb© debts , severance pay for -

the workers,.. and. to get a new: printer* He said that the,
,

National Office is appealing to all Dlstrictsto.do something
immediately in order to obtain money for the press* He said
that he is going to appeal to the Illinois District to raise
Whatever can be raised* He stated,, however, that no quotas *,

have been, set in the effort to keep ”The Worker” in publication
and to suspend the ”Daily $prker” in .an orderly fashion*,

^

i Continuing, with a review of what had happened at the
last meeting of theNational .Executive Committee^-in^.December,
.1957v- he said that there was a report by ECGENE DENNIS dealing
with the work of the Communist Party <*> "DBA since the 16th
'National Convention* Thare«'<was ' also -U.vreport'ibysBID^STEIN.ion
•thehsame *topics ?He sald,that- -thesb^reportsriwere-individual >

treportssand;v?did?:ncti;represent the oollecti^srf,vie^oint^r,tifhere *

aWas^oheated dSbate^in the^.National ^Ensimtive.^^^
c:fhere.was no finailssation of ithese reports* Motions were made
to consider these, reports Us preliminary reports .-and to estab«*
llsh a subicommitteerto . evaluate theArepcr^^s^
'.cussi'Cn-bnlthis topic .could , be placed; on. an*^-'orderly •ba&ia* >.*

Li<Sffi3?F00!P ;• Stated that after the National' BapecutiWe-;
Committee .had adopted the proposal to formva sub^eCmmittee*
consisting of EUGENE DENNIS,. SID STEIN,' CARL WINTER and CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOTy there was a charge on the part of some ,comra&e

s

:‘from
New York .that these reports were being withheld from the -Party
membership* He said that he was against the publication of

Y

the reports of STEIN and DENNIS, because he figured that there
would be strife as a result of their publication* He felt
that a discussion might be put on a more orderly basis if there



was one report endorsed by a majority vote 0 Finally, however,
he went along with the idea to publish both the DEMIS and
STEIN reports o,

LIGHTFOOT said that the sub-committee of four did
"

go to work despite the publication of a report on the National
Executive Committee meeting and the decision to publish both
the viewpoint of DENNIS and that of STEIN* He said' that he
does not share the viewpoint of DENNIS* He said that if the
present trends to fight for a showdown continue, little will
be left of the Communist Party* In this regard, he cited the
example of the Ford Section of the Communist Party in Harlem,
New York* He said that JIM FORD is dead, but some of the
extremists are still alive* They raised the slogan, "Drive the
Revisionists out of the Party”* He said that if that slogan
is actually carried through, they will drive many, many members
out of the Communist Party* In his opinion, it Is wrong to
drive anyone out of the Communist Party* He said that no one
In the leadership can lead from strength and cannot impose a
particular view upon one or another group of people 0

Then LIGrHTFOOT went on to talk about the fact that
even when the Communist Party had some strength In local trade
unions or actually controlled local trade unions, some of our
people used the Communist Party for office-holding and power
and they have become corrupt*

Next, LIGrHTFOOT emphasized the need to clarify and
patch up ideological differences. He said this Is different
from imposing a point of view* He said we need an atmosphere
of education* Instead, we have name-calling and the labeling
of people* This is not very educational.

LIGrHTFOOT again talked about the sub-committee of
four which is to prepare a report’ on the work of the Communist
Party - USA since the 16th National Convention* He said that
so, far this sub-committee has received only negative reactions.
Actually it is being clobbered Instead of being listened to*

'

LIGHTFOOT referred to a first draft of the document
being prepared by this sub-committee of four* He said that
while CARL WINTER is the author of this first draft, his,
LIGHTFOOT® s, views are contained In the document* He said ,that
the document outlines ten immediate issues around which the
Communist Party can mobilize* However, thus far, .'the reaction



to this first draft of the document prepared by' the sub-committee
of four has been negative*

LIGHTFOOT said that the first draft of this document
outlines the Issues e Among some of the issues he mentioned were
the economic, situation, anti-labor legislation, the question of
automation, and the shorter work week D Most of the issues
mentioned pertained to economic problems concerning the workers
in the shops* He said that the draft document also treats the
question of the fight for peace* He said that the thesis of
this document — that is, the listing of immediate issues — is
not in conflict with the continuation of the discussion in the
ranks of the Party on other ideological problems* He said
that the trouble with the present discussion in the Party is
that it is being carried on in isolation* It is divorced from
the struggles of the people* Abstract problems are being dis-
cussed* .

Continuing, LIGHTFOOT said that the sub-committee of
four will make a recommendation for a national consultative -

conference of the Communist Party* Parenthetically speaking,
LIGHTFOOT was referring to the possibility of an enlarged
plenum or National Committee meeting and not to a national con-
vention* In other words, the Communist Party - USA might
Invite double the number of persons on the National Committee
to a national conference, which would be called a consultative
conference *

Continuing, LIGHTFOOT said that' the sub-committee of
four will also recommend that when the headquarters Is moved
to Chicago, that a new National Executive Committee be elected*

In conclusion, LIGHTFOOT stated that Ip his opinion
the Communist Party = USA needs a new leadership* The present
people in leadership cannot work together* The members of

"
the National Administrative Committee cannot work together and
the National Executive Committee seems to be opposed. In the
majority, to the National Administrative Committee* , Ha said
that perhaps moving the headquarters to * Chicago might not solve
any problems* Perhaps other proposals that the sup-committee
of four will make will not solve any problems* However, let
us poll the Communist Party to see if a representative group
or a group representing the majority can be elected* He stated
that while this last statement sort of contradicts the first
draft of .the Sub-committee, he believes that it may be necessary
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to elect a new leadership if the document of the sub-committee
is not accepted* This new leadership would be representative
of the majority in the Communist Party*

LIGHTFOOT finished his report by reading some state-
ments from the draft document of , the sub-committee of four* He
said that he will go to Detroit within a week in order to meet
with CARL WINTER for the purpose of putting some finishing
touches on the draft document*

After a proposal that the other members of the
Rational Executive Committee present speak and give their view-
points, there Was a proposal that the statement of the Rational
Administrative Committee, in regard to the resignation of JOHN
GATES, be read* • So LIGHTFOOT made a few remarks about the
resignation of JOHR GATES as Editor of the "Daily Worker" and
as a member of the Communist Party - USA* He tried to* show
how the statement GATES made at the time of his resignation.
In which he had said that the Communist Party - USA is a sect
and has no influence, is being utilized in the trade unions*
LIGHTFOOT said that the trade unions, which were influenced
by the Communist Party, will say to the Party, What do we need
you for?

Remarks of FRED FINE

The first member of the Rational Executive Committee
to take the floor was FRED FIRE* He started by reading the
press release of the Rational Administrative Committee on the
resignation of JOHR GATES* He pointed out that this Is“a com-
promise statement* Nevertheless, In his opinion it Is a good
statement.

FINE then made a flat declaration In which he said
that in his belief the thesis of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT will not work.
That is, the thesis contained In the draft document of the sub-
committee of four; FIRE noted that while CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT.

'

added his personal view in regard to the changing of the leader-
shlp, he also goes along with the thesis in the draft document*
FINE said that this thesis will not work*

Then FINE went on to point out that there is no
danger of anti-Sovietism in the ranks of the Communist Party -
USA* He said the main danger is the isolation of the Communist
Party* He said that in his opinion, we are past the stage of
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patching things up, FINE stated that what we need is a new
leadership,.

Remarks of EARL DURHAM

The next member of the National Executive Committee
to speak was EARL DURHAM „ In essence, DURHAM stated that there
are many problems and there has been a big debate on the inter-
national situation,. He said that he voted against the majority
at the last meeting of the National Executive Committee , He
then gave his reasons for thinking that the majority statement
on the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties was not
satisfaetory0 However, he stated that as far as he is con-
cerned it is necessary to get away from the discussion of
abstract international problems „ This Is necessary because
these questions are not uppermost in the minds of the Negro
people and other people. He said that he has one. problem on
his mind, -and that is the Negro problem.

Remarks of ELMER JOHNSON

ELMER JOHNSON spoke next. He said that his main
thesis is that revisionism is the main danger. He stated that
he agrees with the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties
and that this declaration applies to the Communist Party - USA.
He emphasised that the declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties Is a great document. He said that we have got to get
rid of revisionism.

Remarks of MORRIS CHILDS

ELMER JOHNSON was followed by MORRIS CHILDS, - CHILDS
pointed to the need for clarification and for the settling of
Ideological problems. He said that there is a lot to he learned
from the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties, He stated
that perhaps the fact that we are isolated and the reason for
our isolation was correctly stated In the document of the 16th
National Convention! however, that document talked about the
need for a struggle on two fronts. At the present time, we
should at least review the situation to see' if revisionism is
the main danger, because objective circumstances change and
no resolution is sacrosanct, CHILDS said that there is a danger
of a split in the Communist Party - USA. Many people are talking
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about a split* Both extremes are shouting for a split* There
is a danger for the Party if it goes to the extremes* Never**
theless, we have to re-state the fundamental principles of
Marxism-Leninism* and we have to get rid of the ideas of
Gatesism' with his constant anti-Soviet attacks*

Remarks of SAM KUSHNER

SAM KUSHNER was the next speaker* He said that he
thinks that this meeting of the State Committee is one of the
most important meetings that has been held* He said 'that the
membership is getting disgusted with the bickering amongst
the leadership* H© said* Let 8 a do things instead of talking
all the time* Let 8 s get down to work*

KUSHNER then launched into an attack against the
extreme Leftism of the Flynn Section of the Communist Party of
Illinois* After he launched into this attack, he talked about
the conciliation of the Right* He said that while he is still
Left of Center, there has been too much conciliation on the
part of the Right* He said that he is for changes in the"
leadership* but he is- not for a complete change in the leader-
ship! however* he does believe that a new National Executive
Committee is needed*

Remarks of DAVID ENGLESTEIN

KUSHNER was followed by DAVID ENGLESTEIN, w^o talked
about the need for an ideological discussion! if necessary* on
a District-wide scale* He said that he believes that the ques-
tion of the dictatorship of the proletariat* as contained in
the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties, merits dis-
cussion* He said he believes in the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat* He referred to a remark made by ELMER JOHNSON, in
which JOHNSON had charged that all three members of the National
Executive Committee from this District — that is* EARL DURHAM*
FRED PINE and CLAUDE LIGHTEDOT — all hold the same"opinions*
He said this is not so* He then stated that he disagrees with
ALEXANDER BITTELMAN on the welfare state and thinks that there
should be a discussion on it* He said that you cannot put
everyone in the same boat* ENGLESTEIN stated that ^1TPELMAN
favors the dictatorship of the proletariat* He said that
BITTELMAN often quotes sentences and paragraphs from" 'Marxism-
Leninism* Yet* according to ENGLESTEIN* BITTELMAN favors the
welfare state, which is an impossibility*
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In conclusion, ENGLESTEIN condemned tke national
Executive Committee for its resolution on the declaration of
the twelve Communist Parties , He said that he thought it was
a negative resolution,,- •

Remarks of JAMES WEST

'DAVID ENGLESTEIN was followed by JAMES WEST, who took
time off from his trial in Cleveland to come to this meeting,,
WEST said he agrees with the DENNIS- report on the work of the
Communist Party - USA since the 16th National Convention He
said that he disagrees with the National Executive Committee
in regard to Its resolution on the declaration of the twelve
Communist Parti©

s

0 He said we need a theoretical and ideological
discussion and we need a national consultative conference of
the Party o He said that as far jas he Is concerned, he is In
agreement with, the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties,

Remarks of RALPH TURNER
1

JAMES WEST was followed by RALPH TURNER, TURNER
said that revisionism Is the main danger and that' the present
leadership does not understand that the Party is a vanguard.
The present leadership is shying away from an endorsement of
the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties, He said that
he does not believe that the Conimunist Party - USA i,s Isolated,
He does believe that the declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties will bring us to grips with all the problems we face.

Remarks of BOONE CHILDS

' RALPH TURNER was followed by BOONE CHILDS, who declared
that he believes in Marxism-Leninism, He said he knows that"it
works, because It is working on his job. As the Club Chairman
of the Debs Club, he knows that the club works better since the
16th National Convention, He believes that if we follow the
universal principles of Marxism-Leninism, we will break our
isolation. He endorses the declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties,

Remarks of GRACE SARNIAK

GRACE SARNIAK spoke next and said that she believes
that revisionism Is the main danger. She said that she would
recommend that a special convention be called Immediately In
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order to change the state of affairs in the present national
leadership of the Communist Party 0 Then she talked about the
misuse of funds for travel 0 She said, Where do people get all
this money to travel?

Remarks of ISAPORS "JIG&S" SHAPIRO

"JIGGS" SHAPIRO took the floor next. He said that he
would try to give a picture of the thinking of the "Loop Execu-
tive o He was reading from a resolution recently passed by the
Loop or Professional Section* s Executive Committee 0 He said
that the Executive is against the liquidation of the Communist
Party, although it believes in democracy 0 The Loop Executive
endorsed the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties. He
said that he believes, as does the Executive, that those who
hamper the work of the Party should be rebuffed, but not nec-
essarily expelled. He said that the Loop Executive believes
that there should be self-criticism among the leadership. The
leadership should accept criticism and should engage in self-
criticism.

SHAPIRO said that the Executive believes that JOHN
GATES is no good. The Executive Is for a strong Marxist-Leninist
positions The majority believes that POSTER is correct. In
any case, this thinking of the Executive Is going to be brought
to all of the clubs In the Loop Section.

Remarks of FLO HALL

FLO HALL was the next speaker, and said that the mem-
bership Is frustrated because they see no theory and no' action.
They resent the labeling during the discussions. She ,«said that
her club placed the question of agreeing or disagreeing with
the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties as either being
or not being revisionist. She said that she thinks this' is
wrong. She said you cannot place It in this fashion? that is,
are you for or are you against. Then she launched into an
attack on the Flynn Section. She said those in the Flynn Sec-
tion are organizing forums. She stated that she lives next
door to ROSE TOPERCER, Chairman of the Flynn Section? yet, she
was not invited to the forum of the Flynn Section which was
being held this very evening in this hall.

There was some shouting from the floor that these
forums are not secret meetings.
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Remarks of AL RUBIO

AL RUBIO said he thinks that the discussion oughf'to
be carried on in relation to the needs of the people * He* said
that the trouble is that we are talking hot airj we are, talk-
ing about things which are divorced from the ideas that are In
the minds of the people 0 He stated that he is still Left of
Center,

Remarks of TOUT ALPER

' AL RUBIO was followed by TORY ALPER,' who talked about
the need for theory and the need for dialectical materialism.
He said. We have the largest youth club -In the District, made
up of twelve members, and that we Are leading in the Communist
Party registration. He said that he does not know how far they
can go in the face of this type of discussion and debate. Yet,
he does not think that things are getting worse.

Remarks of DOROIHY DAVIES

DOROTHY DAVIES stated that she favors the idea of a
national consultative conference.

Remarks of MILT oohetj

KCLI COHEM stated that most of the leadership Is
sticking to, their old positions, ETo one in the leadership seems
to give in. He said we do need a change In leadership. Per-
haps we can get the kind of leaders who will give either one
way or the other.

Remarks of : MATE sftarve

KELT COHEM was followed by MATE :SHARPE, who stated
that he was not In favor of a complete change in' the leader-
ship, He said he was interested In a change in a part of the
leadership. He also stated that more discussion is needed on
economic problems.

Remarks of HEEEM SAUMDERS

HEEEM SAUMDERS picked up the thesis which' had first
been put forth by MORRIS CHILDS, This thesis is that when you
do not raise the demands of the workers, a Right wing viewpoint
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can also isolate the Communist Party.
,

Sectarianism and the
belief in Marxism-Leninism are not necessarily synonymous.
SAUNDERS put forth this theory and said she believes that
revisionism is the main danger and can isolate the Communist
Party. Then she read the declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties and said that we ought to do something about it.

Remarks 'of MOLLXB. WEST

MOLLIE WEST stated that while she believes in the
declaration of the twelve Communist Parties, she does not think
that it can just be endorsed. She emphasized, however, that
she does -believe ’in it. With regard to a new leadership, she
said that as far as she is concerned she does not believe that
one is available,- because some of the people who might make
up a new leadership cannot be put into leadership for security
reasons.

Additional Remarks of CLAUDE LIG-HTFOOT

After requesting: five minutes, LIGHTFO'OT was again
given the floor. He said we need to keep cool-. He said that
obviously there is no confidence in the present leadership.
The method of our polemic and discussion is just as horrible as
the deviations themselves. Then he pointed out that this dis-
cussion in the State Committee is a very mild one by compar-
ison with the discussion in the leading committee of the Com-
munist Party. He again read from the draft document that the
sub-committee of four is preparing.

Proposals •

There were some proposals. One proposal was to
endorse the resolution of the National Executive Committee on
the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties. The vote on
this proposal was 6 in favor, llj. against, and 2 abstentions
were counted.

There was a proposal to reject the resolution of the
National Executive Committee on the declaration of the - twelve
Communist Parties and to characterize it as a negative, carping
resolution. The vote on this proposal was 19 in favor, Ij. against,
and 1 abstention. -

A motion was made by MORRIS CHILDS" calling for the
Illinois State Committee to greet the declaration of the twelve
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Communist Parties* The proposal further provided that the
declaration of the twelve Communist Parties be brought to the
attention of the membership for study, and provided that ways
and means be found to apply that part of the' declaration which
applies to the Communist Party » USA, and also provided for

'

the carrying through of the basic propositions in the declara-
tion of the twelve Communist Parties * The vote on this motion
was lf> in favor, 2 against, and 6 abstentions,,

Another proposal was made by MORRIS CHILDS* This
proposal called for the issuance of a statement of principles
as a preface to the draft document being prepared by the sub—
committee of four* This proposal provided that this statement
of principles indicate the kind of Party the members want —
that is, a vanguard Party, a Party of Marxism-Leninism, a Party
which reiterates proletarian internationalism, and a Party
which states that the aim of the Party is Socialism* This
statement of principles would also say that the Communist
Party » USA can base itself on the general results of the 16th
National Convention, but should reiterate those things which
are more definitely in keeping with the new situation*

There was a vote on this proposal* The vote was
approximately If? in favor, 2 against, and some abstentions*
However, this motion fell by the wayside because at this time
FRED FINE stated that he Is In favor of the contents of the
proposal by CHILDS and that he would like to see a document
prepared which would be a declaration or statement of principles
reiterating fundamentals* However, the document of the sub=
committee of four Is not up for adoption as yet* FINE pointed
out that CLAUDE LIG-HTFOOT had merely presented the contents
of the first draft of the document to the State Committee of
Illinois for its information* At this time others who support
the Left wing point of view said that they would favor a declar-
ation of principles, but that they are not In favor of the
contents of the draft document as read by CLAUDE LIGH^FOOT*

RICHARD CRILEY made a proposal that the Illinois' State
Committee endorse the calling of a consultative conference, and
pointed out that while this proposal is contained in the draft
document which LIGHTFOOT and WINTER are working on, he does not
favor some of the other proposals In this draft document*

It Was decided to drop the discussion on the document
of the sub-committee of four* A substitute proposal was made
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by SAM KUSHNERo This proposal called for the election of a
sub-committee in the Illinois District , This sub-committee would
give the ideas of this District on how the Communist Party might
continue to discuss and solve some of its problems, While there
was a counter“proposal to send this proposal to the Administra- b6

tive Committee, the original proposal was passed,, The proposal b7

called for a sub“Committee of four® Six people were nominated,.
It was pnmflHfld tbat »i“8 y bp placed on the ballot , By this
time „ I I had left the meeting, but it
was agreed that if they did not wish to serve on the sub-
committee, they could withdraw,,

The vote for this subcommittee was as follows g

21
About 20
20
13
12

§ 7 be
b7C

FLO HAH., was the teller and as a result of the vot~
ing,

I I

were elected to the subcommittee 0 It was stated that if any
one of these four does not accept a position on the sub-committee,
then MORRIS CHILDS would be added to the sub-committee „ CHILDS
commented, however,

.
that he might decline to serve on this sub-

committee o

Maxt, DAVID ENOLESTEIH proposed that whenever pos-"'
sible the District organize three membership discussions. Tak-
ing security precautions into consideration, these discussions
should be on a city-wide scale and would discuss the following
topic sg (1) The economic situation and the role of labor ! (2)
The declaration of the twelve Communist Parties! and (3) The
welfare state,

i
v

~

This proposal was referred to the Administrative
Committee merely for the purpose of deciding how these meetings '

would be organised. The proposal itself and the topics for
discussion were accepted, and it was agreed that in these dis-
cussions those who have different opinions about some things
should be’ permitted t© take the floor and present their view-
point.
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SAM KOSHNER then mad© a .proposal that when fomms are
organized by th© various Sections in the District, th'at they b©
non°factional . Parenthetically speaking, KDSHWER had th©
Plynn Section in mind when h© mad© this proposal,,

This proposal was also referred back to th© Adminis-
trative Committee,,

It is to be noted that following this meeting there
was a forma of the Plynn Section,, Some of th© members of th©
Plynn Section were already at th© Lawson YMCA before th© State
Committee meeting x*yas conclude

d

0 Thus, the State Committee
was meeting under pressure at this point because the members
of the Plynn Section wanted to us© the hall for their forum.

A motion to endorse the resolution of the northern
California District was table d„ The motion by DICK CRXLEY
calling for a national consultative conference was passed,,
The mimeographed resolution on the declaration of' the twelve'"
Communist Parties, which had been prepared by DICK -CRILET, was
rejected by th© State Committee 0 A< motion by GRACE SAHNIAK
stating that revisionism is the main danger was withdrawn by
her after someone had mad© a motion to table it

.

"The Worker81

Toward th© end of the meeting there was considerable
discussion and it was felt that the meeting could not be
adjourned without a brief report on "The Worker”.

The report on "The Worker" was given by MOLLIE GOLD.
She said that she wanted to correct an incorrect statement
which she had made at a meeting. She said that she had stated
that there is a circulation of 2,000 for "The Worker” in
Illinois. She said that actually the circulation of ”The Worker”
in Illinois is only 1,200. She said that she does not know how
she made this mistake, but perhaps she had included the circu-
lation of the "Daily Worker” in th® figure for the circulation
of "The Worker”, and that actually the circulation of "The
Worker” is 1,200.

Then ,MOLLIE GOLD stated that this District has col-
lected $k,700 in th© financial drive for the Party press. The
goal is $5,000, and she believes that it is possible to raise
the other $300, although there is no guarantee of this. She



said that it will he necessary for the people in the District-
SQt to work in order to- raise this Money before January 18,

1958* She reminded those present that BOB THOMESOFwould be
in Chicago for the celebration of the 3lj.th anniversary of the
Daily Worker” on January 18, 1958° She cautibned 'that, as

CLATJDE LICrETFOOT had pointed out, ”The Worker” is also in
‘

danger of going out of publication* She said that already a
lot of people are confused and think that "The Worker” is also
going to cease publication*- In concluding, she urged that all
Sections attempt to raise the remaining $300 in the fund drive
since there Is no guarantee, because of the expenses, that
this amount will be raised at the celebration, In honor of the
3q-th anniversary of th© ”Daily Worker”*

Conclusion of the Meeting and Setting
of the Date for the Next Meeting of the
Illinois State Committee

While there were other recommendations and also com-
munications to be taken up at this meeting, they were tabled*
There was some communication from one Section to the National
Committee, but this communication was not read* It may have
been a statement from the Flynn Section* These communications
were referred to the next meeting of the State Committee* It
was agreed that the State Committee of Illinois would hold Its
next meeting -on January 26, 1958*



COMMENTS OF CG g82k-Stt

This' reporter believes that EAR£ DURHAM is either
beginning to shift sides or wants to get away from it all*
Perhaps he wants to avoid debates,- struggles, pressures, etc*

The written resolution on the declaration of the
twelve Communist Parties, which was prepared by DICK CRXLEY,
and the statement of the National Executive Committee on the
declaration of the twelve Communist Parties were the only
written material passed out at the meeting Itself 0

The resolution presented to the National Committee
by the Northern California District did not come up for discus-
sion* Some people claimed that they received ”Party Affairs’^
too late to read the resolution* The- consensus of opinion was
that many things have happened since- the Northern California,
resolution was introduced', and that It Is best to leave this
resolution alone*

Those present at this meeting who support the Right
wing point of view usually abstained from voting on any motions
dealing with the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties*
In commenting on the original motion made by MORRIS CHILDS, FRED
FINE stated that while he believes In the statement of the
National Executive Committee dealing with the declaration of
the twelve Communist Parties, he is not against the declaration
of the twelve Communist Parties* He said that he Is merely
against the procedure of mechanically "endorsing' the declaration
of the twelve Communist Parties*

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT was heard to ask MORRIS CHILDS to
,

withdraw the words ’’apply” and ’’carry through” from his motion*
CHILDS- told LIGHTFOOT that he would not do this*

The Left wing came to tl^Is State Committee meeting
pretty well organized* They placed emphasis on the declaration
of ,the twelve Communist Parties* . While the Left wing was
organized. It contains extreme elements which are ijot looked
upon kindly even in this State -Committee, where the majority
is Left of Center but not completely .Left* In Illinois, the
Left of Center fights with the Left on a local basis, b^t votes
with the Left on a national basis* Therefore, there Is a fued
within a fued* This explains some of the voting at this meeting*

The Right wing,- at this time, does not have too much
in the State Committee of Illinois* At most, the Right could

- 20 -
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mobilize four op five votes at this meeting. However, some of
these votes are important, such as those of CLAUDE LIGETFOOT,
FEED FINE and I lelther voted with the
Right wing or abstained. I Ivoted with the Right
on some occasions, and with the Left on others. While I I

I Iusually votes with the Left, he voted with the Right on
some occasions at this meeting.

The situation is not yet solidified In this District.
If the extreme Left proceeds to make the proposition that
revisionism is' the main danger, as the main Issue,- they will be
wiped out. The reason for this Is that the majority Is tired
of bickering and they will rise up against the extremists.
Those who are non-partisan and those who deliberate in their
evaluations will turn against the extremists.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUMS * # UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO g DIRECTOR s FBI (100=3=68) DATEg l/l?/^8

FROM g SAC
s CHICAGO (100=20769)

SUBJECTS GOMMONIST PARTS’ - USA
HEN YORK DISTRICT
MEMBERSHIP
INTERNAL SECURITY = C

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THE FOLLOWING INFOR-
MATION IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE INFORMANT ,

CG J?82!{.=S3f>, ©n January 13 „ 19^8 „ orally furnished to
SA JOHN E 0 KEATING and Stenographer I I the infer- be

mation contained on the following pages b7c

> Bureau (REGISTERED)
* Albany (100- ) (CP-USA, New York District, Membership)

(REGISTERED)
* New York (REGISTERED)
4sr= 10G=$b638)'(CP-USA, Membership) (#19=1)
(1 - 100-128817) (CP°USA a New York District, Membership)
(1 - 100-ii.67) l I

(1 -'100-1867
“

* Chicago
(1 - A/l3Mj.6)

D
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ID
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January 13, X95>8

During the period between January 8 and 10 9 19^8 a

separate discussions were held with BILL LAWRENCE and I I

I l in New York City in regard to the current registration
drive in the New York District of the Communist Party = DBA*

It was learned that thus far X,X20 registrations are
on hand* I I stated that unofficially 1 9$00 members
have been registered thus far in the New York District*

There was a division of opinion as to how many mem-
bers would be registered when the registration in the New York
District is completed* It was estimated that the total will
be somewhere between 3,000 and 4, 000 I however, they may not

In the 1 industrial region they claimed a total of
2,£>00 members at the time of the 16th National Convention* The
industrial region claimed that $00 have been registered thus
far and that not more than 1,000 will be registered*

Brooklyn claimed a membership of 800 at the time of
the 16th National Convention* Brooklyn claimed that it has
registered 4.00 thus far and that it will have a total registra-
tion of $00 *

Thus far, only JO members have been registered in
Queens*

tu/uau ^vv/e

Harlem has registered 124 and- will probably have a
total registration of about l$0 o
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